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5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN 47803 • (812) 877-1511
CONTACT: David Piker
NEWS BUREAU
LACK OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE EXPERTS
HAMPERING AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL GROWTH
FOR RELEASE: Upon Receipt
August 1, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A decline in the number of college graduates who
are fluent in foreign languages is hampering the nation's technological
and business growth, according to language experts at Rose-Hulman Insti-
tute of Technology.
Peter Priest, professor of Russian, and Hannelore Lehr, associate
Professor of German, say American industry has not been able to learn
about many technical developments by non-American scientists or take full
advantage of international markets because of a lack of foreign language
experts.
"The latest developments in science and technology are being pub-
lished in more than 70 languages. Even though English still accounts for
about 45 percent of this material, 35 percent is in German, Russian or
French," Lehr said.
"There has been a 40 percent decline during the last ten years in the
number of college students taking foreign language courses," Lehr noted.
(more)
LACK OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE EXPERTS--2
According to Priest, "only five percent of the nation's engineers are
fluent in a language other than English. That means a chemical engineer
is only able to read about 55 percent of the research written in chemistry-
related journals. If he were to become fluent in only Russian, it would
increase by one-half the material he would be able to understand."
Rose-Hulman offers the nation's only four-year technical translator
program which teaches future engineers to be fluent in Russian or German.
Lehr notes that enrollments in the program have been increasing. Cur-
rently, 130, or about ten percent of the college's student body, are
enrolled in foreign language courses.
Almost four percent of the students at Rose-Hulman are taking Russian
classes. That compares to only two-tenths of one percent, nationally, who
are enrolled in a similar program.
"In 1979, a Presidential commission issued a report which showed the
critical need for technical translators. At that time, experts said that
American business was suffering because of this lack of international
understanding. Very little has been done since then to correct the prob-
lem," Priest said.
"There are more instructors in Russia teaching English than there are
American College students taking Russian classes," Priest, who is a director
of the American Translators Association, noted.
He said one of the reasons for the decline is that many colleges and
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CONTACT: David Piker FOR RELEASE: Sunday,
August 5, 1984
NEW CONCEPT WILL HELP
R-H STUDENTS IMPROVE HIGHWAYS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Civil engineering students at Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology this fall will be learning about a new concept in highway
maintenance that will result in smoother roads and improved use of tax dollars.
Nationally, the federal government is spending $4 billion this year on
highway and road construction and maintenance. In an effort to improve
planning, monitoring and pavement design, the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation (DOT) has selected a group of college faculty who will teach future
engineers about a new computer-assisted pavement management system.
Dr. James McKinney, associate professor and chairman of the Rose-Hulman
Department of Civil Engineering, is one of 39 faculty members from the U.S.
and Canada invited to attend a DOT-sponsored seminar at the University of
Texas Aug. 6-17. The purpose of the seminar is to inform faculty about the
new concept so that it then can be taught to future engineers who will util-
ize it on the job. McKinney says the concepts will be used in two junior
and senior level courses at Rose dealing with construction methods and pave-
ment design.
(more)
NEW CONCEPTS WILL HELP STUDENTS IMPROVE HIGHWAYS--2
"Thus far, most of our maintenance of roads and highways has been man-
agement by crisis," said McKinney, who in addition to his teaching is also
a consultant for the City of Indianapolis.
"The philosophy has been wait until a roadway gets rough and then fix
it," he noted. "This new system allows for long range planning Which should
also mean better use of tax monies at the local, state and national levels,"
McKinney says.
The federal program uses information gathered from either a visual in-
spection or from the use of sensitive electronic equipment to determine a
road's surface condition. A Present Serviceability Index from 0 to 5 is
used with 2.5 indicating that the public perceives the road to be in bad
shape to 4.7 as a rating for a surface in very good condition.
"We are near a crisis situation in regard to our road and highway main-
tenance," McKinney emphasized. "Even though more funds are available from
the five cent gasoline tax, we have deferred maintenance for so long that it
is difficult to catch up," he noted.
According to McKinney, the nation's road maintenance problem has become
even more of a dilemma because of the increased travel habits by Americans
during the past several years. "We have accepted the fact that we have to
pay more than $1 a gallon for gasoline," he said.
Currently, less than one-half of the states have implemented the new
government concepts. McKinney said that Indiana has collected some of the
data needed to institute the program.
"It would probably take about a year for Indiana to put the program into
use. Hopefully, Rose-Hulman civil engineering graduates will be able to use
their expertise to utilize this new concept that will take out some of the
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August 12, 1984
STUDENTS ON A FAST TRACK
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--For most college students, calculus is a
subject that is avoided, but for twenty-two incoming freshman at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, calculus is a means for them to
get on a fast track toward beginning their college education.
The students have been designated Freshman Mathematics Scholars
and are taking part in a five-week course called Fast Track Calculus.
Upon completing the class they will earn 15 quarter hours of credit
and will not have to take the first three calculus courses required
during the freshman year.
"The program is intended to give the student's a chance to use
their outstanding math ability to excel in a very competitive
environment," noted Dr. Gary Sherman, chairperson, Department of
Mathematics, who teaches the class.
Among the students, who represent eight states, is Mark Crowder
of Terre Haute.
In order to apply for the program, freshman must have earned at
least 700 points out of a possible 800 on the SAT and completed a year
of calculus and analytic geometry in high school.
(more)
STUDENTS ON FAST TRACK --2
"One of the reasons the program was initiated three years ago was
because we believed that students should be rewarded for their high
school acommplishments," Sherman says. "More programs like this need
to be established so that students can put their exceptional talents
to use," he emphasized.
In addition to learning about the importance of the computer as
a mathematical tool, the program provides students with other
advantages, according to Sherman.
"Because of the credits earned in the course, students are able
to obtain a double major or take advantage of special programs such as
the technical translator's certificate without the need to take
overloads," he said. "The students enter as mathematical sophomores
and the program gives them a real advantage on beginning their
education at Rose-Hulman," Sherman noted.
The program concludes Aug. 24 and the twenty-two Fast Track
Calculus participants will return to campus Sept. 3-5 for freshman
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SPECIAL TO THE INDIANA ARTS COMMISSION NEWS
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--Noted Hoosier watercolor artist D. Omer "Salty"
Seamon and his wife, Polly, were honored July 29 by Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology during dedication ceremonies for the Seamon Salon.
More than 150 persons were on hand for the dedication luncheon and
ceremonies.
The Seamon Salon is located on the second floor of Hadley Hall.
Paintings from the private collection of Polly Seamon have been donated
to Rose-Hulman and include scences depicting life in the South Pacific,
Mexico and Indiana.
More than 60 of Seamon's paintings are located in various campus
buildings in addition to those in the Seamon Salon.
It was more than 40 years ago that Seamon was first commissioned
by Rose officials to complete his initial painting for the college. Since
then, Rose has recognized him for his artistic achievements by presenting
Seamon with an honorary doctorate in 1979.
The collection of Seamon originals joins approximately 300 paintings
which are permanently displayed at Rose-Hulman. They include works that
make up the British Watercolor and Tri Kappa collections.
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ENGINEER FOOTBALL TEAM
BEGINS PRACTICE AUG. 21
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The dawn of a new football year will take
on a literal meaning when the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
football team begins practice for its 1984 season.
The Fightin' Engineers will be up with the sun when they
assemble for their first practice session at 6 a.m. on Aug. 21.
Members of this year's team will begin arriving on the
Rose-Hulman campus Aug. 18. Freshmen are to report by 6 p.m. that
day and be ready for testing on Aug. 19. Upperclassmen are due by
11 a.m. Aug. 20, and they will run through their tests that
afternoon. That period will be followed by the team's annual Photo
Day at 4:30 p.m. Media and the general public are welcome to attend
that session.
Third-year head coach Bob Thompson is expecting 90 players to
report for practice. Among that number are 44 lettermen and 15
starters returning from last year's College Athletic Conference
co-champion squad.
The 1983 team established a 4-1 conference record to share
the CAC title with Centre College. Rose-Hulman's overall
record last year was 6-5.
(more)
ENGINEERS READY FOR PRACTICE -- ADD ONE
As they look to their season opener at Hanover College on
Sept. 8, the Engineers will rely heavily on their defense to lead them
to improvement in 1984. Nine starters return from last year's
nationally-ranked unit, and replacements are needed only at the two
defensive end spots.
One of the leading defensive returnees will be Academic
All-American Jack Grote (Sr., electrical engineering major,
Westerville, Ohio), a two-time all-conference pick who led the team
with 110 total tackles last fall. Another 1983 all-conference
defensive returnee is noseguard Keith McConnell (Sr., electrical
engineering major, Griffith, IN).
On offense, the Engineeers must replace Rod Schrader at
tailback. When Schrader graduated last spring, he left behind a
school and conference rushing record of 1,228 yards and two
back-to-back seasons of rushing for more than 1,000 yards. Among the
returning offensive starters is two-time all-conference center Tony
Moshak (Sr., chemical engineering major, Mishawaka).
"I think this will be a better football team than the last two
we've had," Thompson said. "I would be disappointed if we're not.
There's no reason why we shouldn't be a better, fundamentally sound,
aggressive team; so I'm looking forward to a good year.
"Increased consistency is one of the factors that we're counting
on for improvement," Thompson stated. "If that equals more wins, then
that's great. I think our players want to be better and they've been
doing the things in the off-season that it takes to get better.
Hopefully it will show on our won-loss record."
(more)
ENGINEERS READY FOR PRACTICE -- ADD TWO AND LAST
That record will be determined by the following schedule:
-- Sept. 8, at Hanover College
-- Sept. 15, Taylor University
-- Sept. 29, at Earlham College
-- Oct. 6, Principia College
-- Oct. 13, DePauw University
-- Oct. 20, at Centre College
-- Oct. 27, at University of the South
-- Nov. 3, Rhodes College
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R-H SENIOR WINS ATO SCHOLARSHIP
August 17, 1984
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--James P. Grimshaw, a senior majoring in mechanical
engineering at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been named the
recipient of a 1984 Alpha Tau Omega Foundation Scholarship.
The $1,500 scholarship was one of 33 awarded to undergraduates
who have achieved an excellent scholastic record, made worthwhile
contributions to campus and fraternity and demonstrated leadership
qualities.
The ATO Foundation this year awarded scholarships totaling
$28,000.
Grimshaw, of Danville, Ill., has been named to the Rose-Hulman Dean's
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August 17, 1984
HOFFMAN RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--David Hoffman of Martinsville, an incoming
freshman at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been awarded
a $1,000 scholarship from the Indianapolis Newspapers, Inc.
The scholarships are presented annually to high school graduates
who worked as carriers for either The Indianapolis Star or The
Indianapolis News. Recipients were also selected on the basis of
their academic achievements.
Hoffman is the son of Charles and Janis Hoffman, 639 South
Rome Avenue. He was ranked in the uppper 10 percent of his graduating
class at Martinsville High School. Because of his academic honors,
Roffman was also awarded a scholarship from Rose-Hulman.
Ninety-six percent of this year's freshman class at Rose-Hulman
were ranked in the upper one-fifth of their graduating high school
class. Hoffman will join approximately 360 freshmen who will arrive
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August 17, 1984
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--Two recent graduates of Shelbyville High
School, who will be attending Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology this
fall, have been awarded scholarships from the Indianapolis Newspapers,
Inc.
Vernon Sharp and Michael Andrews are the recipients of the $1,000
scholarships presented annually to high school graduates who worked as
carriers for either the Indianapolis Star or The Indianapolis News.
Recipients were also selected on the basis of their academic
achievements.
Sharp was valedictorian of the 1984 graduating class at
Shelbyville High School. He was also president of the student
council, a member of the National Honor Society and a delegate to
Hoosier Boys State. He is the son of Vernon and Donna Sharp, 413 W.
South Street.
Williams was ranked third in the graduating class and served as
president of the junior and senior class. He was a member of the
National Honor Society and was also a delegate to Hoosier Boys State.
He is the son of Robert and Carolyn Williams, 681 Van Avenue.
(more)
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS -- 2
Ninety-six percent of this year's freshman class at Rose-Hulman
were ranked in the upper one-fifth of their graduating high school
class. Hoffman will join approximately 360 freshmen who will arrive
on campus for the college's annual Freshman Orientation Program Sept.








Contact: David Piker For Release: Upon Receipt
August 14, 1984
MARQUART NAMED PRESIDENT
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--Tim Marquart of Ft. Wayne will serve as
president of the Blue Key national scholastic honorary fraternity
chapter at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology during the 1984-85
academic year.
Marquart, a senior chemical engineering major, is the son of
Warren and Ruth Marquart, 925 Kinnaird Avenue.
A graduate of Ft. Wayne South, Marquart has been honored for his
academic achievements at Rose-Hulman and has served as chairman of
the annual Rose Show and as a student assistant during the college's
summer programs for outstanding high school students.
Students must be ranked, academically, in the top one-half of the












FOR RELEASE: Upon Receipt
August 17, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Eric Ellis of Covington will serve as president of
the senior class at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology during the 1984-85
academic year.
Ellis, a senior chemical engineering major, is the son of Bob and Ann
Ellis, 1508 Liberty Ave. He is a graduate of Covington Community High School.
Rose-Hulman has a student body of nearly 1,300 men of which one in four
ranked in the top three positions of his graduating high school class. One
in 11 is the winner of a National Merit Scholarship and the median Rose-
Hulman student ranks close to the 95th percentile of his high school class.
The college offers degrees in chemical, civil, electrical and mechanical
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Coach Bill Welch August 22, 1984
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
SHOWING MUCH DEPTH
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Members of the Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology cross country team will be counting on their minds as much
as their legs for a successful season this fall.
"With the right attitude, an individual can achieve and get
things done, and this group has an excellent attitude," third-year
coach Bill Welch said of his 1984 cross country squad.
Thirty-five runners are listed on the team's pre-season roster,
and about 25 of them will be attending a training camp scheduled to
start August 27. Practice that week will involve four activities a
day, including two running sessions.
Only one senior graduated from last year's College Athletic
Conference runner-up team. That person was Terre Haute's Greg Gibson,
the squad's number one runner who earned all-conference honors two
years in a row.
Although Gibson's talents will be missed, Welch said his
returning team shows much depth, and this season should bring even
better fortunes than those reaped last year. Among the top returnees
are Kyle Hayes (Sr., Route 16, Brazil, a Terre Haute North graduate),
Roger Hruskovich (So., Gary), and Dennis Dobbs (So., Ludington,
Mich.). They ran two, three and four, respectively, last year, and
Hayes and Hruskovich were named to the all-CAC team.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN CROSS COUNTRY -- ADD ONE
Other returnees who ran in the top seven from time to time last
year include Kyle Farmer (Sr., Pewee Valley, Ky.), Lee Beckham (Jr.,
Shaw Miss.), Tracy Houpt (Jr., Route 2, Spencer), Dean Kunz (So.,
Indianapolis), Gene LeBoeuf (Sr., Hobart), and Richard Leonard (Sr.,
Springfield, Va.).
"Probably our strongest point will be that we have people who
have experience and we have good depth, a trait important for a
successful cross country team," Welch said. "A team may have one
excellent runner who finishes near the front consistently, but if the
rest of the team does not have regular strong finishes, the team will
not fare too well overall."
"In our situation at Rose-Hulman, it's very important to have
depth because consistency is hard to get because of the academic
load," Welch stated. Study loads can vary from week to week and this
Will, affect a runner's performance on the cross country course, he
explained.
"We had a strong freshman group last year, and this also should
be to our advantage in contributing to the experience factor," Welch
said.
"I'm looking forward to a good year," Welch said. "We have a
good group attitude and we should have a lot of maturity combined with
our experience."
The depth and experience will get their first test at 11 a.m.
Sept. 8 when the Engineers run in the Hokum Karem meet at Wabash
College.
Concerning this year's scrap for the conference title, Welch
said University of the South appears to be the team to beat. However,
Welch believes his crew will make a strong challenge for that title.
The CAC meet will take place at Rose-Hulman this year on Oct. 27.
-30-
BEST TIME TO REACH COACH WELCH IS 8 A.M. TO 4 P.M. MON.-FRI., 877-1511 
E-HULMIIM
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
5500 Wabash Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana 47803 • (812) 877-1511
SPORTS INFORMATION
1984 ROSE-HULMAN CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE 
Sept. 8 Hokum Karem Wabash 11 a.m.
Sept. 11 Wabash College There 4:30 p.m.
Sept. 15 Taylor University There 11 a.m.
Sept. 22 DePauw Invitational There 11 a.m.
Sept. 29 Danville (IL) Invitational There 11 a.m.
Oct. 5 Purdue University or There 4:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 Hanover College 11 a.m.
Oct. 13 Washington U. (St. Louis) There 11 a.m.
Oct. 19 Little State Meet Notre Dame
Oct. 27 COLLEGE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE HOME 11 a.m.
MEET
Nov. 10 NCAA MEET Ft. Wayne 11 a.m.
(POSE-HULNIfill
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN 47803 • (812) 877-1511
b
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CONTACT: David Piker FOR RELEASE: Upon Receipt
August 23, 1984
FALL COURSE LOAD INCLUDES
CRANKS, DIRT AND DISCO!
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Students at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
this fall will be staying up late studying for tests in cranks, buttons,
dirt and disco. The courses are in the college's catalog, but not under
those names.
It seems that the engineering and science students have found a
practical application to the problem-solving concepts they have been
learning in class.
If you're a junior, you may be taking disco. It is not a course in
dancing. Instead, it's Discrete and Combinatorial Algebra. The academic
catalog describes it as an introduction to enumeration and discrete struc-
tures, permutations, combinations and related concepts. Now you know why
the students call it disco.
Worried about a test in rocks? Then you're probably poring over
Your notes from Materials Engineering, a mechanical engineering course
Which introduces students to the properties of metals, ceramics and other
substances.
(more)
CRANKS, DIRT AND DISCO--2
i
Because a student is talking about buttons doesn't mean that he's
lost one. It means that the topic of conversation is Automatic Control
Systems. To civil engineering students, Soil Mechanics is dirt while
a course in the fundamentals of corrosion mechanisms might be listed
in the academic catalog as Corrosion and Engineering Materials. But
to students it is simply rust.
How did all this get started? No one is quite sure.
Dr. Jess Lucas, vice president for student affairs, attributes
it to student creativity. "Never underestimate the minds of bright
students," he says.
Bert Stone, a junior electrical engineering major from Louisville,
Ky., probably has the best answer, "It is a lot easier to say disco than
discrete and combinatorial algebra!"
Cranks, dirt and disco will again be on the minds of Rose-Hulman
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Some of the most important classrooms
on the college scene this fall will be equipped with beds and desks.
Residence halls, traditionally thought of as living quarters only,
actually play a role in providing a well-rounded college education,
according to Tom Miller, director of residential life at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology.
Students benefit from living in residence halls by learning more
about interpersonal skills and by being exposed to a variety of
different lifestyles, Miller said.
The main educators in most residence halls are the resident
assistants, commonly referred to as RA's. "They help facilitate the
Other part of the college education outside the classroom," said Miller,
a former RA who is starting his fifth year at Rose-Hulman.
RA's are upperclass students who live in the halls. They serve as
resource persons and role models for their fellow students, Miller
explained.
To provide the best residence hall experience for both the
assistants and their fellow students, colleges need to train their
RA's, Miller said. "You just don't tell a student he's an RA and expect
him to deal with the variety of needs of the students in his hall."
(more)
CLASSROOMS WITH BEDS --ADD ONE AND LAST
Rose-Hulman puts its resident assistants through an
extensive six-day training session prior to the start of the fall term.
They learn communication skills, time management, organizational
methods, and personal counseling techniques. During the year, their
training is updated with special workshops once a week.
Resident assistants are responsible for interpreting school
regulations, serving as a hall leader by encouraging students to get
involved in campus activities, and acting as a referral agent for
students with various problems that cover academic and personal
concerns.
"Discipline is a part of the resident assistant's work, but they
are not police," Miller said. "The biggest thing about being an RA is
to serve as a positive role model for students. We want students to say
'That RA is someone I can count on.. .that RA is someone I can trust."
"Being an RA has helped me develop my leadership skills," said
Bill Lorenz, a Rose-Hulman senior chemical engineering major from
Pittsburgh, Pa. "During my freshman year, I had problems making
decisions, but now I'm not afraid to make decisions."
"RA's can help build unity on a residence hall floor, and they can
help make the floor be like a real family," Lorenz said. "If RA's are
around and they provide a positive role model, the floor will follow."
That floor family may have members from all parts of the country.
"A student from Tell City, Indiana, may end up rooming with a student
from Los Angeles, California," Miller pointed out. "This helps the
students learn more about the total world in which we live. By living
together in residence halls, students have to learn to work together
With their peers in dealing with mutual problems and concerns.
-30-
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
football team will conduct its first intra-squad scrimmage of 1984
on August 25, and the public is invited to attend, according to Head
Coach Bob Thompson.
The scrimmage will begin at 10 a.m. and run until 11:30 a.m.
on the practice field adjacent to Phil Brown Field on the north. side
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FUNDAMENTALS IMPORTANT
FOR 1984 SOCCER TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The outlook for the 1984 Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology soccer team hinges on improvement of
fundamental skills, according to Coach Jim Rendel.
"At this point, we just don't know what to expect this year, and
we'll have to see how the players develop through practice sessions,"
said Rendel, who is beginning his seventh season as the Rose-Hulman
soccer coach. "We don't have too many experienced players back this
season."
"To make up for the lack of experience, we're going to work very
hard on fundamentals," Rendel explained. "Our players have abilities
and talents and we need to develop them by becoming better
fundamentally."
The Rose-Hulman soccer squad will have a jump on learning those
skills by coming early to campus. A practice camp started Aug. 27
with sessions twice daily. This week marks the first time the soccer
team has started practice this early in the season.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN SOCCER PREVIEW -- ADD ONE
Most of the team's experience is found in its forwards and
halfbacks. Included among the top returnees are Cincinnati senior
Mark Janson, a forward who earned all College Athletic Conference
honors last year, and Mishawaka junior Rich Correll, a halfback who
was named to the Illinois-Indiana Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
team for two consecutive years.
Although the Engineers are young when it comes to fullbacks,
they are counting on Evansville junior Robert Tang to provide
leadership at that position. Five freshmen have expressed an interest
in playing at fullback and "that's a good sign," Rendel said.
By playing in two conferences, Rose-Hulman faces a rigorous
schedule, but Rendel is hoping the team will improve on last year's
2-14-1 record. The toughest teams on the schedule, according to
Rendel, will be MacMurray College, DePauw University, Earlham
College, and Maryville College.
-30-
1984 ROSE—HULMAN SOCCER SCHEDULE 
Sat., Sept. 8 Brescia College There 2:00 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 15 Blackburn College There 2:00 p.m.
Sun., Sept. 16 University of the South Home 11:00 a.m.
Fri., Sept. 21 Principia College Home 4:00 p.m.
Sun., Sept. 23 Maryville College There 2:00 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 29 Wabash College Home 11:00 a.m.
Sun., Sept. 30 Centre College There 3:00 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 6 Taylor University There 10:00 a.m.
Sun., Oct. 7 MacMurray College Home 2:00 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 13 Brescia College
(HOMECOMING)
Home 11:00 a.m.
Fri., Oct. 19 Greenville College Home 3:00 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 20 Earlham College There 11:00 a.m.
Sun., Oct. 21 Bellarmine College Home 1:00 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 27 Indiana Central University Home 11:00 a.m.
Mon., Oct. 29 DePauw University Home 3:00 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 3 Rhodes College There 11:00 a.m.
E-HULM1111
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TERRE RAUTE,Ind.--Being a college freshman is never easy. The tran-
sition from high school to college causes changes in a student's academic,
social and emotional environment which can cause problems inside and outside
the classroom.
At Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, the approximately 360 members
of this year's freshman class will be assisted in their transition by two
programs that are different from the traditional collegiate counseling
programs.
The Sophomore Advisor and Faculty-Student Dialogue programs provide
new students with additional resource persons who will work with them in
the residence hall and during informal situations to help them succeed
academically and adjust emotionally, according to Dr. Jess Lucas, vice
president for student affairs.
"The programs are one reason why our retention rate of first-year
students is above the national average. "Nine out of 10 freshmen who
entered Rose last year have returned for their sophomore year," he noted.
According to Lucas, rigorous academic demands increase the chances
for anxiety and stress. "Even though we attract some of the nation's top
students, they are faced with academic challenges unlike those they ex-
perienced in high school. More than 95 percent of this year's freshmen were
ranked in the top one-fifth of their high school graduating class," he said.
(more)
FROSH ADJUSTMENT -- 2
Freshmen will arrive on campus Sept. 3 for a three-day orientation
program prior to the beginning of fall classes Sept. 6.
During the orientation, students will meet with a freshman counselor,
either a faculty or staff member. "We want the student to feel that he has
a friend from the very first day he steps foot on campus," Lucas noted.
"The counselor quickly gets to know what is on the student's mind,
any fears or frustrations that might exist," he added. "During the year,
they will meet informally, such as in the residence hall or over dinner
at the counselor's home, to talk about the student's progress," Lucas said.
"We have discovered that the traditional method of expecting the
student to find the counselor in the office during the day just doesn't
work," he pointed out.
According to Lucas, "Students avoid the traditional method. We want
the counselor to go to the student."
In order to provide another resource person for freshmen in a
residence hall, Rose-Hulman utilizes a Sophomore Advisor program. Tom
Miller, director of residential life, who coordinates the program says,
"The advisors are well aware of the pitfalls and bad habits that a freshman
will encounter."
According to Miller, "Sophomores have a great deal of interest in the
program. We get more applicants than we need for the unpaid positions. I
think that kind of response tells us that the program really works and that
they were helped by it and want to help others," he emphasized.
After a training program, prior to the beginning of the fall term,
two advisors are housed on each freshman floor in residence halls.
(more)
FROSH ADJUSTMENT -- 3
"Along with the resident assistant, we have three resource persons
on every freshman floor. We feel the program goes a long way in helping
us maintain such a low percentage of students who drop out during or
after the freshman year," Miller noted.
Lucas says the program has a long lasting effect. "I think the
Person-to-person involvement created by these programs is one reason why
75 percent of the students who enter Rose earn a degree."
-30-
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FALL TERM BEGINS SEPT. 6
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August 29, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Approximately 360 freshmen and their parents will
be welcomed by Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology President Samuel F.
Hulbert Sept. 3 during a three-day orientation program.
Freshmen will be among the first students moving into residence halls
at 9 a.m. Sept. 3, according to Peter Gustafson, associate dean of student
affairs.
Classes for the fall term begin Sept. 6.
The Rose-Hulman Parents' Association will welcome new students during
receptions in the residence halls and the Hulman Union from 9 until 11 a.m.
on Labor Day.
President Hulbert will greet new students at 1:30 p.m. during the
oPening session of the orientation program at Phil Brown Field.
Freshmen will also attend information sessions dealing with financial
aid, special academic programs, testing and advisement. In addition, first-
year students will be given the opportunity to take advanced math and com-
puter science placement examinations.
(more)
FALL TERM -- 2
More than 95 percent of this year's freshman class were ranked in
the top one-fifth of their high school graduating class, including 22
percent who were ranked either first, second or third. Also, thirty-eight
freshmen are the recipients of prestigious National Merit Scholarships.
Geographically, the class represents 33 states.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT THEME OF
VIDEOCONFERENCE SEPT. 11
TERRE HAUTE, Ind,-"Project Management: Team Building and Project
Leadership" is the subject of a live, national videoconference which will
be broadcast Sept. 11 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The program, sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., will be televised from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. in Room A-202
Of Moench Hall. The teleconference is being presented as part of the
Rose-Hulman continuing education series.
The conference will use an illustrated lecture and a case study
approach to demonstrate the professional techniques of creating a
project team, according to Dr. Don L. Dekker, professor of mechanical
engineering and director of continuing education at Rose-Hulman.
Dekker says the program is designed for project management personnel
who are responsible for new products, construction, research and
development, technical field and system development programs.
Featured during the program will be Robert Youker, management
training specialist, Education Projects Division, the World Bank and




Local participants will have the opportunity to ask questions of
the presenters through an interactive phone system.
Persons interested in the conference should contact Dr. Dekker at
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ENGINEERS OPEN SEASON AT HANOVER SEPTEMBER 8, 1984
*****-41cx*wwwww**w*wx*ww*wwwwwwww******wl,*****4-Kxxx
OPPONENT: Hanover College
TIME AND PLACE: 1:30 p.m. (EST), September 8, Ayres Field, Hanover
RECORDS: First game of season for both teams
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -Bob Thompson, 10-11 overall and at Rose in third season
Hanover - C. Wayne Perry, 12-6 overall and at Hanover in third year
SCENE SETTER: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology opens its 89th season of
intercollegiate football Sept. 8, Saturday, when it travels to Hanover
to face the Hanover College Panthers. Rose-Hulman is coming off a
season where it finished with a 6-5 record and a share of the CAC
football championship with Centre College. Hanover's record last year
was 5-4 with a fifth-place finish in the Hoosier-Buckeye Conference.
When the Engineers and the Panthers played in Terre Haute last season,
Hanover left the field with a 24-20 win.
SERIES RECORD: Saturday's game will mark the 44th gridiron meeting between
the two schools. Hanover holds a 21-20-2 series lead.
COACH THOMPSON LOOKS AT THE GAME: "Our opener with Hanover College will be a
major challenge. They have an excellent football tradition, and they've
won more than 80 percent of their football games during the past 10
years. That's the best average in the state. Hanover is a veteran ball
club that is returning most of its offensive backfield along with
three-fourths of the defense. They will have a new quarterback and that
is something we will have to deal with. Since this is the first game of
the season, you prepare a general game plan. As the year progresses and
game films are exchanged and scouting reports come in, we get more
specific in how we prepare for each team."
THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "Our preseason has gone well. We feel we're
pretty much on schedule for two weeks of practice. We've arrived at a
point now where we need to go out and play someone to determine what
areas we need to strengthen. Usually a team has to play about three
games to determine if it is going to be average or if it is going to be
good."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN AT HANOVER -- ADD ONE
A GLANCE AT ROSE-HULMAN: The Engineers opened their practice camp the weekend
of Aug. 18 with the first full day of practice Aug. 21. In addition to
two-a-day workouts, meetings and film sessions, the team engaged in two
intra-squad scrimmages in preparation for the 1984 season. Almost 90
players reported for practice this year. Included among that number are
15 starters from last year (six offense, nine defense). With nine
defensive starters returning, Rose-Hulman will rely heavily on the
defense for improvement in 1984. Two leading defensive returnees from
last season's nationally ranked unit will be Academic All-American Jack
Grote (Sr., Westerville, Ohio), and noseguard Keith McConnell (Sr.,
Griffith).
PANTHER PREVIEW: A veteran squad is returning for Hanover this year. Back
from last year's 5-4 team are eight offensive starters and seven
defensive starters. One of the top members of the squad is Bryan Perry,
a senior split end who led the Hoosier-Buckeye Conference in pass
reLeptions last year when he was named to the second team of the NAIA
Division II All-American team. Defensive back Stuart Bartsch, a junior,
also is returning for the Panthers. During 1983, he was honorable
mention All-American, and he led the NAIA in punt returns with an
average of 21.3 yards per return. Other Hanover players to watch for
include linebacker Mark Deal, Southport, and Mike Fratianne, a fullback
from Zionsville.
LINING THEM UP: Coach Bob Thompson still is developing final lineups for the
Hanover game, but here is a list of potential starters:
DEFENSE
*******
>ENDS -- Jeff Bannister, 6-4, 195, So., Highland
Kyle Stanforth, 6-2, 190, Sr., Cincinnati, Ohio
Steve Ward, 6-0, 200, Jr., Danville
>LINE -- Keith McConnell, 5-9, 190, Sr., Griffith
Greg Ottinger, 5-11, 215, Sr., Sheridan
Paul Romanetz, 6-1, 176, So.,Elkhart
Ed Sahli, 6-2, 215, Jr., Westlake, Ohio
Roger Vandersnick, 6-2, 200, Elwood
>LINEBACKER -- Trent Bennett, 6-1, 205, So., Culver
Jack Grote, 6-0, 200, Sr., Westerville, Ohio
Gil Keller, 5-10, 160, So., Cincinnati, Ohio
Rob Wilson, 6-1, 215, Sr., Pontiac, Mich.
>SECONDARY -- Mike Cain, 6-0, 175, Sr., Indianapolis
Paul DePompei, 5-10, 175, Sr., Bedford, Ohio
Don Hirt, 5-11, 180, Fort Wayne
Phil Meiss, 5-9, 160, Jr., Gridley, Ill.
Scott Pfaff, 5-10, 160, So., Cincinnati, Ohio
Joe Rauch, 5-9, 180, Sr., Guilford
Jim Tausch, 5-10, 170, Jr., Garfield Hts., Ohio
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN AT HANOVER -- ADD TWO
OFFENSE
*******
>TIGHT ENDS -- Herb Bailey,6-3, 207, So., Warsaw
John Collett, 6-0, 205, Fr., Terre Haute
Gary Pohl, 6-4, 205, Sr., Ft. Branch
>TACKLES -- Jeff Greer, 6-3, 206, Sr., Sheridan
John Kantner, 6-2, 220, So., Alexandria
Dave Redding, 6-2, 210, Sr., Cincinnati, Ohio
>GUARDS -- Bruce Fenimore, 6-1, 205, So., Rushville
Kurt Gobreski, 5-11, 210, Fr., Lafayette
Joe Heister, 6-0, 230, Sr., Cold Sp., Ky.
Frank Primich, 6-3, 190, So., Merrillville
>CENTER -- Chuck Busenburg, 6-4, 210, Sr., Indianapolis




-- Duncan Gilmore, 6-2, 180, Sr., Rockville
Larry Greene, 5-11, 175, Jr., Carmel
Mike Patterson, 6-0, 190, Sr., New Albany
Mike Ritz, 6-2, 180, Sr., Newton, Ill.
Brian Cavagnini, 5-10, 165, Jr., Plymouth
Jim Crumley, 6-0, 180, So., Speedway
Dennis Wallen, 5-11, 165, Jr., Clayton
>WIDE RECEIVER -- Dave Bell, 5-9, 165, Sr., Schererville
Todd Griffith, 6-0, 175, Jr., Danville
Tim Rauch, 6-0, 160, So., Crawfordsville
Chip Ray, 5-11, 155, Jr., Logansport
>KICKER -- Grant Sharp, 5-9, 160, So., Cincinnati, Ohio
Vern Vannostran, 5-8, 165, 200, Elwood
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TERRE RAUTE,Ind.--New members of the faculty at Rose-Hulman institute
of Technology bring with them expertise in areas ranging from industrial
organization, the design of chemical reactors, planetary science and
thermodynamics.
Among the new appointments announced for the 1984-85 academic
year are Carl F. Abegg, professor of chemical engineering, who previously
served as manager of engineering research for the O.M. Scott and Sons
Co., and formerly taught on the faculty at the Univerity of Cincinnati;
Kenneth N. Carter, assistant professor of chemistry, a former research
assistant at Vanderbilt University; Melvin Cohen, visiting assistant
professor of political science, who joins the Rose faculty after 
teaching
at Widener College, Pa.; William K. Curry, assistant professor of
computer science, formerly with International Minerals and Che
mical Corp.;
Richard Ditteon, assistant professor of physics, who has served as a
member of the technical staff of the California-based Aerospace Corp.; V
uk
M. Fatic, associate professor of electrical engineering, formerly on 
the
faculty at Tri-State University.
Other new faculty members are Margie Hale, assistant professor of
mathematics, from the faculty at the University of Alabama; Lt. Col.
Philip R. Harris, professor of military science, who previously served
(more)
NEW FACULTY -- 2
as Commander, 588th Engineering Ballalion, Ft. Polk, La.; James M.
Hellman, visiting professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
who is a faculty member at Indiana State University; Bruce K. Johnson,
assistant professor of economics, previously on the faculty at the
University of Virginia; Alan Kraft, associate professor of electrical
engineering, who served as the coordinator of the Electric Power Center at
Purdue University; Stuart Leipziger, associate professor of chemical
engineering, from chairman, Gas Engineering Department, Illinois Institute
of Technology; and Aung Than, professor of chemistry, from the faculty at
Waynesburg College, Pa.
New administrative appointments include Patricia B. Dees, from
visiting professor of Russian at Rose-Hulman to assistant to the dean;
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ENGINEERS TO PLAY TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Taylor University
TIME DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., September 15, Phil Brown Field on
the Rose-Hulman campus
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 0-1
Taylor University -- 0-1
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 10-12 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Taylor Univ. -- Jim Law, 133-66-2 lifetime and 6-13 at
Taylor
SCENE SETTER: Both teams are coming off season-opener losses last
week. Rose-Hulman was defeated at Hanover College, 27-0. The Taylor
Trojans from Upland, Indiana, lost 41-7 to Alma College of Michigan.
SERIES RECORD: This game will mark the seventh meeting between the
two schools. Taylor holds a 5-1 series lead. The last time they met
on the football field was 1980 when Rose-Hulman tallied a 35-13
victory.
ROSE-HULMAN LAST WEEK: The Engineers found sunny but unfriendly skies
when they traveled to Hanover College last week. The Panthers
completed 29 of 43 passes for 352 yards in chalking up their win over
Rose-Hulman. Two of those passes scored touchdowns, and an
intercepted Engineer pass was returned 48 yards for another TD.
During the first quarter, Rose-Hulman's offense was able to penetrate
Hanover territory three times, but it could not move the ball across
the goal line. The Engineers rushed 46 times for 120 yards. their
aerial game gained 56 yards with six of 22 attempts completed. The
Rose-Hulman defense snagged three interceptions and contained the
Hanover rushing game to 65 yards. The Hanover quarterback was kept
busy as the Engineer defense made five sacks.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. TAYLOR -- ADD ONE
COACH THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "We will be a better football team
this week. We didn't play particularly well at Hanover, which is
obvious by the score. We had some early offensive opportunities, but
we didn't take advantage of them. Consequently, our defense had to
play about three-fourths of the game. The team will be working on
offensive consistency in practice this week. We have to get off the
ball quicker and our backs will have to run through the tackles. We
didn't take the game to Hanover."
TRACKING THE TROJANS: Taylor University started its season with 25
returning lettermen. Of the returnees, six were offensive starters
and five were defensive starters. "Taylor played a very big and
physical Alma team last week, and they were outmanned," said coach
Thompson. "However, since we haven't played them for a few years we
don't have a good handle on how they have been playing." Taylor
appears to be a passing team with an open offense. On defense, Taylor
has aggressive linebackers.
ROSE-HULMAN NOTES: Captains for this year's squad are three seniors:
Jack Grote, linebacker, Westerville, Ohio; Tony Moshak, center,
Mishawaka; and Duncan Gilmore, quarterback, Rockville.. .Keith
McConnell, a senior all-College Athletic Conference noseguard from
Griffith, had three of Rose-Hulman's five quarterback sacks at
Hanover., .Punter Grant Sharp, sophomore, Cincinnati, booted nine punts
for 353 yards, a 39.2-yard average, during the Hanover game.
THIS WEEK'S OPPONENT SCHEDULE 
* Hanover College at Defiance College
* Earlham College at Manchester College
* University of Chicago at Principia College 
* DePauw University at Hope College
* Centre College at Washington University 
* Millsaps College at University of the South 
* Rhodes College, open
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 0, LOST 1)
************************************

























43 0 43 43
27 0 27 27
7 11 - 4 - 4
37 0 37 37
33 4 29 29
2 14 -12-12
Yards Gained 101 149
Yards Lost 46 29 PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Average per game 65 120 Greene 17 6 2 56 .353 0 17
Net Yards Passing 352 56 Gilmore 5 0 1 0 .000 0 0
Attempted 43 22
Completed 29 6 RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Had Intercepted 3 3 Pohl 2 10 5 0 6
Average Per Game 352 56 Crumley 1 3 3 0 3
Total Net Gain 417 176 Griffith 2 26 13 0 15
Total Plays 62 68 Wallen 1 17 17 017
Average Per Game 62 68
Fumbles 1 1 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Lost 1 Rauch, J. 2 16 8 0 12
Penalties 9 4 Wiggins 1 7 7 0 7
Yards 85 27
Interceptions 3 3 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Yards 71 0 Rauch, T. 1 18 18 018
Touchdowns 1 0 Rauch, J. 1 15 15 0 15
Punts-Blocked 6-0 9-0
Yards 197 353 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL
Average Per Punt 32.8 39.2 Sharp 9 353 39.2 48 0
Punt Returns 5 3
Yards 26 23 INTERCEPTIONS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns 0 0 Meiss 2 0 0 0 0






EXP Kick Att-made 3-3 0
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0
EXP Pass att-made 0 0
Field Goal Att-Made 2-2 0
Safety 0 0
Ave Points Per Game 27 0
Score by quarters
1 2 3 4 Total
Opponents 0 6 7 14 27
Rose-Hulman 0 0 0 0 0
CONTACT: Bryan Taylor For release on receipt
September 10, 1984
GILMORE VALUES EXPERIENCE GAINED THROUGH FOOTBALL
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Duncan Gilmore hopes the experience he
gains on the football field will help put him across his career goal
line once he graduates from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The senior quarterback, who prepped at Rockville High School,
is a chemical engineering major with aspirations to enter the field of
engineering management.
"As a quarterback, you help control the mood and tempo of the
game, and you help get the players excited about each game," Gilmore
said. "I believe that will carry over to the business world where a
Person is needed to motivate others to finish a project or meet a
deadline. In both cases, it all comes down to teamwork and input from
everyone involved."
Gilmore will gain more leadership experience this year as one
of the team's three captains. "It means very much being selected by
Your own teammates," he said. "I value that selection more than any
Other award there is, and it is a real confidence booster for me."
Of course, being a leader does bring some responsibility.
"Being a captain, you know the team members are looking up to you,"
Gilmore reported. "If they see an up person and an excited person,
that's the way they're going to be."
Although he is planning his career field, Gilmore is devoting
much of his attention this fall to the football field. He was
starting quarterback when the Engineers opened their season at Hanover
College.
(more)
GILMORE -- ADD ONE
"One of my personal goals this season is to put forth the best
possible effort for the team and make it through the season as strong
as I can," Gilmore stated. He was injured during both of the past two
seasons. Last year, he sustained a separated shoulder late in the
season, and he injured his leg the previous season.
To be his physical best this year, Gilmore has been
weightlifting for strength, and running to increase his endurance. At
the start of the season, his 6'2" frame weighed 195 pounds. The
consequences of an ankle injury received during the Hanover game
remain to be seen.
Prior to his injury last year, Gilmore started five games. His
season ended with 35 of 89 passes completed for 355 yards. He also
ran for 68 more yards and two touchdowns.
Looking to his game this year, Gilmore sees improvement coming
in his passing. "Compared to my earlier days, I am better able to
read defenses and know who to throw to."
"Duncan is a tremendous example of what we think we're all
about here at Rose-Hulman," said Head Coach Bob Thompson. "He is a
fine student and a fine athlete. By being elected captain, he's
received one of the geatest accolades a player can receive. He's been
a frustrated player the past two years because of injuries, but we
think Duncan has the abilities and skills to be a good (NCAA) Division
III quarterback."
Serving as an example for others seems to fit Gilmore well.
His younger brother, Ben, is now a quarterback at Rockville High
School. In reviewing what he has learned since his own high school
days, Duncan said he has a greater understanding of team trust. "As a
team, you have to know each other, trust each other, and rely on the
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CAMPUS VISIT IMPORTANT TO
MAKING A COLLEGE CHOICE
TERRE RAUTE,Ind.--While most high school seniors realize the
importance of class rank, SAT scores and financial aid in the college
admissions process, they may be overlooking the significance of the
campus visit, says the dean of admissions at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology.
"If the student is going to be happy in college, he or she must be
in the proper learning and social environment that will best suit that
student. The only way that can be determined is through a campus visit,"
notes Charles Howard, head of the admissions program at Rose-Hulman.
"Admissions materials will provide basic information about the
college, but before a decision is made it is essential to visit the
campus and meet its students and faculty and get a feeling for the
educational atmosphere," he said.
In order to get the most out of the campus visit, Howard suggests
the following:
-The student should make an appointment with the
admissions office. This allows the admissions
staff to plan your visit in advance which insures
a more productive visit.
-Be prepared before you arrive on campus. Read
any materials that the college has sent. Do your
homework which will prevent taking up time asking
questions that are answered in the literature.
(more)
CAMPUS VISIT IMPORTANT -- 2
-Bring test scores and transcript. This will allow
the admissions counselor to better assess your chances
for admission.
-Your family should visit the campus with you. This will
provide parents with an opportunity to ask questions
about financial aid, housing, etc.
-Expect to spend some time on campus. Allow the admissions
counselor time to conduct a thorough campus visit. Howard
notes that three hours is usually the average length of
time for a campus visit at Rose-Hulman.
According to Howard:
-Don't make an unannounced visit to campus.
-Don't rely on your parents to ask or answer all the
questions.
-Don't expect to spend all day with the admissions
counselor.
-Don't bring all your relatives. It is a family
decision, but be reasonable.
-Don't fail to show up for a scheduled visit without
cancelling your reservation.
-Don't be late. Admissions staffs are usually scheduling
several students during a day and being on time is
important. Be especially aware of time zone changes.
Howard suggests that the following schedule be considered as
deadlines for making certain decisions and submitting needed materials
during the college selection process.
"Before December 1, students should schedule campus visits,
submit application for admission to those schools and obtain the
necessary financial aid forms from their high school counselor," Howard
noted.
"Students should consider a second visit during February or March
to the final two schools under consideration," he emphasized.
(more)
CAMPUS VISIT IMPORTANT -- 3
"A very important deadline to remember is March 1 for submitting
financial aid forms," Howard cautioned.
"I think the key to making a campus visit is to find out about the
people at the college. I'm speaking about the students, staff and
faculty," Howard says. "People are more important than the physical
surroundings of the college."
"I would encourage students to spend time in the residence halls,
attend classes and laboratories, go to any social events and be sure that
the college has the right learning atmosphere that you can be comfortable
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BUSY WEEKEND FOR ROSE-HULMAN ATHLETICS
**************************************
NATIONAL JAVELIN CHAMPION 
TO BE HONORED DURING HALFTIME 
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology junior
Chris Trapp will be honored Saturday, Sept. 15, for winning the NCAA
Division III javelin competition last spring.
A special presentation in Trapp's honor is planned for halftime
of the Rose-Hulman football game against Taylor University.
Rose-Hulman President Samuel F. Hulbert is to present an All-American
certificate to Trapp.
Trapp won the championship with a throw of 245 feet and five
inches during the NCAA Division III National Track and Field
Championships last May at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota.
In winning the title, he set a new Rose-Hulman record and became
the school's first national track and field champion. The football
game at which he will be honored begins at 1:30 p.m. on Phil Brown
Field.
SOCCER TEAM TAKES 1-0 MARK 
INTO TWO-GAME WEEKEND 
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
soccer team will take a 1-0 mark to Blackburn College for a game at 2
P.m. Saturday, Sept. 15. When Rose-Hulman met Blackburn last year,
the Engineers sustained a loss by a score of 6-1.
At 2 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 16, the soccer team will open its home
season with an 11 a.m. game against University of the South on the
soccer field just west of Rose-Hulman's Art Nehf Baseball Field.
The Engineers opened their season last week with a 4-2 win over
Brescia College. They took 31 shots on goal to capture that victory.
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
TRAVELS TO TAYLOR 
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
cross country team will run in the Taylor University Invitational at
„.1 a.m. Saturday, Sept. 15.
Last weekend, the team, under Coach Bill Welch, finished third
among eight teams in Wabash College's 23rd annual Hokum Karem meet.
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PICKETT SELECTED
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--Dr. William Pickett, professor of history at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been selected to attend a
National Endowment for the Humanities funded symposimnentitled, "New
Modes of Historical Inquiry".
The seminars, presented at Indiana University-Purdue University
at Indianapolis, will provide a select group of history teachers
With an opportunity to learn about recent developments in historical
scholarship.
The two-year program, which begins this month, will deal with
such topics as historical demography, environmental history, material
culture, the history of sport, urban history and new political
history.
Pickett, who in addition to his teaching is currently writing a
Short biography on former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, will
contribute ideas during the symposiurnabout how new historical
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ROSE AMONG COLLEGE LEADERS
IN ALUMNI GIVING
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology ranks among
a select group of approximately one percent of the nation's colleges and
universities which received contributions from more than one-half of
its alumni during the past fiscal year, according to Ronald G. Reeves,
vice president for development and external affairs.
"The 50% level is magical in regard to annual giving in higher
education," Reeves noted. "Less than 50 colleges out of 3,200
institutions reach such a goal."
During the 1983-84 fiscal year, Rose-Hulman received donations
from just over 50% of the 5,733 alumni solicited. Total alumni
contributions were slightly more than $1.25 million.
According to Reeves, a special project by Rose students was the
key to the successful fund raising effort.
"A three-night telethon manned by students allowed us to contact
1,500 alumni who had no previous record of giving. Our students did
an excellent job of explaining the college's needs. Their efforts
resulted in contributions from more than 500 alumni who contributed
for the first time," he said.
(more)
ALUMNI GIVING -- 2
•
"Reaching such a goal is even more difficult when you consider our
young alumni base. Over one-half of our alumni have graduated since
1970," Reeves explained.
Rose-Hulman topped the 50% mark for the second time in the
past 11 years. The best percentage of alumni giving by Rose graduates was
during the 1974 centennial year celebration when 52% made donations.
"Obviously, it took an all-out effort to reach such a high goal.
However, we think that a 60% participation rate is not out of the question
as we increase our personal contacts by expanding the telethon project,"
he noted.
For the past 25 years, Rose-Hulman has maintained an alumni giving
percentage of at least 40%. In 1981, the college received a national
award from the Council for the Advancement and Support for Education which
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AGGRESSIVE EFFORT FALLS SHORT AGAINST TAYLOR
********************************************
A second-half rally failed to muster enough points for the
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football team when it played
Taylor University Sept. 15. The Engineers lost a close game by a
score of 14-13 on Phil Brown Field.
"I was pleased with the effort, but frustrated with the
results," said Head Coach Bob Thompson. "We did accomplish one of our
main goals, however, and that is to play aggressively. Our team never
let up in its effort."
"We have a few problems, but they are correctable problems,"
Thompson said. Areas that need work, the coach said, are the passing
game and a better total team defense.
Taylor did all of its scoring in the first half of the game.
The Trojans rushed for 77 yards in that half, but their running game
was shut down in the second half as they only gathered seven yards.
Rose-Hulman scored in the second quarter with p 35-yard field
goal by Vern Vannostran. As the Engineers mounted their comeback
attempt in the third quarter, Mike Patterson scored a touchdown on a
four-yard run with Vannostran making the extra point. Vannostran
scored another field goal late in the third quarter with a 40-yard
kick. It was to be the last scoring done in the game.
Rose-Hulman does not have a game this weekend, and "it's an
excellent opportunity to make the necessary corrections," Thompson
Pointed out. "We're going to take the extra week to learn from our
Past two weeks."
The Engineers' next football game will be at Earlham College
Sept. 29. Kickoff is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Earlham stands at 1-1
after a 23-13 victory over Manchester College.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID SEPT. 15
* Hanover College 45, Defiance College 42
* Earlham College 23, Manchester College 13- • . .
1:11-ELL,PJA College 7, University of Chicago 10
* DePauw University 26, Hope College 34
* Centre College 17, Washington University 16
* Rhodes College, open
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 0, LOST 2)
************************************
OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD LG
First Downs 32 21 Crumley 20 56 5 51 25.5 0 15
Rushing 9 15 Patterson 19 135 0 135 67.5 1 36
Passing 20 4 Gilmore 3 7 11 - 4 - 4 0 4
Penalty 3 2 Ritz 7 37 0 37 37 010
Net Yards Rushing 149 266 Cavagnini 14 33 4 29 29 0 8
Attempts 64 85 Greene 8 22 23 -1-0.50 14
Yards Gained 250 323 Wallen 13 33 12 21 21 0 7
Yards Lost 111 57 Sharp 1 0 2 -2 -2 0-2
Average per game 74.5 133
PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Greene 34 14 3 118 .412 0 17
Net Yards Passing 461 118 Gilmore 5 0 1 0 .000 0 0
Attempted 69 39
Completed 43 14 RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Had Intercepted 4 4 Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Average Per Game 230.5 59 Crumley 1 3 3 0 3
Total Net Gain 610 384 Griffith 4 43 10.7 015
Total Plays 133 124 Wallen 1 17 17 017
Average Per Game 71 64.5 Patterson 1 9 9 0 9
Bell 3 30 10 015
Fumbles 2 5 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Lost 0 3 Rauch, J. 7 52 7.4 0 12
Penalties 16 10 Wiggins 1 7 7 0 7
Yards 155 77
Interceptions 4 4 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Yards 71 13 Rauch, T. 3 66 22 024
Touchdowns 1 0 Rauch, J. 1 15 15 0 15
Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Punts-Blocked 15-0 14-0
Yards 497 529 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL
Average Per Punt 33.1 37.8 Sharp 14 529 37.8 48 0
Punt Returns 8 8
Yards 56 59 INTERCEPTIONS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns 0 0 Meiss 2 0 0 0 0
Kickoff returns 4 5 Rauch, J. 1 0 0 0 0
Yards 69 113 Grote 1 13 13 0 13
Touchdowns 0 0
Points 41 13 SCORING TD R-P-0 EXP-K EPP AT-FG PT
Touchdowns 5 1 Vannostran 0 0-0-0 1-1 2-2 7
Rush-Pass-Other 2-2-1 1-0-0 Patterson 1 1-0-0 6
EXP Kick Att-made 5-5 1-1
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0
EXP Pass att-made 0 0
Field Goal Att-Made 2-2 2-2
Safety 0 0
Ave Points Per Game 20.5 6.5
Score by quarters
1 2 3 4 Total
Opponents 7 13 7 14 41
Rose-Hulman 0 3 0 10 13
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS*
TAC QB
PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK PASSES BROKEN 
UP
Grote 5 13 18 
- 1-14 Sahli-1 Meiss-3
McConnell 5 10 15 - 2-20 McConnell-1 Rau
ch, J.-1
DePompei 3 10 13 
_ - Grote-1 DePompei-1
Sahli 5 7 12 
_ _ Keller-1 Wiggins-1
Keller 3 9 12 
_ -
Wiggins 5 5 10 FIELD GOALS
Meiss 3 5 8 - 
. Vannostran: 2 for 2, distances
Vandersnick 3 5 8 1-4 of 35 and 40 against Tayl
or
Stanforth 2 3 5
Ottinger 1 4 5 - 1-14
Rauch, J. 2 3 5 - -
Romanetz 0 4 4 - -
Bannister 0 2 2 - -
Ankney, G. 0 1 1 -
Ankney, D. 0 2 2 - -
Moore 0 1 1 -
Kantner 0 1 1 
- _
Primich 1 0 1 -
Bennett 2 0 2 - -
Osborn 0 1 1 _ 
-
Mayfield 1 0 1 - -
Greer 1 0 1 - -
*tackle and pass break-up stats
do not include Hanover game
1984 ROSE-HULMAN RESULTS
A-Rose 0, Hanover Col. 27
H-Rose 13, Taylor Univ. 14
A-Sept. 29, Earlham College
H-Oct. 6, Principia College
H-Oct. 13, DePauw University
.A-Oct. 20, Centre College
A-Oct. 27, University of the South
H-Nov. 3, Rhodes College
H-Nov. 10, Washington University
CONTACT: Bryan Taylor For release on receipt
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SOCCER TEAM UPS RECORD TO 2-1
*****************************
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
soccer team is taking a 2-1 record into its game with Principia
College at 4 p.m. Sept. 21 on the Rose-Hulman soccer field.
The Engineers went one for two in games last weekend. On
Saturday, Sept. 15, Rose-Hulman defeated Blackburn College by a score
of 2-1. The Engineers took nine shots on goal, and goalie Paul Price
made 11 saves. Scoring for the Engineers was done by Mike Radomsky
and Mark Janson.
The loss of the weekend came Sept. 16 against University of the
South on the Engineers' field. The score was 3-1 with Rose-Hulman
taking 21 shots on goal. Goalie Price came up with 11 more saves.
Rose-Hulman's only goal came from Rich Correll with an assist by
Robert Tang.
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM RUNNING WELL
*******************************
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Cross country at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology is shaping up well early in the season, according to Head
Coach Bill Welch.
The cross country team's most recent run was at the Taylor
University Invitational Sept. 15. The Engineers placed sixth out of 15
teams that scored.
"I thought the team ran pretty well," Welch said. "They ran in
a bunch and if they can keep moving up as a bunch, we'll be doing okay
this season."
Only 31 seconds separated Rose-Hulman's top finisher and its
seventh runner. From first to five, the difference was only 16
seconds. "In my 28 years of coaching cross country, I don't believe
I've ever had that many people finish that close," Welch said.
Roger Hruskovich was the top Engineer finisher. He ran in 24th
Place with a time of 27:44.7 Seniors Bill Bandy, Gene LeBoeuf, and
Bryan Millard have all shown good improvement compared to last year,
according to Welch. They finished 27, 29 and 30, respectively.
More than 120 runners participated in the meet.
The next competition for the Engineers will be Sept. 18 at
Wabash College for a 4:30 p.m. dual meet. On Sept. 22, the team will
run at the DePauw University Invitational. It usually has about 10
teams in competiton. The starting time is 11 a.m.
-30-
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ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN JACK GROTE 
STRESSES BLEND OF PHYSICAL, MENTAL
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- "Stop 'em cold."
Those are three small words, but they sum up a big goal for Jack
Grote, a senior defensive captain for the Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology football Engineers.
"I want to have a defense where an offense knows their lucky
when they score," Grote said in outlining his goals for this year.
In accomplishing any goal, a football team must combine its
mental and physical attributes for the best possible performance,
according to the 6-foot, 200-pound Grote. "I'm not'as strong or as
big as many of the opponents I face; so I have to be able to read the
offense quickly to get through the blockers."
As one of three Engineer captains, Grote will be a player looked
to for leadership throughout the season. "When you are a captain, you
want to be a leader by example, and you can't let down," said Grote,
who is in his second year as a captain. "A good attitude will spread,
and I always try to keep it upbeat on and off the field."
Attitude has paid off for Grote in his three years at
Rose-Hulman. Last year, he was named to the College Division Academic
All-American squad by the College Sports Information Directors of
America, and he was named to the College Athletic Conference squad for
the second consecutive year.
To gather those honors, Grote had to perform in the classroom
and on the football field. As an electrical engineering major, he
carried a 3.933 grade point average (on a 4.0 scale). As a starting
linebacker, he led the Engineers in total tackles with 110 (63 solo,
47 assisted). He also pulled down three pass interceptions, two of
which he ran back for touchdowns.
(more)
GROTE--ADD ONE
Concentration on football extends beyond the autumn months for
the former all-state high school player from Ohio. "The toughest part
of playing football at Rose-Hulman is maintaining the year-round
commitment to staying in condition," he said. "Lifting weights and
running can lead to sustained growth in the off-season, and I find
that if I don't watch out, I can lack the motivation necessary to
maintain my condition."
Grote was a good player when he came to Rose-Hulman, but there
is always room for improvement. He said he feels he has seen the most
growth in his ability to defend against the pass. "When I came to
Rose I just couldn't cover the pass, and I've learned you have to be
able to hit, but you also have to know when to use the finesse needed
to contain the pass."
The linebacker spot fits Grote's personality well. "I like
Playing linebacker because you're always in the action. No matter
where the play is, you should be there."
When he is not having to read offenses or electrical engineering
textbooks, Grote serves as president of the Sigma Nu fraternity at the
Rose-Hulman campus.
Fraternities, football, and final exams can add up to quite a
load for anybody. In talking with the academic all- American, the
inevitable question always comes up: "How do you juggle football with
Your classwork?" Grote's answer: "I look at football as another
Class and I just work it into my schedule. I am forced to manage my
time properly."
Just where that time will be spent once Grote leaves Rose-Hulman
remains to be seen. However, his desire is to work with a large
organization where he can use his skills and knowledge in electrical
engineering. Long-range goals include a management position. No
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MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
TO BE PRESENTED OCT. 2
Upon Receipt
September 18, 1984
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.--Entertaining, exciting and easy-to-understand
opera in English will be presented at Rose-Hulman institute of
Technology Oct. 2 during a performance of The Merry Wives of Windsor by
The National Opera Company.
The musical adaption of Shakespeare's classic comedy is the first
Program in the 1984 Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series.
The performance begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Moench Hall Auditorium on
the Rose-Hulman campus.
The National Opera Company is now in its 36th season and is
dedicated to increasing the popularity of opera by presenting it in
English. The troupe believes that opera is more entertaining and will
increase in popularity if it is presented in English rather than the
conventional method of presenting opera in a foreign tongue.
The Merry Wives of Windsor features the exploits of Sir John
Falstaff, "the fat knight". The plot develops from the romantic
exploits of the aging, lovable Falstaff, who still fancies himself as a
rogue. He sends two identical love notes to women who are married
to prominent citizens of Windsor. The women are both amused and
angered by Falstaff's presumption and vow to teach him a lesson.
(more)
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR -- 2
The National Opera Company has presented more than 2,400
performances and six of its performers have become members of the
prestigious Metropolitan Opera.
Tickets for the performance are $3 for adults and $1.50 for
senior citizens and non-Rose students. They can be reserved the day
of the performance by calling the Rose-Hulman Department of Chemistry,
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ROSE FRATERNITY SPONSORS
"RUN FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T"
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is sponsoring a 10-kilometer race
and a one-mile "Fun Run" to raise funds for Big Brother/Big Sister of
Vigo County.
Both races are open to the public, and they will start at 9 a.m.
Sept. 29 in Deming Park. Registration will begin at 7:30 a.m. From
Deming Park, the race will run through the streets and roads of
southeastern Vigo County.
Trophies will be awarded to the top male and the top female in
the 10-K race. The top three in six different age groups will receive
valuable prizes donated by local merchants. Free refreshments will be
available at the finish line.
Registration fees are $5 for the 10-K race and $2 for the
one-mile "Fun Run." Age groups designated for the run are: 0-17,
18-25, 26-32, 33-40, 41-48, and 49 and up.
During the past 16 years, the fraternity has sponsored a "Run
For Those Who Can't" relay that covers 240 miles of west central
Indiana to raise money for a selected charity. That relay will take
Place Oct. 19 and 20 this year.
(more)
"RUN FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T" -- ADD ONE
"We added the 10-kilometer race and the fun run to help increase
the donation to Big Brother/Big Sister, and to give the community a
chance to help and have some fun while doing so," said Glenn Bridwell,
a Lambda Chi Alpha member and an organizer of the run.
Last year, the "Run For Those Who Can't" raised $1,000. For
more information about this year's events, contact chairmen Jim Sweney
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TECHNICAL TRANSLATOR PROGRAM
DISCUSSED AT NATIONAL CONFERENCE
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Three members of the Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology faculty will make presentations during the national conference
of the American Translators Association this week (Sept. 19-23) in New
York City, N.Y.
The three are Maureen Krause, assistant professor of German;
Hannelore Lehr, associate professor of German and Peter Priest, professor
of Russian.
The uniqueness of the technical translator program at Rose-Hulman,
Which is the only four-year program of its kind at an engineering college,
is the subject of a presentation by Krause. Lehr will discuss translation
Pedagogy and serve on a panel regarding specific problems encountered by
scientific vocabularies.
Priest will be moderator of a discussion about training translators
for unknown languages. He will also speak on the topic, "Where Do Subjects
Come From? Translating Subjectless Russian Sentences."
The three teach in the Rose-Hulman Department of Humanities,
Social and Life Sciences.
-30-
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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SOVIET HIGHER EDUCATION
TO BE DISCUSSED SEPT. 27
For release on receipt
September 19, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The "Soviet System of Higher Education"
will be the topic of a public lecture by Sofia Khrapkova at 4:30 p.m.
Sept. 27 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. The talk will take
Place in Room E-104 of Moench Hall.
Mrs. Khrapkova, a recent emigrant, is a former guide for
Intourist, the Soviet Union's state-controlled travel agency. During
17 years with that organization, she served as a tourist guide and a
lecturer about various aspects of life in the Soviet Union.
The lecture is open to the public free of charge. For more
information, contact Peter Priest, professor of Russian and
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LENGTH: 10 and 15 seconds
SUBJECT: Fine Arts Series
KILL DATE: October 2, 1984
CONTACT: Dave Piker
10 SECONDS
The National Opera Company will present, "The Merry Wives of Windsor,"
Oct. 2 as part of the Fine Arts Series at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology. The performance will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Moench Hall
Auditorium. Tickets for Shakespeare's classic comedy can be purchased
at the door or by calling Rose-Hulman, 877-1511, ext. 450.
-30-
15 SECONDS
Opera that is easy-to-understand and entertaining will be presented
Oct. 2 as part of the Fine Arts Series at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology. The National Opera Company will perform Shakespeare's
classic comedy, "The Merry Wives of Windsor," at 7:30 p.m. in the
Moench Hall Auditorium. Tickets for the performance can be purchased










TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Greg Cullen of Fargo, N.D., a senior mechanical
engineering major at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been honored
as the recipient of a national award from the Society for the Advancement
of Materials and Process Engineering.
Cullen, an honors student at Rose-Hulman, has been named to the col-
lege's Dean's List and is also the recipient of a General Motors Scholarship.
He spent part of the past year studying at the National Institute for
Higher Education in Limerich, Ireland.
Cullen is also a member of Tau Beta Pi and Pi Mu Epsilon national
honorary societies.
He is the son of Joseph and Susan Cullen, 2491 Lilac Lane.
Rose-Hulman is an engineering and science college with an enrollment
of 1,350. The college attracts some of the nation's most outstanding stu-
dents, with 95 percent of this year's freshman class ranking in the top
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ENGINEERS TO OPEN CONFERENCE PLAY AT EARLHAM
********************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Earlham College
TIME, DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 P.M., September 29, Trueblood Field, at
Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 0-2
Earlham College -- 2-1
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 10-13 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Earlham College -- Ed Clemmer, 6-3 lifetime and at Earlham
in second year
SCENE SETTER: This game marks the opening of College Athletic
Conference play for the Engineers, who were co-champions of the CAC
last year. Rose-Hulman did not play last week and brings an 0-2
record into the contest against the Earlham Hustling Quakers.
Rose-Hulman has lost to Hanover College and Taylor University.
Earlham, after losing its season opener to Wabash College, enters the
game with a 2-1 record.
SERIES RECORD: Football contests between these two schools started in
1897. The Quakers hold a 37-24 series edge over the Engineers. When
they met last year, Earlham captured a 17-8 victory on Phil Brown
Field.
COACH THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "We hope the week off helped us
improve the areas we found in need of work in our previous two games.
We were able to work on our passing game and the outside running
attack. We have to be a better, balanced offense and we need to throwat least at a 50 percent ratio. Defensively, we have been working on
individual techniques. For us to be a good football team, we have to
Play defense with more intensity. We need to force more turnovers to
make the big plays necessary to change a game."
laaa FACTS: Earlham is on a two-game winning streak,including a conference victory over University of the South. When the
season started, Earlham had 22 offensive lettermen returning along
With 18 defensive lettermen. Included among the top returnees areWide receiver Mike Vincent who caught the ball 27 times last year for
438 yards, wide receiver Ryan Williams who snagged 21 receptions for335 yards in 1983, and linebacker Tom Page.
(more)
ENGINEERS PLAY AT EARLHAM -- ADD ONE
NOTES FROM THE CAC: In statistics from the College Athletic
Conference prior to September 22, Rose-Hulman led the conference in
defense against the rush by allowing only 74.5 yards a game.. .Fullback
Mike Patterson held the CAC per-carry yardage average at 7.1 yards per
attempt.. .Joe Rauch was carrying the best punt-return average at 7.5
per return.. .Tim Rauch was tied for top kickoff return average at 22.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID SEPTEMBER 22
*Hanover College 44, Bluffton College 7
*Valparaiso University 51, Taylor University 20
*Earlham College 24, University of the South 14
*Central Methodist 32, Principia College 6
*DePauw University 54, Olivet Nazarene 14
*Centre College 27, Washington & Lee 12
*Rhodes College 32, Millsaps College 8
*Washington University, open
OPPONENTS SCHEDULES FOR SEPTEMBER 29
*Hanover College at Wilmington College
*Taylor University at Eureka College
*Principia College at Manchester College
*DePauw University hosts Albion College
*Centre College at University of the South
*Rhodes College at Washington University 




TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Tony Moshak is a football player under
pressure, but he takes care of his job in a snap.
As center of the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football
team, Moshak is in all of the offensive plays, he is responsible for
hiking the offense into action, he must tangle with defensive
linebackers, and he must help clear the way for the Rose-Hulman
running game.
Added to all of those duties this year is the honor of being one
of Rose-Hulman's three captains.
"Being captain is an honor, but it does put performance pressure
on you," the senior chemical engineering major said. "If you're not
Performing, the other players see that and it lets them down. I
remember when I was a freshman. I was always watching what my
captains were doing and I geared my actions to theirs."
"I'd say the main thing a captin provides is leadership," said
Moshak who prepped at Mishawaka High School. "There's something on
the football field that can be defined as enthusiasm. That's our job
(as captains) to keep that and never let it go. If we didn't have it,
practices and games would be just like work and it would be boring."
Moshak's career at Rose-Hulman has been anything but dull. He
is in his fourth season as a starter, and he was named to the
all-College Athletic Conference team two years in a row. Also, in
1983 he received the team's "Ability, Character, and Leadership
Award."
(more)
MOSHAK -- ADD ONE
Like any student-athlete at Rose-Hulman, the center faces a
heavy academic load, and he must work football around his class
schedule. "It's really rough, but it's strange, my grades are better
during football. I find I hardly have time to breathe and I have to
plan my study to fit in with my free time."
Although the classroom emphasis is heavy at Rose-Hulman, Moshak
appreciates the support the athletic program has received from most
faculty and staff. "It makes you feel good to know these people don't
see you just as a student," Moshak said. "It's nice they can see you
on the field and not just doing problems in the classroom."
A different type of problem will surface at the dinner table for
Moshak later this autumn. In addition to his football, the 6-foot,
2-inch Moshak is one of the Engineers' top wrestlers, and the mat
season opens in November. During last season, he wrestled his way to
the NCAA Division III regionals in the heavyweight class at 235
Pounds. This year he is going to grapple at the next lower class at
195 pounds.
"During past football seasons, I'd just gorge myself at the
table and keep putting on weight to make 235 pounds for wrestling,"
Moshak explained. "This year, I'm keeping a closer eye on my diet."
He is listed on the football roster at 210.
Diagrams and diets are all a part of Moshak's life this fall,
but he already is looking beyond his days at Rose-Hulman. "I'm
signing up for job interviews on campus, but I'm still undecided about
going directly into a career or continuing study toward a graduate
degree," Moshak said. He is considering a master's degree in business
or engineering.
A career decision is one to be made a little slower than one on
the football field, and Moshak will weigh all of his options. After
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity chapter at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology has received national recognition
for its community service program.
Rose-Hulman's Gamma Gamma chapter of the fraternity was national
runner-up for the ATO Community Awareness Award. The group was cited
for "exemplary achievement in fostering a spirit of fraternity through
working together for the elevation of humanity."
In recognition of its national achievement this year, the
fraternity received a plaque and a $200 check. The group gave the
money to the Indiana Special Olympics. The Rose-Hulman chapter was
selected for the runner-up honor from among 150 ATO chapters nationwide.
The award takes into consideration a fraternity's whole social
service program. Included among the chapter's activities last year were:
sponsoring a Special Olympics track meet for more than 400 athletes in
West Central Indiana; assisting with a road race to raise money for
Special Olympics; a holiday party for Big Brother/Big Sister; a Special
131Ympic basketball tourney; helping the Happiness Bag players clean up
their houses; and raising $1,900 for the Heart Fund.
"We gear most of our activities to help the kids," said Dale
Schnarr, social service coordinator for the Rose-Hulman ATO chapter. This
Year marks the fourth consecutive year the fraternity has received some
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Recruiters representing some of the nation's
largest corporations told seniors at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
that their companies are being more selective in their hiring and that even
though more jobs will be offered in 1985, they indicated the economy has
not rebounded as fast as first predicted.
More than 250 seniors recently attended a corporate awareness seminar
Sponsored by the college's placement office. Recruiters representing
General Motors, Procter and Gamble, Westinghouse and DuPont told seniors
about the current job market, what recruiters are looking for, what to
expect during an interview and the types of employment available.
"There is an increased emphasis on quality and we're out looking for
only the best employees we can find. American business is facing intense
foreign competition and we realize that we must hire only the best if we
are to remain competitive," said Ron Colavincenzo, administrator of
employment relations, General Motors, AC Spark Plug Division.
"The economy has hit bottom and is coming back. Our hiring will
be up as compared to last year. But corporations are still being very




current hiring philosophy," stated Erie Johnson, manager, divisons
placement and training, Westinghouse.
Johnson said that companies are hiring employees who will "go the
extra mile" in regard to job performance. "We're looking for someone
who is not satisfied with average performance," he said. "Competition
is so intense that we need people who will give 110 percent and set high
goals for themselves and their subordinates."
Jack Haverstick, operations manager, Procter and Gamble, told the
seniors they must demonstrate communication skills and the ability to
make decisions in order to compete in the current job market.
"The fact that you were involved in co-curricular activities is not
enough. We want to know what you did to make things happen within the
organizations," he explained.
Students were told to be knowledgeable about the company before
entering an interview and to decide what values are important before
discussing a job.
"Think about what you value," Johnson said. "is it who you will
work for? What you will be doing? Where you will work or how much
money you will make?"
During 1983-84, seniors at Rose-Hulman had an average of 16 job
interviews with the average starting salary of $26,800.
Despite the college's successful placement record, Bill Sisson,
director of corporate relations and placement, said the seminar was
Planned to "answer many of our seniors' questions." "We wanted them to
hear what the real world is like from recruiters who have 15 and 20 years
experience."
Students attending the seminar said hearing from professionals in
the field answered many questions.
(more)
RECRUITERS--3
"I'll be a lot better prepared and more at ease when I go into an
interview as a result of their advice," said Tim Marquart, a senior,
chemical engineering major from Ft. Wayne. "They answered one of my
concerns, which was how to handle the question of salary," he said.
"It confirmed my feelings that the job market will be very com-
petitive," noted Kyle Farmer, a senior electrical engineering major
from Peewee Valley, Ky.
"Now I know what kind of people I'll be talking to during the
interview process," noted Tom Slater, a senior from Bourbonnais, Ill.,
majoring in chemical engineering. "The point that was continually
made was to be prepared and do your homework before you reach the








TOPIC OF MELMAN LECTURE
Upon Receipt
September 27, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Seymour Melman, author and professor at Columbia
University, will discuss his theories about the health of the nation's
economy during a public address Oct. 4 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
He will speak at 7 p.m. in Room 203 of Olin Hall. His address, which
is sponsored by the Department of Humanities, Social and Life Sciences, is
Part of the Rose-Hulman Pawley Lecture Series.
In his most recent book, "Profits Without Production," Melman contends
that America is becoming a second-rate industrial power because corporate
leaders are too busy making money.
According to a recent book review in The New York Times, Melman says
the trouble with American products is not shoddy workmanship; it's poor
management. He believes the military-industrial complex is the basic cause
that threatens to turn America into a second-rate industrial power.
Melman, a member of the industrial engineering faculty at Columbia,
is also the author of "Pentagon Capitalism," "The War Economy" and The
Peace Race".
-30-
MEDIA NOTE -- Professor Melman will be available prior to his public
Also, 
address for interviews. Contact Dave Piker for additional details.
find enclosed a New York Times book review which provides
further details about Melman's theories.
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Books of The Times
By Christopher Lehmann-Haupt
PROFITS WITHOUT PRODUCTION. By
Seymour Melrnan. 344 pages. Alfred A.
Knopf. $18.95.
THE problem with our economy,it seems, is that the leaders ofour corporations are too busy
making money. That's right: Accord-
ing to Seymour Melman, who is a pro-
fessor of industrial engineering at Co-
lumbia University and the author of a
number of previous books on the
depletion of America's productive ca-
pacity, the reason that we're falling
behind in the race for the wealth of
nations is that we're too committed to
turning a profit.
It seems that once upon a time, in
the century following the Civil War,
we excelled not so much at maximiz-
ing profits as at minimizing costs.
That was the secret of our vaunted
Productivity: as wages rose, a way
was always found to produce more
goods more efficiently. The assembly
line, for instance. Or cheaper ma-
chine tools.
But then in the 1960's there arose
What Professor Melman character-izes as the sinister phenomenon of
"managerialism." Profits weresought through the hiring of cheaperlabor abroad, and through the manip-
ulation of capital in the form of con-
glomeration and investment in for-
eign businesses. Labor came to be
viewed as the antagonist instead ofthe source of productivity. Inflationand industrial stagnation came call-ing.
And what has been the basic causeof this insidious process, which, ac-cording to "Profits Without Produc-tion," now threatens to turn Americainto a second-rate industrial power?Readers of such previous books ofProfessor Melman's as "The PeaceRace" (1962), "Pentagon Capital-ism" (1970) and "The PermanentWar Economy" (1974) will not bethunderstruck to hear that he be-
lieves it to be the fault of the military.
industrial complex.
What President Eisenhower
warned us against so eloquently in
1959 (having himself initiated it in
1946, Professor Melman reminds us)
has led to cost-maximization and the
triumph of managerial control at the
expense of labor and productivity. If
the Pentagon doesn't care what it
costs, then why bother using Yankee
know-how? Moreover, if you "clas-
sify economic goods as products or
services" that are "useful for ordi-
nary consumption or for carrying out
further production," as Professor
Melman is inclined to do, then de-
fense spending is productively use-
less. As he puts it, "a vast quantity of
inputs have been utilized to generate
zero economic product." That's basi-
cally what ails us today, he says.
Now I know this is a lot to swallow,
especially if you believe that the point
of capitalism is profits, or if you're
tired of hearing the Pentagon blamed
for everything, or if you aren't quick
to see the connection between appar-
ently discrete economic events, or if
you happen to have a taste for eu-
phonious prose.
But Professor Melman does explain
by and by. We all know about Penta-
gon waste, although some of us may
have overlooked a misplaced $30 bil-
lion in 1978 that Professor Melman
cites as one dramatic example of De-
fense Department "opulence." But
when he finally gets around to it, he
helps us to see precisely how Penta-
gon capitalism serves to undermine
every condition necessary for produc-
tive health in the rest of the domestic
economy.
What "Profits Without Production"
eventually adds up to is a penetrating
analysis of what has hitherto been
blamed on such vagaries as lack of
gumption or the superiority of Japa-
nese genes. The book is scary and de-
pressing and studded with too too
solid data and case histories. I'm
sorry to report only that it's rather
poorly organized and written in the
most leaden of prose. Professor Mel-
man tends to make his best points
with sudden darting sallies and then
to retreat into labyrinths of doom and
technomumble. It is not entirely a
pleasure te fol!nw
Seymour Melman
catch us with our guards down and
our unexamined assumptions show-
ing. It is not true, he insists, that
"modern industrial economies tend
to have 'sunrise' and 'sunset' indus-
tries." What's wrong with our steel
Industry could just as easily happen
to our output of computers. It isn't the
case that the American labor force is
the costliest in the world; several in-
dustrial powers have surpassed us in
this respect, but retain a lead in pro-
ductivity because of cheaper tools
and greater efficiency. The trouble
with American products these days
isn't shoddy workmanship; it's poor
management.
So his argument goes, with the only
light in the gloom being his belief that
labor unions may eventually be able
to gain control of certain industries
and that "workplace democracy"
may ultimately prevail.
This is not very encouraging, espe-
cially after the dismal prospects he's
described. But he makes us think, he
makes us see a little deeper into the
economic system we're part of and he
makes us understand why profits
may not finally be so profitable. And
if he can do that much — if he can
lead us past the shape-up and the
cheer-up books, and the books that
tell us that Japan is either the future
or the enemy— then who knows what
may follow? If more of us understand
what Professor Melman calls the ste-
rility of Pentagon capitallsrn then
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Five students from Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology will be presenting papers at the 11th annual Pi Mu Epsilon
Student Conference Sept. 28-29 at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.
The mathematical topics they will discuss have practical
applications in areas such as missile and aircraft control
Systems, computer-aided design and growth in the new mobile telephone
industry.
Participating will be Baron Gemmer and Erich Friedman of
Indianapolis; Franz Lieder of Hot Springs National Park, Ark.;
Chris McGill, Dexter, Md., and John Tokar, South Plainfield, N.J.
The conference is held in conjunction with the annual Mathematics
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Baron Gemmer, a senior electrical engineering
major from Indianapolis, is one of five Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology students who presented papers at the 11th annual Pi Mu
Epsilon Student Conference.
The meeting, sponsored by Miami University in Oxford, Ohio,
scheduled in conjunction with the annual Mathematics and
Was
Statistics Conference.
His presentation entitled, "Random Numbers: Generating,
Testing and Applying" was an introduction into random number
generation by computer software methods.
Gemmer, who is the third member of his family to attend
Rose-Hulman, is the son of Arthur and Janet Gemmer, 9421 Washington
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--How the installation of a personal computer network
on campus helped alleviate a student demand for computer time will be the
topic of a presentation at a national engineering conference by Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology Professor Cary Laxer.
Laxer, associate professor of computer science, will discuss the
college's JANET PC Network at a meeting of educators Oct. 3-5 in
Philadelphia, Pa. The "Frontiers in Education Conference" is sponsored by
the American Society of Engineering Education and the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
The computer is increasingly being used by undergraduate students to
solve engineering problems, according to Laxer. "Not only are students
required to write computer programs, they are also asked to use computer
graphics and word processing to prepare lab reports and term papers," he
noted.
"With increasing enrollments in the upper level computer science
courses, the mainframe computer is being used to an even greater extent
than when the freshmen were using it," Laxer explained.
"The personal computer network has greatly expanded our computer power
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- "Twilight Zone Comedy" and music from the
1920s, '30s and '40s will be featured in Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology's two-act Homecoming Concert Oct. 13.
Nationally known comedian Paul Provenza and musical show band
Airflow Deluxe will share the homecoming spotlight at 8 p.m. that day
in Shook Fieldhouse on the Rose-Hulman campus.
Known for his spontaneous comedy backed by a high energy level,
Provenza describes his style as "Twilight Zone Comedy." Variety, the
show-business newspaper, said Provenza "spurs attention with vocal
sound effects and demonstrates what timing is all about in delivering
laugh provokers, howlers and applause inciters."
Provenza has played various television shows and top comedy
Clubs in the nation. Included among his stops along the laugh trail
are: "The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson"; "Late Night With
David Letterman"; "An Evening at the Improv"; "Dangerfield's" comedy
Club in New York; "The Comedy Store" in Los Angeles; and the Sahara
Hotel in Las Vegas.
In addition to his solo stand-up spots, Provenza has had touring
dates with entertainers such as Sheena Easton, Air Supply, Buddy Rich,
and Diana Ross.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING ENTERTAINMENT -- ADD ONE
Improvisation is a key part of Provenza's shows, and he has an
acting background to supplement his sense of humor. He studied in
London at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts. While studying the
classics, he performed the role of Romeo in Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet" on the London stage, one of the few Americans given such an
Opportunity.
Back in the United States, Provenza has appeared on various
comedy television specials, performed guest roles on "Dynasty" and
"One Day at a Time," and acted in off-Broadway productions.
Airflow Deluxe, based in Chicago, combines the style of a dance
band and the showmanship of musical comedy. Instrumentation for the
12-member group includes clarinet, tenor saxophone, flute, trumpet,
trombone, guitar, bass, drums, and piano. A vocal quartet combines
With the band to provide sounds of an era that started 50 years ago.
Included in Airflow Deluxe's repertoire are numbers made famous by
artists such as Benny Goodman, Jerome Kern, Fats Waller, Duke
Ellington, Bing Crosby, Cole Porter, Glen Miller and Cab Calloway.
The band even takes its name from the era of the music it plays.
Airflow Deluxe was a 1940s Chrysler luxury-model car.
Tickets cost $4 for reserved seating and $3 for general
admission. They can be obtained at the Rose-Hulman Student Union
Office from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. For more ticket
information contact 877-1511, ext. 346.
-30-
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ENGINEERS RIDING EARLHAM VICTORY INTO PRINCIPIA GAME
****************************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Principia College
TIME, DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., October 6, Phil Brown Field on the
Rose-Hulman campus, Terre Haute, Indiana
1984 RECORDS: Rose Hulman -- 1-2
Principia College -- 1-3
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 11-13 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Principia -- Todd Small, 9-12-1 career and at Principia
in third year
SCENE SETTER: Both teams are coming off their first wins of the year.
The Engineers edged out Earlham College 6-0 on two Vern Vannostran
field goals in a contest marked by good defense from both teams. Each
team was held to under 200 yards total offense. The win marked
Rose-Hulman's first victory of the year and moved it to 1-0 in the
College Athletic Conference. Principia captured a close victory last
week by defeating Manchester College 28-23.
SERIES RECORD: The upcoming game will mark the 40th football meeting
between the two schools. Principia holds the series lead with a
20-18-1 record. Last year, the Engineers traveled to Principia for a
34-6 win. However, the Indians have proven they can win on Phil Brown
Field, a feat they accomplished to spoil Rose-Hulman's homecoming two
years ago.
COACH THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "Our defense has come around. I
thought our defense was outstanding against Earlham. For the first
time this year, we played strong, aggressive Rose-Hulman defense.
Offensively, we played an aggressive game, but we were frustrated by
one of the best defenses we have played in the past two years. We
really worked at getting the ball inside and outside. We need better
concentration in our passing game, and I'm confident we'll improve
that this week."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. PRINCIPIA -- ADD ONE
A PEEK AT PRINCIPIA: "Principia has a very sound fundamental
 coach in
Todd Small," said Engineer Coach Bob Thompson. "He gets 
the maximuM
out of his teams. Historically, they like to run the footba
ll and be
a ball control offense." When the season started, Princip
ia had six
offensive starters and six defensive starters returning to 
lead the
Indian charge. The team's 1983 record was 3-5-1 over
all, and 1-4 in
the College Athletic Conference. The school no longer is in 
the
conference.
A LOOK BACK AT EARLHAM: "The Earlham game was one where we w
ould be
able to prove what a good kicking game can do for your tea
m," said
Coach Thompson. "Our kicking game never let them have the 
football in
good territory." Punts by Grant Sharp forced the Quakers to 
statt
their offensive series in their own territory, and two field 
goals by
kicker Vern Vannostran put the only points of the game on 
the
scoreboard. The defense was able to capitalize on some 
Earlham
mistakes, including a fumble by the Quaker punter. That
 play set up
Vannostran's first field goal. In the final seconds of the
 game, when
Earlham was mounting a solid drive, defensive back Earl 
Wiggins
snagged an interception near the end zone to snuff out Earlham
's hopes
for a come-from-behind victory.
EARLHAM STATISTICS IN BRIEF: Vannostran's field goals were 22 y
ards
and 37 yards.. .Total offense totaled 118 yards for Rose-Hulman and
 187
for Earlham...Earl Wiggins had two interceptions, Phil Meiss 
had one
and Gil Keller had one.. .Sharp's punting average was 40.6 yards on 
10
punts with his longest being 59 yards...Engineers held Earlham to
 55
yards rushing.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID SEPTEMBER 29
*Hanover College 29, Wilmington College 29
*Eureka College 16, Taylor University 14
*Principia College 28, Manchester College 23
*DePauw University 21, Albion College 6
*Centre College 24, University of the South 10
*Washington University 24, Rhodes College 17
OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES FOR OCTOBER 6
*Hanover College hosts Manchester College
*Taylor University, open
*Earlham College at Centre College 
*DePauw University at Denison University
*University of the South hosts Rhodes tollege 
*Washing.ton University at Colorado College
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 1, LOST 2)
************************************
OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD LG
First Downs 45 26 Crumley 23 63 5 58 19.3 0 15
Rushing 15 16 Patterson 28 154 0 154 51.3 1 36
Passing 26 9 Gilmore (2)8 9 29 -20 - 10 0 4
Penalty 4 2 Ritz 26 94 11 83 27.6 0 14
Net Yards Rushing 204 309 Cavagnini 14 33 4 29 29 0 8
Attempts 113 122 Greene 8 22 23 -1 - 0.5 0 14
Yards Gained 367 408 Wallen .14 33 25 8 2.6 0 7
Yards Lost 173 99 'Sharp 1 0 2 -2 -2 0 -2
Average per game 68 103
PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Greene 34 '14. 3 118 .412 0 17
Net Yards Passing 593 193 Gilmore 26 9 3 75.346 017
Attempted 103 63 Ritz 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Completed 57 23 Wallen 1 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Had Intercepted 8 6
Average Per Game 198 64 RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Total Net Gain 797 502 Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Total Plays 216 185 Crumley 1 3 3 0 3
Average Per Game 72 61.6 Griffith 5 47 9.4 0 15
Wallen 1 17 17 0 17
Fumbles 4 6 Patterson 5 48 9.6 0 17
Lost 1 3 Be ii 3 30 10 0 15
Penalties 20 13 Ritz 3 17 5.6 0 13
Yards 175 112 Ray 1 15 15 0 15
Interceptions 6 8
Yards 79 31 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns 1 0 Rauch, J. 9 61 7.4 0 12
Wiggins 5 ' 57 11.4 0 40
Punts-Blocked 24-0 24-0 Hirt 1 -7 -7 0 -7
Yards 801 935
Average Per Punt 33.4 39 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Punt Returns 13 15 Rauch, T. 4 94 23.5 0 28
Yards 71 117 Rauch, J. 1 15 15 0 15
Touchdowns 0 0 Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Kickoff returns 7 6
Yards 145 141 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL




41 19 INTERCEPTIONS NO YDS AVG TD LG
5 1 Meiss 3 7 2.3 0 7
Rush-Pass-Other 2-2-1 1-0-0 Rauch, J. 1 0 0 0 0
EXP Kick Att-made 5-5 1-1 Grote 1 13 13 0 13
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0 Wiggins 2 11 5.5 0 11
EXP Pass att-made 0 0
Field Goal Att-Made 2-2
Safety
4-4 SCORING TD R-P-0 EXP-K EPP AT-FG PT
Vannostran 0 0-0-0 1-1 - 4-4 13
Ave Points Per Game 13.6 6.3 Patterson 1 1-0-0 - - 6
Score by quarters
Opponents
1 2 3 4 Total
Rose
7 13 7 14 41
-Hui
3 3 3 10 19
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
TAC QB
PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK PASSES BROKEN UP
Grote 12 29 41 1-14 Sahli-2 Meiss-3
McConnell 15 23 38 1 2-20 McConnell-1 Rauch, J.-3
DePompei 8 19 27 1 Grote-1 DePompei-1
Sahli 9 12 21 1 1-0 Keller-3 Wiggins-2
Keller 8 28 36 1 Vandersnick-1
Wiggins 11 12 23
Meiss 8 10 18
Vandersnick 9 12 21 1-4
Stanforth 5 9 14 FIELD GOALS
Ottinger 4 9 13 1-14 Vannostran: 4 for 4, distances
Rauch, J. 9 10 19 of 35 and 40 against Taylor
Romanetz 3 15 18 2 and 22 and 37 at Earlham
Bannister 2 4 6
Ankney, G. 1 8 9
Ankney, D. 0 4 4
Moore 0 1 1
Kantner 0 3 3
Primich 1 0 1
Bennett 2 0 2
Osborn 0 1 1
Mayfield 2 1 3
Greer 1 0 1
Tausch 1 1 2
Hirt 1 5 6
Cain 0 2 2
Vannostran 1 0 1
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ABILITY TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS
IMPORTANT TO ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Earl Wiggins has it. Jeff Greer has it. And Head
Coach Bob Thompson expects them to use it.
What these two Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football players
possess is the ability to adapt to changing situations on and off the playing
field. Wiggins, a senior free safety, and Greer, a senior offensive tackle,
know the importance of being able to adjust to changes by the opposing team.
The first major adjustment for Wiggins came when he moved to Terre Haute
from the faster-paced California community of Campbell, located in the "Silicon
Valley," which is noted for high technology.
"With all of the competitive high technology firms in that region, there
is a fast pace," Wiggins said. "If you miss a week, your company could fall
way behind. There's more to do than there is time to do it."
Although residents of the Midwest may not move at the clip of West Coast
residents, Wiggins feels his California background helped him make the adjust-
ment to life at Rose-Hulman. "A fast pace is what I need to keep up with the
homework load here at Rose," said Wiggins, an electrical engineering major.
Moving from the land of sun and surf to the land of the four seasons
meant another change for Wiggins. In high school, he started as a tight end
his senior year, and he came to Rose-Hulman expecting to see some time as a
Wide receiver. His offensive time was short-lived as he was switched to free
safety, a position he has been starting in since he was a sophomore.
Wiggins is always modifying his play to changes being initiated by the
Opposing offense. "You're always adjusting your angle to shut them down.
It's non-stop adjustment the whole game."
(more)
ADJUSTMENT IMPORTANT -- ADD ONE
Even when Wiggins and the rest of the defensive crew have a successful set
of downs, he cannot ease off his game. It is at that time he must go deep to
return punts. Another adjustment.
"When I receive a punt, I really have to concentrate," Wiggins said. "The
only thing you watch is the football, and you don't worry about who is coming
at you."
Concentration is a key element in success at Rose-Hulman, and Wiggins
Plays football to relax from the academic load. "If I get down, football can
Pump me up and it has taken a lot of the classwork pressure off," Wiggins
explained.
Although he did not have to travel as far as Wiggins, Greer, a former all-
state high school player from Sheridan, Ind., had to make adjustments of his own.
In high school, Greer played both offensive guard and defensive tackle.
"Playing on the offensive line in college is one of the biggest adjustments
a Player must make," said Coach Thompson. "The reason for that is the multiple
defenses we face on the college scene as compared to high school."
Greer, an electrical engineering and computer science major, echoed those
sew7iments: "In high school it was always straight ahead. In college it is
more complicated with more directions to go. We play more of a mental game
in 
college."
Not only did he have to adapt to a greater variety of plays, Greer had to
adjust
to less practice time to learn them. "We have to get more done in a
Shorter time than we did in high school," Greer said. "That makes us more
oriented toward the play book, but I work better by doing it over and over on
the 
practice field.
Such practice led to Greer becoming a full-time starter his junior year.
When 
asked about his most memorable moment on the football team, Greer recalls
(more)
ADJUSTMENT IMPORTANT -- ADD TWO
his
the
first starting assignment. "It gives you a thrill to know you have made
adjustment from high school to college by being a starter. You're no
longer just an onlooker."
Both Greer and Wiggins will be facing their biggest adjustments at the
end of this school year when they enter the job market. Wiggins hopes to land
a job back home in the "Silicon Valley," and Greer is looking to work with an
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RESEARCH DISCOVERS NEW FINDINGS
ABOUT FAMILY CONFLICT
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The commonly held belief that a family argument
Will end with a winner and a loser is untrue, according to a seven-year
research project by a sociologist at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
"The results were surprising because most theories predict that
conflict results in a winner who gains social dominance over the loser,"
stated Dr. Sam Vuchinich, associate professor of sociology.
"The majority of the family conflicts in the study resulted in a
standoff. Many times another family member intervened and introduced a
new topic or made a joke to try to cool off the conflict. The third party
actually acted as a mediator," he noted.
Part of the study, which was published in the fall issue of "Social
Psychology Quarterly," utilizes two methods not commonly used by social
scientists gathering data, according to Vuchinich. During a three-year
Period, 1977-80, dinner conversations in the homes of 52 families in five
states were video taped.
"Traditionally, data has been obtained through experimentation or
surveying. I collected data regarding conflict as it actually happened
(more)
FAMILY CONFLICT--2
in a normal home situation," Vuchinich emphasized. "The dinner hour was
chosen because it is a family routine and one of the few times when the
entire family is together," he says.
The research also showed that compromise was rare as a means to end
an argument. "The data clearly showed that compromise was unusual and
was seen in only about 10 percent of the cases," Vuchinich stated.
"There are some implications from the study for the field of family
therapy which traditionally encourages compromise to help families who
have chronic conflict problems," he says. "The research shows that com-
promise is difficult for normal families to accomplish. To expect fami-
lies with problems to start compromising is expecting a great deal."
Vuchinich says family members are defending and defining their bound-
aries when a conflict occurs.
"Each person claims certain possessions and places as their own. If
someone else uses these possessions or invades our space, then a boundary
has been violated and conflict May occur," he explained.
According to Vuchinich, interpersonal boundaries can be social as
well as physical. Family rights and obligations create important social
boundaries.
"For example, a son may have the right to use the family car. But
the right to use the car has certain boundaries associated with it. If
the son uses the car without permission or for unacceptable purposes, he
violates those boundaries," he said.
"Such violations lead to conflicts where boundaries are clarified.
Most conflicts occur over 'gray' areas where the boundaries are not clear.
As children grow up, rights and obligations change. So clarification of
them is a necessary on-going process," the Rose-Hulman sociologist noted.
(more)
FAMILY CONFLICT--3
Most conflicts are short in duration, according to the study. "The
average turn in conversation between parties was three or four times.
Some conflicts lasted 24 or 25 conversational turns but they were rare,"
Vuchinich said.
Additional discoveries may come from the data as the study continues,
according to Vuchinich. "The best way for families to manage their con-
flicts is not clear at this point. We are just now learning how normal
families do it. Once that is understood we can look into which methods
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HOMECOMING '84
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology alumni from
Hawaii to New York will return to campus Oct. 12-13 to attend a full
schedule of homecoming activities.
Even though the classes of 1932 and 1934 will actually kick off the
celebration with reunion dinners Thursday, the weekend's schedule moves
into full swing on Friday. Alumni golf and tennis tournaments will take
Place at 9 a.m. with the pep rally and queen coronation in Shook Memorial
Fieldhouse scheduled at 8:30 p.m.
A lot of work by the freshman class will literally go up in smoke
When the traditional homecoming bonfire, west of the football field, is set
ablaze at approximately 9:15 P.m. Each year the structure built mainly
of railroad ties reaches a height of 60 feet and is considered to be one
of the few remaining collegiate bonfires of such size.
Numerous reunion dinners, including a meeting of the 50-Plus Club, are
also scheduled Friday evening.
Saturday's activities begin at 9 a.m. with an alumni buffet in the
Hulman Union during which four Rose-Hulman Honor Alumni Awards will be
Presented (see related story). Rose-Hulman Alumni Association President
Robert Steinhauser, class of 1954, and professor and chairman of the
(more)
HOMECOMING--2
college's Department of Mechanical Engineering, will preside over the annual
alumni meeting at 11 a.m. in Moench Hall, Room E-104.
The Fightin' Engineers will entertain DePauw University during football
action at 1:30 p.m. at Phil Brown Field which will be followed by an alumni
dinner at 6 p.m. in the Hulman Union.
A concert featuring comedian Paul Provenza and music by Airflow Deluxe
at 8:30 p.m. in the fieldhouse will end the day's activities. Provenza has
been a frequent guest on "The Tonight Show" and has toured with Diana Ross
and Air Supply. Airflow Deluxe mixes vocal and instrumental music from
the 20's, 30's and 40's. The group features eight instrumentalists and
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FOUR TO RECEIVE HONOR
ALUMNI AWARD
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Four Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology graduates
will be recognized for their service to the college when they receive the
1984 Honor Alumni Award during homecoming activities Oct. 12-13.
Selected to receive the highest honor bestowed by the RoseTech Alumni
Association are Walter F. Johanningsmeier, chief of the systems development
unit in the Identification Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Silver Springs, Md.; J. Dunlap McNair, retired manager of research, General
Cable Corporation, Muncie, Ind.; and Joe M. Valentine, president and founder
of Valentine Associates, Greenwood, Ind. The award will be presented post-
humously to Thomas A. Duwelius, a Terre Haute native, who served on the Rose-
Hulman faculty and was vice president of Shelton Hannig Construction, Inc.,
at the time of his death in 1980.
The awards, which also recognize the recipients for their contributions
to the profession of engineering, will be presented at 9 a.m., Oct. 13 in the
Hulman Union.
Johanningsmeier graduated with honors from Rose in 1956 with a degree in
electr 
ical engineering. He also received the LL.D. from George Washington
University. Prior to joining the FBI, Johanningsmeier was a test and patent
engineer for the IBM Corp. He has served as an alumni class agent for 12
Years and has been an officer of the Washington and Baltimore RoseTech
Alumni Club.
(more)
HONOR ALUMNI -- 2
McNair, who was co-winner of the Heminway Medal for academic excellence
when he graduated in 1933, has served the college's alumni association as
a class agent since 1967. He was also president of the Muncie and Anderson
RoseTech Club. A native of Mattoon, Ill., McNair received a degree in
chemical engineering and worked in the area of metallurgy. He has also
been a member of the faculty at the Indiana Vocational Technical Institute
in Muncie, teaching courses in quality control, metallurgy and circuits.
Valentine has also been active in the alumni association serving as
class agent and reunion chairman. A native of Sullivan, he graduated in 1943
With a degree in electrical engineering. In 1979, he founded Valentine and
Associates, a manufacturer's representative for electrical components.
Duwelius was a member of the Institute's Department of Civil Engineering
faculty from 1948-63. He graduated with honors from Rose in 1947. Duwelius
was active in the RoseTech Alumni Association, serving as president of the
Wabash Valley chapter and as a class agent. His award will be accepted by
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Polly Seamon, wife of noted Indiana watercolor
artist, D. Omer Seamon, has been appointed to the post of art curator
at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
In the newly created position, she is responsible for the display,
inventory and maintenance of the college's current art holdings as well
as making recommendations regarding future acquisitions.
Rose-Hulman President Samuel F. Hulbert said her appointment is
another step toward a commitment to the arts.
"We believe there is a strong correlation between the creativity
of the engineer and scientist and the arts. Rose-Hulman has a goal of
surrounding its students with the arts and making each classroom, hall-
way and faculty office a virtual gallery," he explained.
Seamon, who has already begun her new duties, said she is interested
in increasing the number of art exhibits scheduled at Rose and wants to
include works of various area craftsmen.
Rose-Hulman either owns or has received on permanent loan five
art collections which include the 130-piece 19th Century British
Watercolor Collection, The Tri Kappa Collection of Indiana Artists,
the Seamon Salon, the ceramic works of Mary Alice Hadley and the
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TECHNOLOGY'S IMPACT ON SOCIETY
TOPIC OF VIDEOCONFERENCES
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Two videoconferences, one of them free, which
Will discuss the influence technology has had and will have on society
Will be shown Oct. 8 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The televised seminars, "VLSI: Its Impact on Your Career" and
"The Second Century Begins" are the second in a series of video-
conferences presented as part of the Rose-Hulman continuing education
Program. Both programs are sponsored nationally by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
Very Large Scale Integration, or VLSI, will be the topic of
the first program, scheduled from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Dr. Don Dekker, professor of mechanical engineering and director
of the college's continuing education program, says the course will
describe the technology of VLSI, its impact on how practicing
engineers perform their jobs and its repercussions to education.
A fee of $85 will be charged IEEE members, $100 for non-members
and $15 for students.
Alvin Toffler, author of "Future Shock", will be one of the
featured speakers during the second videoconference which is free of





recently retired board member and vice president for research,
Hewlett-Packard Co.
The latter program is scheduled from 7:30 until 9:30 p.m. Both
conferences can be viewed in Room 203 of Olin Hall.
Persons interested in attending the programs should contact Dr.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Three Hoosiers are among four Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology graduates who will be recognized for their
service to the college when they receive the 1984 Honor Alumni Award
during homecoming activities Oct. 12-13.
Selected to receive the honor are Joe M. Valentine, Greenwood,
Ind., president and founder of Valentine Associates; and J. Dunlap
McNair, retired manager of research, General Cable Corporation,
Muncie, Ind. The award will be presented posthumously to Thomas A.
Duwelius, a Terre Haute native, who served on the Rose-Hulman faculty
and was vice president of Shelton Hannig Construction, Inc., of Terre
Haute, at the time of his death in 1980.
Also chosen to receive the award is Walter F. Johanningsmeier,
Chief of the systems development unit in the Identification Division
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Silver Springs, Md.
The presentations will be made during an alumni buffet, Oct. 13
at 9 a.m. in the Hulman Union.
Other homecoming activities include a queen coronation and
bonfire Oct. 12 at 8:30 p.m. The schedule for Oct. 13 includes a
football game against DePauw University at 1:30 p.m. followed by an
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HOMECOMING '84
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Greenwood businessman, Joe M. Valentine,
President and founder of Valentine Associates, will be one of four
Rose—Hulman Institute of Technology graduates to receive the college's
Honor Alumni Award during homecoming Oct. 12-13.
The honor is the highest that is bestowed by the RoseTech Alumni
Association. Recipients are cited for their service to the college
and their contributions to the profession of engineering.
Valentine has been active in the alumni association serving as
Class agent and reunion chairman. In 1979, he founded Valentine and
Associates, a manufacturer's representative for electrical components.
Others selected for the award are J. Dunlap McNair, retired
manager of research, General Cable Corporation, Muncie, Ind.; and
Walter F. Johanningsmeier, chief of the systems development unit in
the Identification Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Silver Springs, Md.
The award will be presented posthumously to Thomas A. Duwelius,
a Terre Haute native, who served on the Rose—Hulman faculty and was
vice president of Shelton Hannig Construction, Inc., of Terre Haute at
the time of his death in 1980.
The awards will presented at an alumni buffet Oct. 13 at 9 a.m.
in tl-e Hulman Union. Other homecoming activities include the bonfire
(more)
HOMECOMING -- 2
and queen coronation at 8:30 p.m. Oct. 12, the football game against
DePauw University at 1:30 p.m. Oct. 13 followed by a concert by
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Franz Lieder, a senior mechanical engineering
and mathematics major from Hot Springs, Ark., was one of five Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology students who presented papers at the
11th annual Pi Mu Epsilon Student Conference.
The meeting, sponsored by the Miami University in Oxford, Ohio,
was scheduled in conjunction with the annual Mathematics and
Statistics Conference.
His presentation entitled, "Rational Function Approximations,"
dealt with a discussion of mathematical functions that have practical
applications to digital computers and computer-aided design.
Lieder, who has been named to the college's dean's list for
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APPLE PIE BRINGS OUT VOTE
IN ROSE-HULMAN ELECTION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- A mock presidential election at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology proved the best way to reach voters is through
their stomachs.
The campus dining service, ARA Services, conducted a straw poll
of faculty, staff and students during lunch earlier this week. To
help bring out the faculty/staff vote, a free piece of apple pie or
Chocolate cake was given to all persons casting their ballots.
Students using the dining service pre-pay for their meals; so the
only incentive they had was the coaxing of line servers decked out in
red, white and blue "Uncle Sam" hats.
"It definitely was not a scientific poll, but the results were
nonetheless staggering," reported Mark Farner, director of the campus
dining operations.
Ballots cast by the Rose-Hulman lunch bunch totaled 517. Of
that amount, incumbent Ronald Reagan pulled in 409 while his Democrat
Challenger, Walter Mondale, tallied 62. The president took 79 percent
of the votes compared to Mondale's 12 percent. The remaining ballots
were cast for other persons, or they indicated an undecided voter.
An analysis of the voting showed that students were more
Pr°-Reagan than staff and faculty. Of 64 votes cast by faculty and
staff, 
Reagan garnered 37 with Mondale receiving 15. The students
cast 37 votes for Reagan and 46 for Mondale.
(more)
APPLE PIE INCENTIVE -- ADD ONE
In studying the lunch balloting, it should be noted that
Rose-Hulman is an all-male school and the only female votes cast were
by faculty and staff.
National news organizations probably will not be reading any
trends out of this straw vote, but Farner said it did serve the
Purpose of getting students and staff to talk about the election.
"We sponsored the election for some fun and to show we care about more
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ENGINEERS PREPARE FOR HOMECOMING CLASH WITH DEPAUW
**************************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. DePauw University
DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., October 13, Phil Brown Field on the
Rose-Hulman campus, Terre Haute, Indiana
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 2-2
DePauw University -- 3-2
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 12-13 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
DePauw -- Nick Mourousis, 27-8 career and at DePauw
in fourth year
SCENE SETTER: This game marks Rose-Hulman's 1984 Homecoming
celebration. The Engineers are coming into the contest having won
their last two games, the most recent victory being a 21-6 win over
Principia College. Rose-Hulman has seen continued improvement in its
first four contests. DePauw lost a close one last week at Denison
University, 21-20. The Tigers have been in the top ten nationally
in total offense and passing.
SERIES RECORD: DePauw holds a 26-8-1 lead in this series, which saw
its first meeting in 1894. Last year the Tigers defeated the
Engineers 28-7 at Greencastle. The DePauw defense was more than
effective as it held Rose-Hulman to minus two yards rushing. DePauw
ran 84 plays in that contest while the Engineers ran 45. The last
time Rose-Hulman had a win over DePauw was in 1978 with a score of20-18.
COACH THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "We'll have to play the ball game ofour lives against DePauw. Last week (against Principia), our passing
performance from Duncan Gilmore and Larry Greene was the finest
Passing game we've had in some time. They both showed poise they hadnot demonstrated earlier in the season. Our run offense is still a
matter of concern for us. We're working on getting it to the
efficiency level we believe it is capable of. Our defense played well
With fine play from linemen Keith McConnell, Roger Vandersnick, GregOtt Inger, and Ed Sahli. The most consistent part of our game thisYear has been the kicking game. Punter Grant Sharp has had good
distance and he has been spotting it well so our opponents have towork for good field positions."
(more)
A LOOK AT DEPAUW: When the season started, Coach Mourousia had 49
returning lettermen, including six offensive starters and six
defensive starters. After its first three games of this year, DePauw
ranked fifth of NCAA Division III schools in total offense with an
average of 435 yards a game. The Tiger passing offense was rated
second in the nation. DePauw's Tim Weaver ranked 10th in pass
receiving, and quarterback Tony DeNicola rated 10th in total
individual offense.
THOMPSON ON DEPAUW: "This will be our toughest challenge to date.
They are sound at all positions, and they play with great discipline.
They also are one of the strongest and most physical teams we face
this year. Many parts of their game are ranked nationally, and that
adds up to the fact that DePauw is a very stingy defensive team and a
very explosive offensive team. It presents a real challenge to us to
put some points on the board. It is going to take an all-out effort,
and I think our fellows will look forward to it."
SOME NOTES FROM PRINCIPIA: Mike Ritz scored two touchdowns and ran
for 80 yards...Quarterback Duncan Gilmore scored a TD of his own and
completed 15 of 20 passes for 124 yards...Punter Grant Sharp
maintained a solid performance with eight punts for an average of 40.9
Yards.. .Kicker Vern Vannostran maintained his team scoring lead with
three extra points that brought his scoring total to 16...Jack Grote
and Joe Rauch had pass interceptions.
CONFERENCE FARE: In College Athletic Conference statistics through
September 29, Rose-Hulman had the league's leading rush defense at a
68-yard average...Earl Wiggins had the leading punt-return average of
11.4 yards a return...Phil Meiss and Wiggins were tops in pass
interceptions with Meiss pulling down three for seven yards and
Wiggins snagging two for 11 yards...Grant Sharp had the league punting
lead with a 38.9-yard average.
CONFERENCE RECORD 
W L T
Centre 2 0 0
Rose-Hulman 1 0 0
Rhodes 1 0 0
Earlham 1 2 0
Sewanee 0 3 0
(These are only for CAC games through October 6)
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID OCTOBER 6
*Hanover College 54, Manchester College 0
*Taylor University, open
*Centre College 12, Earlham College 0
*Denison University 21, DePauw University 20
*Rhodes College 38, University of the South 14
*Washington University 30, Colorado College 21
-111112-2.1 aral SCHEDULES FOR OCTOBER 13
*Hanover College at Findlay College
*ILY.IIL University hosts Kentucky Wesleyan
*Earlham College, open
*Princi ia College hosts Concordia (Wis.)
*Centre ColleRe hosts Maryville College
*-111iXtrAita of the South at Georgia Southwestern
*Rhodes College, open





































Punt 32.8 39.4 KICKOFF RETURNS 
17 22 Rauch, T.
91 166 Rauch, J.
0 0 Tausch
9 9












1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS











































RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS 
Crumley 29 81 5
Patterson 36 177 0
Gilmore (3) 17 48 44
Ritz 50 181 18
Cavagnini 14 33 4
Greene (3) 9 25 23
Wallen 18 34 29
Sharp 1 0 2

















79 42 PUNT RETURNS 




















NET AVG TD LG
76 19 0 15
177 44.3 1 36
4 1.3 1 9
163 40.8 2 18
29 29 0 8
2 .6 0 14
5 1.3 0 7
-2 -2 0-2
3 1,50 2
ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
37 16 3 126 .432 0 17
46 24 3 199 .522 0 26
2 0 0 0 .000 0 0














































NO YDS AVG LG BL
32 1262 39.4 59 0
NO YDS AVG TD LG
3 7 2.3 0 7
2 0 0 0 0
2 24 12 013
















PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK PASSES BROKEN UP
Grote 17 33 50 1-14 Sahli-2 Meiss-3
McConnell 18 28 46 1 5-41 McConnell-1 Rauch, J.-3
DePompei 10 23 33 1 1-1 Grote-1 DePompei-1
Sahli 10 13 23 1 2-10 Keller-5 Wiggins-2
Keller 9 33 42 1 1-1 Ottinger-1 VanDerSnick-2
Wiggins 11 14 25 Romanetz-1 Scott-1
Meiss 10 14 24 Mayfield-1
VanDerSnick 10 13 23 - 5-22
Stanforth 5 13 18 1 3-12 FIELD GOALS
Ottinger 4 10 14 - 1-14 Vannostran: 5 for 4, distances
Rauch, J. 11 10 21 of 35 and 40 against Taylor
Romanetz 4 17 21 2 2-11 and 22 and 37 at Earlham
Bannister 2 4 6
Ankney, G. 2 9 11
Ankney, D. 0 5 5
Moore 0 2 2
Kantner 0 4 4
Primich 1 0 1
Bennett 2 1 3
Osborn 0 1 1
Mayfield 4 6 10 FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Greer 1 0 1 Ottinger-2
Tausch 1 1 2 Keller-1
Hirt 2 6 8
Cain 0 2 2
Vannostran 1 1 2
Moshak 1 2 3
Fenimore 0 1 1
Scott 0 1 1
Mills 1 0 1
1984 ROSE-HULMAN RESULTS 
A-Rose 0, Hanover Col. 27
H-Rose 13, Taylor Univ. 14
A-Rose 6, Earlham Col. 0
H-Rose 21 Principia Col. 6
H-Oct. 13, DePauw University
A-Oct. 20, Centre College
A-Oct. 27, University of the South
H-Nov. 3, Rhodes College
H-Nov. 10, Washington University




TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology's
defensive linemen do not receive too much gridiron glory, but they do
get plenty of respect.
Three senior down linemen on this year's Engineer squad realize
their names will not be dominating the sports pages, but they take
satisfaction in the work they do and how it contributes to the overall
team effort.
Those seniors are uoseguard Keith McConnell, Griffith, defensive
tackle Roger VanDerSnick, Elwood, and defensive tackle Greg Ottinger,
Sheridan.
"We don't get a lot of ink, but if the backfield guys are
getting the tackles, we know we're doing our job," VanDerSnick said.
"We know we're doing a good job. This is not big-time football.
Were just here because we want to play."
McConnell echoed those sentiments when he said, "Anytime you win
a game, the defense plays well, and that's reward enough for me."
"Those three are tremendous team players," said Head Coach Bob
Thompson. "I have been pleased with the fact they've been coachable
and have responded consistently. They are awfully good at accepting
things to make them better football players."
The response to the coaching has resulted in all three taking on
starting roles at various times during the past three seasons.
While all three are well-rounded players, each has a special
characteristic that blends with his teammates. "McConnell possesses
great quickness, VanDerSnick has good lateral movement, and Ottinger
has superb strength." Thompson said.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN SENIOR LINEMEN -- ADD ONE
McConnell, an electrical engineering major, was named to the
all-College Athletic Conference team last year. To get that honor, he
had 95 total tackles and six tackles for loss of yardage.
"I like to play noseguard because I get to use my strength a lot
and the play's always right there -- I'm always right on top of the
ball," McConnell said in explaining what makes Rose-Hulman football
fun for him.
The toughest part of playing for the Engineers has been the
double and triple teaming that comes with the position. "A lot of
times I get hit by two or three guys," McConnell said. "I guess
that's a reward because it means I'm doing my job. If they think they
can handle me one-on-one, I'm not playing very well."
In communicating with those opponents, McConnell has found eye
contact to be very effective. "I like to look 'em in the eye coming
out of the huddle," he explained. "If they don't look, you know
they're thinking. If they do, they've got me thinking."
Thought processes are a big part of football, and that is where
McConnell feels he has seen his most improvement. "In my time here,
I've improved by being able to read offenses," he said. "This is the
first year I've been able to see what the offense is doing by watching
the center's head."
Another player who believes he has improved his ability to read
between the lines is VanDerSnick, a mechanical engineering major. He
said he has had to learn a more specialized game in college than he
dealt with during his gridiron time at Frankton High School.
Mental concentration is a big part of VanDerSnick's game.
"Before a game, I like to get off by myself to get ready mentally," he
said. "I go over stunts and the opponent's tendencies as I review
things in my mind."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN SENIOR LINEMEN -- ADD TWO
That concentration is backed by what he calls "intensity that
always has to be very high because it can be frustrating when we get
double teamed."
The intense concentration resulted in VanDerSnick getting seven
quarterback sacks last year, a team-leading statistic.
"Football teaches me that to strive for something you want, you
really have to work together with everybody else," VanDerSnick said.
"I know there are 11 guys out there working for one goal."
One of those guys is colleague Ottinger, a fellow mechanical
engineering major. "The game is fun for me because when the defense
has performed well, it started at our level," Ottinger said. He
compared it to 19th century battle techniques with the linemen being
the first to shoot and reload while the defensive secondary comes up
for the second volley.
During his time at Rose-Hulman, Ottinger feels he also has
developed as a player and a person: "I've come, I've learned a new
game and I've learned to work with different people. I've developed a
lot of discipline because of the type of school and type of football
program. When you're not practicing and you're not in the classroom,
You're doing homework."
Ottinger's discipline has helped him maintain his physical
strength. "For my position, I'm not a big defensive lineman," he
said. "Most of the guys I play against have 50 pounds on me; so I
have to lift weights a lot."
All three players are formulating their post-graduation plans
this fall. McConnell hopes to attend graduate school to study
biomedical engineering; VanDerSnick is planning to enter the job
market; and Ottinger is deciding between work or graduate school.
No matter where they end up, it is a sure bet their skills and
team 








QUEEN SELECTION THIS WEEK
For release on receipt
October 9, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Five women from two local colleges have
been selected as members of the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Homecoming court for 1984.
One of those five women will reign as queen of Homecoming
festivities this weekend. The queen will be announced during a pep
rally at 8:30 p.m. Friday (Oct. 12) in Shook Memorial Fieldhouse on
the Rose-Hulman campus.
Members of the 1984 Homecoming court are:
* Jerrie Lynn Bowman -- A freshman at Indiana State University,
Miss Bowman is a nursing major with a minor in psychology. She was
the 1983 "Miss Vigo County Fair Queen," and she is the reigning "Miss
Indiana United Teenager" and the "Miss Teenager of Indiana." Upon
graduating from college, she would like to work with handicapped
children and eventually teach nursing students. A graduate of North
Vigo High School, Miss Bowman is the daughter of Jerry and Martha
Bowman, 1839 N. 12th St.
* Chris Brady -- Miss Brady is a junior at St. Mary-of-the-Woods
College where she is majoring in history, political science and
Paralegal. School activities include participation on the United
Nations team and the International Affairs Association. After
graduation, she plans to attend law school. A resident of Belleville,
Ill Miss Brady is the daughter of John and Mary Lou Brady.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING COURT -- ADD ONE
* Chandra Corey -- In her freshman year at Indiana State
University, Miss Corey is majoring in nursing, and she is a member of
the ISU Hall Council. She was the 1983 "Indiana National Young Miss,"
the 1983 second runnerup in the"Miss Teen Indiana" contest, and a
national semi-finalist in Seventeen Magazine's 1984 cover model
contest. In addition to ISU activities, she is a Rose-Hulman
Cheerleader. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Corey, Miss Corey is
from Indianapolis.
* Maria Jimenez -- A resident of Puerto Rico, Miss Jimenez is a
senior speech pathology major at ISU. She enjoys dancing, basketball,
movies, music, and traveling. Upon graduation from ISU, she plans to
return to Puerto Rico and continue her studies at the graduate level.
* Lynne Phillips -- Miss Phillips is a sophomore at 1SU where
She is majoring in accounting with a minor in English. She plans to
Pursue a career as an accountant. When not studying, she enjoys
Playing volleyball and tennis. A graduate of Terre Haute North Vigo
High School, she is the daughter of Lyle and Marge Phillips, 354 Woodbine
Drive.
After coronation ceremonies Friday night, the queen will reign
over a variety of activities, including a bonfire that evening and the
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--An Admissions Open House, Oct. 25-26, at Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology will give high school students who are
interested in engineering and science an opportunity to "see Rose in
action," according to Charles G. Howard, dean of admissions.
The programs begin each day at 10 a •m• and will include admissions and
financial aid presentations and campus tours. Prospective students will
also hear from current Rose students about campus and academic life.
Howard says the open house is a particularly good time for high
school students to visit campus. "Our program coincides with the teacher's
in-service days which means that students can attend the open house without
missing any of their classes," he noted.
Howard said the campus visit is an important part in the process of
selecting the right college.
"If the student is going to be happy in college, he or she must be
in the proper learning and social environment that will best suit that
student. The only way that can be determined is through a campus visit,"
he 
explained.
No reservations are necessary for the open house and additional









SUBJECT: ADMISSIONS OPEN HOUSE
START DATE: UPON RECEIPT
KILL DATE: OCTOBER 25, 1984
LENGTH: 15 SECONDS
CONTACT: CHARLES HOWARD, DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
"SEE ROSE-HULMAN IN ACTION" IS THE THEME OF AN ADMISSIONS
OPEN HOUSE OCT. 25TH AND 26TH AT ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY. HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS ARE
INVITED TO THE PROGRAMS WHICH BEGIN EACH DAY AT 10 A.M.
FINANCIAL AID AND ADMISSIONS WILL BE DISCUSSED AND CAMPUS
TOURS WILL BE CONDUCTED. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Board of
Managers Thursday (Oct. 11) approved the implementation of the first phase of
a program to integrate the personal computer into the college's curriculum.
Also approved was a new master's degree program in applied optics
which will be offered by the Department of Physics.
According to a long-range plan developed by a Computer Commission
appointed by Rose-Hulman President Samuel F. Hulbert, the personal computer
Should first be integrated into the curriculum before requiring students to
Purchase the equipment.
"The Commission did not believe that Rose-Hulman should follow the
lead of those colleges who seek to require students to purchase personal
computers before its use in each discipline is clearly defined," stated
Dr. Hulbert.
"When use of the personal computer is thoroughly integrated into the
curricula, students will buy personal computers because they are needed to
accom-plish educational goals, not simply because they are required to
Purchase them," he explained.
The first stage of the plan will provide a majority of the faculty with
the Institute's standard personal computer and supply similar equipment for
student access areas. Each academic department will begin a review and
revision of its curriculum with the purpose of using personal computers to
(more)
BOARD OF MANAGERS -- 2
parallel current industrial practice.
The Board of Managers approved the Commission's recommendation of the
Zenith Z-150 personal computer as the Institute standard.
According to Dr. A.T. Roper, chairman of the Commission and vice
President for planning and data systems, "This selection is necessary
to insure that software used in various courses will run on all computers
Operated by students and staff. It is also highly desirable to simplify
maintenance, to ensure efficient software development and to obtain the best
Possible price for the units."
The program will supplement the Institute's two personal computer
networks installed earlier this year. The systems have served as pilot
networks to investigate the classroom use of personal computers and to
evaluate network requirements. Currently on campus, students have access
to 50 personal computers that make up the networks and 100 terminals
that are connected to the Institute's central computers.
Hulbert added, "Our goal is to establish a program that will teach
students to apply the computer skills that will be similar to those they
will encounter in industry. The personal computer will be used to increase
both the productivity and the quality of the undergraduate experience."
The graduate program in applied optics will be offered with the
start of the 1985 fall term, according to Dr. Brij Khorana, chairperson
and 
professor, Department of Physics. He noted that a recent national
survey showed that 2,000 engineers/designers are needed each year in the
applied optics industry.
(more)
BOARD OF MANAGERS -- 3
In other business, the board re-elected its current officers for
another one-year term. They include Jack Ragle, president of Graham
Grain Company of Terre Haute, as chairman; and Terre Haute attorney
Benjamin G. Cox, a member of the board since 1961 and chairman from
1968 to 1975, as vice chairman. Marshall T. Hubbard, chairman of the
board of Weston Paper and Manufacturing Company, Terre Haute, and
James C. Skinner, chairman of Tesla Magnetic Holdings, Inc., Indian-
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Dr. Cecil T. Lobo, professor of civil engineering at
Rose—Hulman Institute of Technology, is the 1984 winner of the Inland—Ryerson
Outstanding Teacher Award.
He received the honor during the RoseTech Alumni Association homecoming
awards program Saturday. The award, which includes a $1,000 cash prize, is
made possible by the Inland—Ryerson Foundation.
The honor recognizes a member of the Rose—Hulman faculty who has
demonstrated a high level of dedication to the individual student and
Who emphasizes undergraduate teaching rather than educational research,
Publication or administration.
Lobo, a member of the Rose—Hulman faculty since 1963, teaches courses in
the areas of structural design, soil mechanics and engineering mechanics. He
also developed and has taught a class in civil engineering materials. Lobo
also serves as the faculty advisor for the student chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE).
In addition, he has twice received an Award for Outstanding Service
from ASCE and in 1975 was named an Outstanding Educator of America. Lobo
has served as acting chairman of the Rose Department of Civil Engineering
and has been a member of the college's curriculum committee and graduate
(more
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council. Because of his expertise, he has also acted as a consultant in
the structural steel industry.
The honor was first presented in 1978. Previous winners have included
Professors Thad D. Smith, political science; Robert Steinhauser, mechanical
engineering; Sam C. Hite and Noel E. Moore, chemical engineering; Gary J.
Sherman and Herbert R. Bailey, mathematics.
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ENGINEERS READY TO ENTER THICK OF CONFERENCE PLAY
*************************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Centre College
1ILIK, DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m. (Terre Haute time), Farris Field on the
campus of Centre College, Danville, Kentucky
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 2-3
Centre College -- 5-1
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 12-14 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Centre -- Joe McDaniel, 88-76-4 lifetime and
23-17-1 at Centre
SCENE SETTER: This game marks Rose-Hulman's entry into the thick of its
College Athletic Conference schedule for 1984. Last year, the Engineers
and the Colonels tied for conference co-champion honors with records of
4-1. So far this season, both schools are undefeated in CAC play with
Centre holding wins over Earlham and University of the South, while
Rose-Hulman defeated Earlham. After this weekend, Centre will have only
one more CAC contest, and Rose-Hulman will have two; so it is a key
conference battle. Last week, Rose-Hulman dropped a game to DePauT4
University 20-3, and Centre defeated Maryville College 35-13.
SERIES RECORD: The record of play between these schools is tied at 6-6.
Last year, the Colonels traveled to Terre Haute to sustain a 10-0 loss.
It was their only conference defeat of the year. The last time Centre
beat Rose-Hulman was in 1982 in the Bluegrass State.
COACH THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "This is a must win for us to be
contenders for another conference championship. At 2-3, I'd like to think
1,./e re ready to put it all together this week. I believe we learned much
xn our game with a very tough DePauw team. Offensively, we have to
Challenge our young men to execute more efficiently. We have to maintain
i! balance between our passing and running games. Defensively, we have to
improve on the pass rush and we still can improve our tackling. We can
Play good at times, but we have to play consistently at all times."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. CENTRE -- ADD ONE
IN THE COLONELS' CORNER: Centre is riding a five-game winning streak into
this week's game. At the start of the year, both the Centre offense and
defense had eight returning starters. Players to watch include linebacker
Ray Hundley and free safety Teel Bruner. In their first six games, the
Colonels have scored an average of 21.5 points a game while giving up an
average of only 11.6.
THOMPSON ON CENTRE: "They have won five in a row and they're on 'go' right
now. They will have plenty of incentive this week: they have the revenge
factor from last year; this is their homecoming game; and they have the
conference lead. It's going to take a great effort to derail them."
ALSO ON THE SIDELINES: This weekly report quotes Bob Thompson on a regular
basis because of his position as head coach. But he is assisted
throughout the year by a top-notch coaching staff. Members of that group
are: Chuck Lindner, defensive coordinator; Randy Dickens, offensive
coordinator and backfield coach; Dick Comer, offensive line coach; Dan
McGrath, defensive line; and Pete Varda, wide receivers and tight ends.
CONFERENCE NOTE: As of last week, Rose-Hulman's defense led the league by
allowing only 241 yards a game. The next best defense was Centre's, with
a 258-yard-per-game allowance.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID OCTOBER 13
*Findlay College 35, Hanover College 29
*Taylor University 57, Kentucky Wesleyan 21
*Earlham College, open
*Concordia (Wis.) 30, Principia College 15
*Centre College 35, Maryville College 13
*Georgia Southwestern 56, University of the South 8
*Rhodes College, open
*Wabash College 34, Washington University 18
OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES FOR OCTOBER 20
*Hanover College at Earlham College 
*Taylor University at Southwest Baptist
*Principia College at Concordia (Ill.)
*DePauw University hosts Washington University 
*University of the South at Washington and Lee
*Rhodes College hosts Trinity University
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 2, LOST 3)
LG
************************************
OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD
First Downs 71 53 Ritz 59 199 20 179 3.0 2 18
Rushing 25 31 Patterson(4)36 177 0 177 4.9 1 36
Passing 41 19 Crumley 42 111 7 104 2.5 0 15
Penalty 5 3 Cavagnini 14 33 4 292.1 0 8
Wallen 18 34 29 5 .3 0 7
Net Yards Rushing 429 477 Stercula 2 3 0 3 1.5 0 2
Attempts 190 207 Greene (3) 9 25 23 2 .2 0 14
Yards Gained 621 649 Collett 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
Yards Lost 202 172 Sharp 1 0 2 -2 -2 0 -2
Average per game 85.8 95.4 Griffith 2 13 15 -2 -1 0 13
Gilmore (4) 23 53 •72 -19 -.8 1 9
Net Yards Passing 917 378
Attempted 159 123
Completed 86 38
Had Intercepted 12 10 PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Average Per Game 183 76 Gilmore 82 32 7 252 .390 0 26
Greene 37 16 3 126 .432 0 17
Total Net Gain 1346 855 Ritz 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Total Plays 349 330 Wallen 1 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Average Per Game 269 171
Fumbles 14 9 RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Lost 6 6 Ritz 13 53 4.1 0 13
Griffith 9 100 11,1 0 20
P
enalties 30 22 Patterson 7 46 6.6 0 17
Yards 262 204 Beil 4 56 14 026
Ray 4 63 15.8 0 23
In
terceptions 10 12 Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Yards 92 50 Crumley 4 15 3.8 0 6
'Touchdowns 1 Wallen 1 17 17 0 17
Bailey 1 5 5 0 5
Punts-Blocked 40-0 42-0 Rauch, T. 1 7 7 0 7
Yards 1339 1652
Average Per Punt 33.5 39.3 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Punt Returns 22 25 Rauch, J. 13 105 8.1 0 17




0 Hirt 1 -7 -7 0-7
returns 11 13
Yards 221 299 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns Rauch, T. 10 226 22.6 0 28
Points





Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Rush-Pass-Other 3-5-1 4-0-0 PUNTING NO 
YDS AVG LG BL
EXP Kick Att-made 9-7 4-4 Sharp 42 1652 39.3 59 0UP Rush Att-made 0 0
EXP Pass att-made 0 0 FIELD GOALS
Field Goal Att-Made 2-2 6-5 Vannostran: 5 for 6, distances of:
Safety 0 0 -- 35 and 40 against Taylor
Ave Points Per Game 13.4 8.6 -- 22 and 37 at Earlham
Score
-- 37 against DePauw
by quarters SCORING TD R-P-0 EXP-K EPP AT-FG PT





















Gilmore 1 1-0-0 - 6
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
TAC QB
PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK INTERCEPTIONS NO 
YDS AVG TD LG
Grote 24 41 65 1-14 Meiss 4 
7 1.7 0 7
McConnell 21 36 57 1 5-41 Rauch, J. 3 
8 2.6 0 8
Keller 10 38 48 1 1-1 Grote 2 
24 12 013
DePompei 13 32 45 1 1-1 Wiggins 2 
11 5.5 0 11
Wiggins 13 20 33 Keller 1 0
 o 0 0
Sahli 13 18 31 1 2-10
Meiss 12 19 31
Romanetz 9 19 28 2 2-11
Rauch, J. 13 14 27 PASSES BROKEN UP
VanDerSnick 10 13 23 - 5-22 Keller-6 VanDerSn
ick-2
Stanforth 6 15 21 1 3-12 Meiss-5 Romanetz-2
Ottinger 6 12 18 - 1-14 Rauch, J.-4 Ottinger-1
Mayfield 6 11 17 Grote-3 Scott-1
Hirt 7 7 14 Wiggins-3 Griffith-1
Ankney, G. 2 10 12 Sahli-2 Mills-1
Bannister 2 5 7 Mayfield-2 McConnell-1
Ankney, D. 0 5 5 DePompei-1
Cain 04 4
Kantner 0 4 4
Moshak 1 3 4
Bennett 2 1 3
Moore 0 3 3
Tausch 1 2 3
Vannostran 2 1 3
Fenimore 1 1 2
Primich 1 0 1
Greer 1 0 1 FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Mills 1 0 1 Ottinger -2
Griffith 1 0 1 Keller-1
Pfaff 1 0 1 Stanforth -1
Scott 0 1 1 Bannister-1
Redding 0 1 1 XXXXXXXXX-1
Heister 0 1 1
Harding 0 1 1
1984 ROSE-HULMAN RESULTS 
A-Rose 0, Hanover Col. 27
H-Rose 13, Taylor Univ. 14
A-Rose 6, Earlham Col. 0
H-Rose 21, Principia Col. 6
H-Rose 3, DePauw Univ. 20
A-Oct. 20, Centre College
A-Oct. 27, University of the South
H-Nov. 3, Rhodes College
H-Nov. 10, Washington University
CONTACT: Bryan Taylor For release on receipt
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SENIORS PROVIDE RUNNING PUNCH
FOR ROSE-HULMAN OFFENSIVE GAME
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- What started out as a friendly fight for
position has turned into a cooperative effort in the Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology offensive backfield.
When the 1984 football season started, seniors Mike Ritz and
Mike Patterson were two people battling for one starting fullback
spot.
As the team enters the final half of its schedule, the two Mikes
find themselves working together to provide the running punch for the
Rose-Hulman offense.
"They started out competing for the fullback spot this year, but
with a few offensive injuries taking place, we moved Ritz to tailback
and kept Patterson at fullback," said Randy Dickens, offensive
coordinator and backfield coach. "We felt Ritz could do a good job at
the tailback spot because he is a hard, slashing type of runner, and
Patterson brings his experience as a starter last year."
Now in his third season with Ritz and Patterson, Dickens said
each player has seen the biggest improvement in his ability to catch
the ball. "This is great for our quarterback because it gives him
more throwing options."
Evidence of that passing importance was shown in statistics
through the first half of the season. Ritz led the team in pass
receptions with 13 and Patterson ranked third with seven.
(more)
RITZ AND PATTERSON -- ADD ONE
Although their pass-catching abilities may have improved, Ritz
and Patterson still get most of their workout through the running
game. Patterson has been averaging five yards a run with Ritz
chalking up three yards a carry.
Both players see Rose-Hulman football as a challenge to be
enjoyed. "What makes football fun for me is being successful and
knowing we are being competitive," the 6-0, 190-pound Patterson said.
"We take a lot of pride in that."
"I find it a challenge here to get your sleep and get your class
projects done while playing football," Ritz said. He pointed out that
his grades are better during the gridiron season, and he attributes
that to the need for proper discipline and time management because of
his busy fall schedule. Both players are mechanical engineering
majors.
What makes a successful running back? "The key to being a
successful fullback is setting goals for yourself and the team, and
giving 100 percent all of the time," Patterson said.
"You've got to go out and hit them as hard as they hit you," the
6-2, 180-pound Ritz said. "The linebacker should be intimidated by
You. It's no fun to go out there and have a team that won't come
after you. I want to play a team that comes after me."
When those defenders go after Ritz, he knows he can be only as
successful as his teammates and he has plenty of praise for the
Offensive line. "I would not be here without them," he said.
"A good offensive line takes all the guesswork out of the game. You
can run where you're supposed to."
(more)
RITZ-PATTERSON -- ADD TWO
The importance of the team effort is probably the clearest to
Patterson. As fullback, he is responsible for many of the blocks that
spring his tailback colleagues.
Patterson's most memorable moment reflects his concern for team
play. That moment came watching his 1983 tailback running mate, Rod
Schrader, set a school rushing record of 1,228 yards. "I feel I
played a big part in contributing to that effort," Patterson said of
his blocking duties.
Among their other duties this year is that of being a senior.
Ritz and Patterson see their roles as being leaders through example.
"Whenever we make a good play, everybody knows it," Ritz said. "By
the same token, when we make a bad play, everybody knows it."
"We have to stay consistent and enthusiastic," Patterson said.
"If you get down, everybody else can get down."
The enthusiasm is contagious, according to both players. "When
one of us is running good, the other runs good," Ritz said.
"I think we work well together," Patterson said. "I'm just glad
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WMHD-FM GIFT FROM SONY -- Students at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology are now listening to music on the latest technology thanks
to a gift from officials of the local Digital Audio Disc Corp., plant.
The college's student-operated radio station, WMHD-FM, was recently
presented with a Sony audio disc player and several audio discs.
Inspecting the new equipment are (left to right) Muke Solanki, WMHD-FM
general manager; Paul Skarpness, WMHD-FM program director, Oren Testa,
CBS; Jim Frische and Warren Maccroni, of Digital Audio Disc Corp.; and
Rob Werner, WMHD-FM staff. The equipment was donated in appreciation
for the assistance CBS and Sony Corporation of America received from
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ROSE-HULMAN DRAMA CLUB
TO PRESENT MURDER MYSTERY
For release on receipt
October 16, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The murder mystery "Death by Arrangement"
will be presented by the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Drama
Club Oct. 26 and 27, and Nov. 2 and 3. All performances will take
place in the Moench Hall Auditorium on the Rose-Hulman campus.
Times for the show will be:
-- 8 p.m., Oct. 26.
-- 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Oct. 27.
-- 8 p.m., Nov. 2.
-- 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Nov. 3.
"Death by Arrangement" is a classic "whodunnit," according to
Penny Koob, director of the show.
The show is set in the 1920s and it involves the death of Evans
MacKenzie, a less-than-popular individual in New York City.
The action of the play takes place in the home library of
MacKenzie's attorney. Gathered in that library are a room full of
suspects, including MacKenzie's wife, father-in-law, landlord, best
friend, lawyer, and girl friend.
Each person in the attorney's library had the perfect
Opportunity and motive to kill McKenzie. Clues to "whodunnit" are
scattered throughout the play.
(more)
"DEATH BY ARRANGEMENT" -- ADD ONE
Director Koob said she cannot reveal too much of the plot
because that would spoil the fun. She did report the story line
twists and turns throughout the show and "you're never quite sure who
is who."
Although it is a mystery, the drama club is working some humor
and a large variety of characterizations into the show, according to
Ms. Koob.
Rose-Hulman members of the cast are: Jack Gulick as Owens the
butler; Mike Dobranski as Charles Christopher the attorney; Brian
Tretter as the father-in-law; Dan Vujovic as the landlord;
John Rohlfing as Benson the police inspector; Richard Payonk as
Dearborn the best friend; and Ken Jones as a "mystery" guest.
Also in the cast are: Sue Ellen Pabst as Merideth Mackenzie
the wife; Sally King as Alison Hume the girl friend; Maggie Witucki
as Mrs. Walker the landlord's wife; and Mary LaRue as the maid.
Serving as assistant director for the show is Tom Robertson, and
the technical director is Owen Strawn.
"Death by Arrangement" will be presented in the round. Tickets
cost $2.50, and reservations can be obtained by calling 812/877-1511,
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Muncie resident, J. Dunlap McNair has been
named a recipient of the 1984 Honor Alumni Award by Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology.
The honor, which is the highest award bestowed by the RoseTech
Alumni Association, was presented recently during homecoming
activities at Rose-Hulman.
McNair, retired manager of research, General Cable Corporation,
was cited for his service to the college and for his contributions to
the profession of engineering.
A 1933 honors graduate of Rose-Hulman, McNair served the
college's alumni association as a class agent and as president of the
Muncie and Anderson RoseTech Club.
In addition to his career in the area of metallurgy, McNair has
also served as a faculty member at the Indiana Vocational Technical
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SPECIAL TO THE ISPE - INDIANA PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
ROSE-HULMAN TO OFFER GRADUATE
PROGRAM IN APPLIED OPTICS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will offer
a graduate program in applied optics beginning next fall that will
provide engineers to meet a growing industry need.
The degree program, offered through the Rose-Hulman Department of
Physics, will emphasize hands-on experience, integration of computer
skills and a total systems concept, according to Dr. Brij Khorana,
chairperson.
"A recent survey shows that about 2,000 optical engineers or
designers are needed each year on a continuing basis," Khorana noted.
"There are very few undergraduate or graduate degree programs in the
country to meet even the current demand," he said.
"One of the reasons for the rejuventation of optics has been the
invention and development of the laser which now has widespread use
in medicine, robotics and various manufacturing areas," Khorana
explained.
In describing the program, Khorana said three out of the five
core courses are laboratory-oriented and at least two other classes
will provide the students with an extensive exposure to computer
simulations and usage in Physics.
(more)
NEW APPLIED OPTICS PROGRAM -- 2
Courses will be offered in laser physics, computer-aided lens
design, advanced Fourier optics and integrated optics.
The Rose-Hulman applied optics program currently consists of an
undergraduate minor including courses in geometrical optics, physical
optics, Fourier optics, fiber optics and optical instrumentation.
Persons interested in more information about the program should
contact Dr. Khorana, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 5500 Wabash
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SPECIAL TO THE TERRE HAUTE TRIBUNE-STAR
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER AT ROSE-HULMAN -- Cary Brown (center) of Terre Haute,
is the recipient of a four-year Army ROTC scholarship to Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology. The scholarship pays the full cost of tuition,
provides a stipend for books and an annual tax-free allowance. Brown, a
freshman at Rose-Hulman, is the son of Richard and Beverly Brown, 7 Long-
ridge Rd., Terre Haute. He is a graduate of Terre Haute South Vigo High
School. Twenty-two new scholarships were awarded this fall. Rose-Hulman
is an engineering and science college with an enrollment of 1,330 men
majoring in engineering or science. Presenting the scholarship is
Lt. Col. Phillip Harris (right) and Rose-Hulman President Samuel F.
Hulbert. Scott McNabb (not pictured), son of Patrick and Mary McNabb,
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is
sponsoring an "Alcohol Education Week" Oct. 22-26.
Various activities have been planned for students and faculty
throughout the week to:
-- Promote the idea that it is all right not to drink.
-- Encourage those who do drink to do so responsibly.
-- Educate participants concerning the uses and abuses of
alcohol.
-- Update participants on current laws concerning the misuse of
alcohol.
Among the week's activities are: an alcohol trivia quiz, a
mixology demonstration, a debate on lowering the national drinking age
to 18, a workshop on alcohol and legal liability, a non-alcoholic
"happy hour," a breathalyzer demonstration, films about alcohol, and a
demonstration about cooking with alcohol. (SEE ATTACHED SCHEDULE FOR
SPECIFIC DETAILS ABOUT EACH EVENT.)
"We're doing this because when students drink, we want them to
use alcohol responsibly," said Peter Gustafson, associate dean for
student affairs at Rose-Hulman.
"We also want those who don't drink to realize they don't
have to if they don't want to," Gustafson said. "There is a lot of
peer pressure in college concerning the use of alcohol."
(more)
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK -- ADD ONE
Another reason for the week-long educational program is to keep
students apprised of the recent toughening of drunk-driving laws in
Indiana.
"Alcohol Education Week is not designed to take sides concerning
alcohol," Gustafson said. "We want our students who do drink to know
their responsiblities concerning alcohol. We want those who don't
drink to know there is no need to feel pressured into doing something
they have no desire to be a part of."
-30-







TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47803 (812) 877-1511
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
October 22-26, 1984
4:45-6:45 p.m. Alcohol Trivia Quiz Distributed
in Hulman Union Lobby
7:30 p.m. Mixology Demonstration, Mr. Til
Panaranto - Faculty Dining Room,
Hulman Union Building
4:45-6:45 p.m. Alcohol Trivia Quiz answers
distributed in Hulman Union Lobby
7:00 p.m. Debate: "Should The National Drinking
Age Be Lowered To 18?"
8:00 p.m. Workshop: Alcohol and Legal Liability,
Mr. Steve Fleschner, Lawyer
Alumni Room, Student Union
11:00-1:00 p.m. Non-Alcoholic Happy Hour Presented by







Wine tasting, Meal & Seminar presented by
ARA. You must be 21 and make reserva-
tions - Faculty Dining Room, Student
Union
Movie: Booze & Yous, presented by
Indiana University, Alumni Room -
Student Union
Movie: Chalk Talk About Alcohol -
Alumni Room, Student Union
Alcohol Trivia Quiz winners announced,
Hulman Union Lobby
Cooking With Alcohol, a demonstration
presented by ARA in the Main Dining
Roam, Hulman Union Building
Breathalyzer Demonstration & Film
presented by Trooper Charles Ellis,
Indiana State Police - Faculty Dining
Room, Hulman Union Building
te
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ENGINEER CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
PREPARES TO HOST CONFERENCE
For release on receipt
October 19, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The 1984 College Athletic Conference cross
country championship meet will take place on the campus of Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology at 11 a.m. Oct. 27.
All conference schools are scheduled to compete in the meet:
Rose-Hulman, Earlham College, Centre College, The University of the
South, Rhodes College, and Fisk University.
Since it entered the CAC in 1974, Rose-Hulman has won the
championship four times (1974, 1976, 1979, and 1982). On four other
occasions, it has finished as conference runnerup.
Chances for conference foes to meet earlier this fall have been
few. At the DePauw Invitational, Rose-Hulman teams finished four and
six places ahead of fellow conference member Earlham College. At the
Hanover Invitational, the Engineer A-team ran to a sixth-place finish
while The University of the South finished 11th and Centre College
ended up in 13th.
"In looking at the top prospect for this year's meet, you have
to go with defending champion University of the South," said Engineer
Coach Bill Welch. He pointed out the Sewanee team qualified for the
NCAA Division III national meet last year.
"If there's anyone to dethrone the defending champion, it would






CONFERENCE MEET AT ROSE -- ADD ONE
"We are more bunched and a little stronger than we were last
year," Welch said.
Only four of last year's top-ten individual finishers are
returning to this year's meet; so anything could happen, according to
Welch.
However, one of those returnees was the conference winner last
year. His name is John Butcher, a senior from University of the South.
Finishing behind him last year was Rose-Hulman's Kyle Hayes.
After the conference meet, an all-comers meet will take place.
It is open to any individual or team. Interested persons should
report to the Shook Fieldhouse prior to noon for registration.
For more information about the all-comers event, contact Welch













TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- When the College Athletic Conference cross
country meet is run at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Oct. 27,
Engineer Coach Bill Welch will be counting on a nucleus of seniors to
keep his squad competitive.
Five of those seniors who have been running in the top
throughout the year are: Bill Bandy, a chemical engineering major
from Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Kyle Farmer, an electrical engineering and
mathematical economics major from Pewee Valley, Ky.; Kyle Hayes, a
mechanical engineering major from Route 16, Brazil, Ind.; Gene
LeBoeuf, a civil engineering major from Hobart, Ind.; and Bryan
Millard, a chemical engineering major from Schaumburg, Ill.
"This group has made a tremendous contribution to the team this
year," Welch said. "They started our season in good shape and this
showed they worked out during the summer with the intent of having a
good team this fall."
Welch said seniors bring three key elements to a team:
experience, guidance to underclassmen and enthusiasm.
"These seniors have played their role as I think all
Upperclassmen should," the veteran coach reported. "If an




ENGINEER HARRIERS PREPARE FOR CONFERENCE -- ADD ONE
Throughout the season, Welch's team has been running well as a
group with many of the time differences between first and fifth place
finishers less than a minute.
"We don't have one or two superstars," said Millard, the team
captain. "We all run together and pull each other along to move up on
an opponent as a team."
"You could have one superstar and never win a meet if you did
not have six other strong finishers," Farmer said.
In talking with the seniors about their successes and
development, Welch was established as a guru of positive mental
attitude. Each senior said the most important part of running was the
mental aspect.
"Coach Welch has influenced me the most by teaching me that
attitude is number one," said Hayes, who ran under Welch at North Vigo
High School. "He has shown us that mental toughness determines desire
and your ability to keep going."
"Attitude helps develop confidence in what you're doing," Bandy
said. "If you're feeling like you might get beat, most likely you
will."
Cross country runners put their best foot and attitude forward
during the autumn months in the shadow of football, but they do not
mind the lack of public attention focused on their sport.
"We're not really involved in a spectator sport," Hayes
explained. "It's nice to have people come out and watch us, but
that's not what we're there for; we're there to run the best we can."
"I don't believe we're running for public recognition," Farmer
said. "We're just trying to get the most out of ourselves. If we've
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--An inexpensive, yet effective idea used in the
electrical engineering labs at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology to
teach students how microcomputers can control the flow of electric
power has drawn the interest of other engineering educators in the
midwest.
Dr. Carlos Trevino, associate professor of electrical engineering
at Rose-Hulman, will discuss the experiment at the annual meeting of the
Midwest Power Symposium, Oct. 25-26 in Philadelphia, Pa.
The laboratory model, developed by Trevino and 1984 Rose-Hulman
graduate David Eubank, is unusual in that it utilizes inexpensive
machines to simulate a small scale power system.
"Many colleges will spend $10,000 to $15,000 for specifically
built generators to teach basic principles of power flow and voltage
control. We believe our model is just as effective and our equipment
only costs approximately $1,000," Trevino explained.
The experiment, which was the outgrowth of Eubank's senior year
electrical engineering project, includes two motor-generator sets and
utilizes two specially adapted automobile generators.
According to Trevino, "The equipment does an excellent job of
showing how microcomputers can be used to operate and control a small
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EDUCATORS KEEPING CURRENT
WITH INDUSTRY NEEDS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--About 60 officials representing some of the nation's
largest corporations will be telling educators at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology Oct. 25-26 about current and future trends in industry that could
result in changes in engineering education.
The businessmen are members of the college's National Board of Advisors
which meets annually on campus to keep faculty up to date on what industry
expects from future engineers and scientists.
"Technology is changing so fast, that if our students are to be well-
prepared for an industrial career, we must be able to teach them what industry
is doing now, not what was happening in the business world five or ten years
ago," explains Dr. James R. Eifert, vice president for academic affairs and
dean of the Rose-Hulman faculty.
"Most of our technical advances are happening in the industrial world
rather than in the college laboratories. These meetings are our way of
trying to keep up with the pace," he added.
According to Eifert, the board, which was organized in 1978, has
foretold Rose-Hulman faculty about developments in computer-aided design
(more)
EDUCATORS KEEPING CURRENT -- 2
and computer-aided manufacturing. The emphasis Rose-Hulman places on
teaching its students communication skills also grew out of suggestions
from the board. Educators were told that industry is placing more omphasis
on hiring engineers who are are not only technically educated but who are
also able to effectively express themselves verbally.
The board members represent a variety of businesses ranging from
General Motors, Chrysler, Dow Chemical, Eli Lilly and DuPont to Shell
and Amoco Oil Companies. While on campus, the board will be divided into
smaller groups which will meet with academic areas that correspond to the
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ENGINEERS TAKE 1-1 CONFERENCE RECORD TO SEWANEE
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
vs.
University of the South
TIME DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., October 27, 1984, McGee Field on the
campus of University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 2-4
U. of the South -- 0-6
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 12-15 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
U. of the South -- Horace Moore, 62-42-4 lifetime and
32-27 at Sewanee in sixth year
SCENE SETTER: Both teams are coming off of road losses. The
Engineers were defeated last week by Centre College 21-10 at Danville,
Ky. The Sewanee Tigers had their stripes clipped by Washington and
Lee, 17-14. Reports from the Sewanee Sports Information Office
indicate the score was tied in the fourth quarter when Washington and
Lee blocked a Sewanee punt to set up a game-winning field goal. This
game will mark Sewanee's 1984 Homecoming.
SERIES RECORD: Rose-Hulman holds the series edge with a 5-3 mark.
Last year, the Tigers traveled to Terre Haute to be defeated 44-21.
The last time Sewanee won in the series was 1982 with a score of 14-7.
DOWN BUT NOT OUT: This game is a key College Athletic Conference game
for the Engineers. With the loss to Centre, Rose-Hulman is 1-1 in the
conference and Centre holds the CAC lead with a 3-0 mark. It is
Possible for Rose-Hulman to end the season in a three-way tie for the
Championship if it wins its remaining two CAC games, and if Rhodes
College (currently 1-0 in conference play) defeats Centre on Nov. 10.
"There's still time and there's still hope," said Head Coach Bob
Thompson. "That motivates me and that will motivate our football
Players. We can't afford to sit around and talk about the past;
we've got to work toward the future, which includes a shot at another
conference championship and a winning season."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. SEWANEE -- ADD ONE
THOMPSON ON THE ENGINEERS: "Offensively, this game presents a
challenge for us to create a good running game. With eight
interceptions at Centre, we self-destructed. We beat ourselves more
than Centre beat us, although they were a good football team.
Defensively, we played a very fine second half against Centre, but we
will have to make the plays happen this weekend."
TIGER TALES: Sewanee has the second-best receiver the Engineers will
face this year in David Pack. He has been carrying a 12.8-yard
average in receiving yards. Through its first four games, Sewanee had
the leading CAC passing attack with a 188-yard-per-game average. On
the ground, however, Sewanee has been ranking last in the league in
chalking up running yards and in defending against them. When the
season started, Sewanee returned nine offensive starters and five
defensive starters.
THOMPSON ON SEWANEE: "We're surprised Sewanee is having a rough year.
They always feature a very fine passing game. They have been throwing
for about 188 yards a game, and our passing defense has been yielding
an average of 270 yards a game. So it looks like a tough matchup and
challenge for our passing defense."
NOTES FROM CENTRE: Quarterback Duncan Gilmore hit receiver Chip Ray
for a 45-yard pass play that scored the Engineer touchdown...Joe Rauch
returned a Colonel punt for 64 yards to set up Vern Vannostran's
22-yard field goal...Punter Grant Sharp punted for a 40.5-yard
average...about 70 rose-hulman fans were in attendance to provide a
good cheering contingent for the engineers.
AN UPLIFTING EXPERIENCE: The Engineers proved once again they are
resourceful problem solvers. During the return trip from Centre in
Danville, Ky., a rented van carrying about 12 Rose-Hulman players had
a flat tire about 30 minutes out of Terre Haute. Defensive Coach
Chuck Lindner was behind the wheel and attempted to change the tire,
but the jack would not lift the van high enough to slip on the spare
tire. So about eight of the team pitched in and lifted the vehicle
high enough for the change to be made.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID OCTOBER 20
*Hanover College 14, Earlham College 0
*Taylor University 24, Southwest Baptist 6
*Concordia (Ill.) 26, Princioia College 6
*DePauv University 42, WaOington 114.ilesAity 0
*Washington and Lee 17, University. of the South, 14
*Rhodes College 14, Trinity University 6
OPPONENTS SCHEDULES yak OCTOBER 27
*Hanover College hosts Anderson College
*Taylor University faces Wabash College at Hoosier Dome
*Earlham College at !holm College 
*Prilacirria Colla, open
*DePauw URivergity hosts Kenyon College
*Centre Colleges open
*Washinatson URiver'ity hosts Millsaps College
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 2, LOST 4)
GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD LG
************************************
OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT
First Downs 85 66 Patterson 47 217 1 216 4.6 1 36
Rushing 32 39 Ritz 66 219 20 199 3.0 2 18
Passing 47 23 Crumley 46 115 12 103 2.1 0 15
Penalty 6 4 Cavagnini 24 60 9 512.1 0 8
Sharp 2 9 2 73.5 0 9
Net Yards Rushing 581 576 Wallen 19 35 29 6 .3 0 7
Attempts 229 254 Stercula 2 3 0 3 1.5 0 2
Yards Gained 789 794 Greene (3) 9 25 23 2 .2 0 14
Yards Lost 208 218 Collett 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
Average per game 95 96 Griffith 2 13 15 -2 -1 0 13
































Gilmore 106 39 14 374 .364
Greene 37 16 3 126 .432
Ritz 2 0 0 0 .000
Wallen 2 0 0 0 .000
Griffith 1 0 1 0 .000
RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD
Ritz 14 77 5.5 024
Fumbles 16 9 Griffith 9 100 11.1 0 20
Lost 7 6 Patterson 9 50 5.5 0 17
Ray 7 150 21.4 1 45
Penalties 33 24 Beil 5 63 12.6 026
Yards 287 220 Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Crumley 4 15 3.8 0 6
Interceptions 18 12 Wallen 1 17 17 0 17
Yards 180 50 Bailey 1 5 5 0 5
Touchdowns 1 0 Rauch, T. 1 7 7 0 7
Punts-Blocked 51-0 46-0 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Yards 1757 1814 Rauch, J. 15 186 12.4 0 63
Average Per Punt 34.5 39.4 Wiggins 12 111 9.3 040
Punt Returns 24 28 Hirt 1 -7 -7 0-7
Yards 151 286
Touchdowns 0 0 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Kickoff returns 13 15 Rauch, T. 11 243 22.1 0 28
Yards 248 331 Rauch, J. 3 56 18.6 026
Touchdowns 0 0 Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Points 88 53 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL
Touchdowns 12 5 Sharp 46 1814 39.4 59 0
Rush-Pass-Other 3-8-1 4-1-0
EXP Kick Att-made 12-10 5-5 FIELD GOALS
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0 Vannostran: 6 for 7, distances of:
EXP Pass att-made 0 0 -- 35 and 40 against Taylor
Field Goal Att-Made 3-2 7-6 -- 22 and 37 at Earlham
Safety 0 0 -- 37 against DePauw
Ave Points Per Game 14.6 8.8 -- 22 at Centre
SCORING TD R-P-0 EXP-K EPP AT-FG PT
Score by quarters Vannostran 0 0-0-0 5-5 7-6 23
1 2 3 4 Total Ritz 2 2-0-0 - 12
Opponents 13 27 14 34 88 Patterson 1 1-0-0 - 6
Rose-Hulman 13 17 13 10 53 Gilmore 1 1-0-0 6
Ray 1 0-1-0 6




TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- When true football fans watch a game, they
revel in execution of solid tackles, good blocks, pinpoint passes and
explosive runs. But the unseen element of communication is
contributing to the success or failure of what the fans see on the
field.
Three Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology seniors who are aware
of the need for communication are defensive backfield members
Joe Rauch, Gilford, Ind., Paul DePompei, Bedford, Ohio, and Mike Cain,
Indianapolis.
"Communicating is the biggest part of our game," said cornerback
Rauch. "We can make each other look real good, or we can make each
other look real bad."
"The defense is made up of 11 people and they have to play as
one," Rauch said. "If we're not all doing the same thing, then you
have chaos."
"We have to do lot of talking back there to keep up with the
offensive flows and rolls," DePompei, a strong safety, said of the
defensive backfield. "We're always yelling back and forth to each
other about the cover we have."
Even when the play has ended and the defense leaves the field,
the communication continues on the sidelines as the players compare
notes on coverages and blocks they are seeing during play.
Much of the communication comes through instinct. "Having
Played together for so long, you get a feeling for what each guy's
going to do," said Cain, a safety.
If the defensive backfield communication does break down, that
could lead to six points for the opponents. "We're the last resort
when it comes to stopping an offensive play," Cain said.
(more)
COMMUNICATION KEY -- ADD ONE
"Because of the openness of our positions, if we miss something,
everyone knows it," DePompei said. "But along the same line, if we do
something good, everybody sees it."
All three players have been on the team for four years. Rauch
came to Rose-Hulman as a running back, but was moved to the defensive
backfield. "The biggest challenge in the change was learning to do
everything backwards, including running," Rauch said.
The 5-9, 180-pound Rauch started all 11 games at cornerback last
year and he led the team with seven interceptions. He earned
honorable mention on the all-College Athletic Conference team. In
addition to his defensive work, Rauch is the team's leading punt
return man with 186 yards so far this year. He had a 64-yard runback
against Centre College this season.
"When I switch from defense to return teams, I have to watch out
and not lose my concentration after a successful defensive stand,"
Rauch said.
DePompei came to Rose-Hulman from Trinity High School, the
the 1981 Ohio state football champion. A consistent player, DePompei
had a solid season last year with 76 tackles, three interceptions and
two pass breakups.
"Football has taught me how to bounce back when things don't go
Your way, and that prepares you for later in life," the 5-10,
175-pound DePompei said. "When something doesn't go exactly as
Planned, you take everything in stride and hope it won't happen
again."
(more)
COMMUNICATION KEY -- ADD TWO
Cain plays a backup role in the defensive backfield and a
leadership role on the Engineer specialty teams. He came to
Rose-Hulman as a quarterback and was switched to wide receiver and
then placed on defense. "Now, instead of being hit, I get to hit
other people," Cain said in explaining the differences of the
positions.
"I like the specialty teams and they're real important," the
6-0, 175-pound Cain said. "We can put our opponents down in the hole
and make them have to go 90 yards and score instead of giving them a
chance to start with better field position."
The three players maintain communication off the field as a
result of being enrolled in the same program of academic study,
mechanical engineering.
-30-
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ROSE-HULMAN PUNTER AND KICKER
RANKED NATIONALLY IN DIVISION III
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology
punting and kicking game was ranked nationally among 
NCAA Division III
schools this week, according to a report in the NCAA
 News.
Punter Grant Sharp, a sophomore from Cincinnati, w
as ranked
fifth among NCAA Division III punters with an average 
of 39.3 yards
per punt through October 13. He punted the ball a t
otal of 42 times
in five games to reach that average.
A graduate of Western Hills High School, Sharp i
s majoring in
electrical engineering at Rose-Hulman.
Junior kicker Vern Vannostran, Solon, Ohio, rank
s seventh among
Division III field goal kickers with an average 
of one field goal per
game through October 13. He hit five of six att
empts in five games
for an 83.3 percentage.
A graduate of Solon High School, Vannostran is maj
oring in
electrical engineering at Rose-Hulman.
Rose-Hulman is a private, undergraduate engineering 
college with
an enrollment of 1,300. It offers rigorous hands-o
n education in nine
major engineering and scientific fields, as well as 
a number of
required courses in the social sciences and hu
manities.
The school is a member of the College Athletic 
Conference, and
it has won the conference football championship five 
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CINCINNATI ENGINEERING STUDENT
RANKED NATIONALLY IN DIVISION III
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technol
ogy punter
Grant Sharp, a sophomore from Cincinnati, was ranked fift
h among NCAA
Division III punters this week, according to a repo
rt in the NCAA
News.
In ratings through October 13, Sharp punted the b
all a total of
42 times in five games for a 39.3-yard average. H
is long punt of the
year is 59 yards.
A graduate of Western Hills High School, Sharp 
is majoring in
electrical engineering at Rose-Hulman.
"Grant has worked really hard on his technique 
and it has paid
off for us," said Head Coach Bob Thompson. 
"He seems to have crossed
the hurdle of becoming mentally tough. He 
doesn't let outside
things--weather, wind, score or emotion--
interfere with his punting."
Rose-Hulman is a private, undergraduate engin
eering college with
an enrollment of 1,300. It offers rigorous hand
s-on education in nine
major engineering and scientific fields, as well as a
 number of
required courses in the social sciences and human
ities.
The school is a member of the College Athletic 
Conference, and
it has won the conference football championship 
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SOLON ENGINEERING STUDENT RANKED
IN NATIONAL FOOTBALL STATISTICS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Solon, Ohio, resid
ent Vern Vannostran, a
kicker on the Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology football team,
ranked seventh among NCAA Division II
I field goal kickers this week,
according to a report in the NCAA New
s.
Vannostran, a graduate of Solon Hi
gh School, averaged one field
goal per game through October 13.
 He hit five of six attempts in five
games for an 83.3 percentage. His 
longest field goal is 40 yards.
In addition to his field goal accu
racy, Vannostran is the team's
leading scorer so far this year. 
Through six games, he tallied 23
points. He is hitting 100 percent 
(5-5) on extra-point attempts.
A junior at Rose-Hulman, Vannostra
n is majoring in electrical
engineering .
"Vern has worked really hard on his 
technique," said Head Coach
Bob Thompson. "He seems to have cros
sed the hurdle of becoming
mentally tough. He doesn't let outsi
de things--weather, wind, score
or emotion--interfere with his kicking
."
Rose-Hulman is a private, undergradua
te engineering college with
an enrollment of 1,300. The school is 
a member of the College
Athletic Conference, and it has wo
n the conference football
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GRADUATE PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE
ENGINEERS FOR LASER INDUSTRY
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will offer
a master's program in applied optics beginning next fall that will
provide graduates to meet an increasing need in laser-related industries.
"A recent survey shows that about 2,000 optical engineers or
designers are needed each year on a continuing basis," Khorana noted.
"There are very few undergraduate or graduate degree programs in the
country to meet even the current demand," he said.
"One of the reasons for the rejuventation of optics has been the
invention and development of the laser which now has widespread use
in medicine, robotics and various manufacturing areas," Khorana
explained.
The degree program, offered through the Rose-Hulman Department of
Physics, will emphasize hands-on experience, integration of computer
skills and a total systems concept, according to Dr. Brij Khorana,
chairperson.
In describing the program, Khorana said three out of the five
core courses are laboratory-oriented and at least two other classes
(more)
NEW GRADUATE PROGRAM -- 2
will provide the students with an extensive exposure to computer
simulations and usage in Physics.
Courses will be offered in laser physics, computer-aided lens
design, advanced Fourier optics and integrated optics.
The Rose-Hulman applied optics program currently consists of an
undergraduate minor including courses in geometrical optics, physical
optics, Fourier optics, fiber optics and optical instrumentation.
Persons interested in more information about the program should
contact Dr. Khorana, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 5500 Wabash
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
SUBJECT: Fine Arts Series
START DATE: Immediately
KILL DATE: Nov. 9, 1984
CONTACT: David Piker
AN EVENING OF EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC AND DANCE WILL
BE PRESENTED NOV. 8 AT ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BY
DANS ETHNIK. THE PERFORMANCE IS AT 7:30 P.M. IN THE MOENCH HALL
AUDITORIUM. TICKETS ARE $3 FOR ADULTS AND $1.50 FOR SENIOR
CITIZENS AND NON-ROSE STUDENTS. TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED AT
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Authentic European and American folk dances and
music will be featured in a performance Nov. 8 at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology by Dans Ethnik.
The 15-member group from Indianapolis will perform in the Moench Hall
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The program is the second presentation of the
1984-85 Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series.
Tickets, which can be purchased at the door the evening of the
performance, are $3 for adults and $1.50 for senior citizens and non-Rose
students.
"Dans Ethnik utilizes colorful costumes, intricate choreography and
lively music of each country being represented during the concert,"
explained Dr. Benjamin Benjaminov, professor of chemistry and chairman
of the Rose-Hulman Visual and Performing Arts Commission.
Music and dance from Hungary, Bulgaria, Russia, the Ukraine and
America will be featured.
Dans Ethnik is a not-for-profit organization formed in 1979.
Members of the group come from many backgrounds and professions and
share the common desire to promote the beauty of folk dance as well as
an understanding among people.
(more)
DANS ETHNIK -- 2
The next program in the Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series will be Dec. 9
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ENGINEERS FACE RHODES IN KEY CONFERENCE BATTLE
**********************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Rhodes College
TIMEI DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., November 3, 1984, Phil Brown Field
on the Rose-Hulman campus, 5500 Wabash, Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 3-4
Rhodes College -- 4-2
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- Bob Thompson, 13-15 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Rhodes College -- Mike Clary, 4-2 lifetime and at
Rhodes in first year
WHAT'S IN A NAME?: Rhodes College is a new name on this year's
schedule, but the school is not a new foe for the Engineers. Rhodes
College is the new name of what used to be Southwestern at Memphis.
The change was made during the summer.
SCENE SETTER: This is a key College Athletic Conference clash for
both teams. The winner of the game will have a shot at a share of the
CAC title for 1984. The loser will be out of the conference race.
Rose-Hulman is coming into the game on the heels of an exciting CAL
win in the last 25 seconds of its game with University of the South.
The final score was 29-27. Rhodes, on the other hand, suffered a loss
last week to conference foe Earlham, 3-0.
SERIES RECORD: The Engineers hold a 5-4-1 series edge with Rhodes.
The last Rose-Hulman win came in 1979 with a 23-14 score. Last year,
the Lynx defeated Rose-Hulman 10-7.
AN IMPORTANT GAME: Conference fortunes for both schools will be
decided Saturday. Rose-Hulman currently is in second place in the CAC
with a 2-1 record, and Rhodes stands in fourth place with a 1-1
record. Both schools still have a chance to share the CAC title with
Centre College, the league leader with a 3-0 record. For the
Engineers to take a share of the title, they must win Saturday, and
Rhodes must defeat Centre on Nov. 10. That would give Rose-Hulman and
Centre 3-1 records and a share of the title. If Rhodes wins Saturday,
the Engineers are out of the hunt, and the Lynx still would have to
beat Centre Nov. 10 for their share of the title.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. RHODES -- ADD ONE
CURRENT CAC STANDINGS:
CONFERENCE ALL GAMES
TEAM W L T PCT W L T PCT
Centre 3 0 0 1.000 6 1 0 .857
R-Rulman 2 1 0 .667 3 4 0 .429
Earlham 2 2 0 .500 3 4 0 .429
Rhodes 1 1 0 .500 4 2 0 .667
Sewanee 0 4 0 .000 0 7 0 .000
RUNDOWN ON RHODES: The Lynx bring the top CAC offensive attack to
Phil Brown Field this weekend. They ranked first in CAC rushing with
194 yards a game, and they placed third in passing with 158 yards a
game. Their overall offense is good for an average of 352 yards a
game, best in the league. Tailback Jef Foropoulos leads the league in
rushing with an average of 95.4 yards a game. Quarterback Jim Elgin
is second in league total offense with 147 yards a game. Rhodes also
boasts the CAC's leading scorer in wide receiver Mike Palazzolo. He
has 48 points this year. When the season started, Rhodes had 33
lettermen returning.
A LOOK AT THE ENGINEERS: While Rhodes may have the leading rushing
game, Rose-Hulman has the leading defense against the rush, allowing
only 88 yards a game on the ground. On pass defense, the Engineers
have been allowing about 180 yards a game. On offense, Rose-Hulman
has been averaging 106 yards a game on the ground and 94 in the air.
WITH 25 SECONDS TO SPARE: The Engineers staged a fourth-quarter rally
to defeat University of the South last Saturday. The winning score
was a 19-yard Vern VanNostran field goal with only 25 seconds left in
the game. In the top of the fourth quarter, it looked as if the
Engineers would have a long bus ride home from Sewanee as the score
stood at 27-13 in favor of Sewanee. But then the excitement began.
Joe Rauch ran back a Sewanee kickoff 86 yards for a touchdown to
narrow the margin to 27-20. With 3:43 left, quarterback Duncan
Gilmore scored on a one-yard run to make the score 27-26, but a
two-point conversion attempt failed. With about 2:30 remaining,
Rose-Hulman recovered a Sewanee fumble to set up VanNostran's winning
kick.
THOMPSON REFLECTS: "When we settled down in the fourth quarter, we
came back with good composure and mental toughness. Duncan Gilmore
played the finest quarter of his life. The offensive line played an
effective role in our comeback. Tony Moshak, Bruce Fenimore, Frank
Primich, Dave Redding, Bob Nordyke and Jeff Greer were quite
successful. All 49 players we took to Sewanee played a very important
role in this victory. All the credit goes to the kids. They just
hung in there and played hard."
SEWANEE NOTES: Kyle Stanforth and Paul Romanetz forced the key
fourth-quarter fumble, which was recovered by Ed Sahli...Gilmore
completed 12 of 22 passes for 161 yards...Most of that yardage came in
two impressive fourth-quarter drives...Touchdowns were scored by
Gilmore, Mike Ritz and Rauch...VanNostran kicked three field
goals.. .Receivers Chip Ray and Todd Griffith had good days with Ray
grabbing six passes for 96 yards and Griffith two for 40...Ritz rushed
for 84 yards and Brian Cavagnini ran for 58 yards...Sewanee was held
to 38 yards on the ground for the game and to zero yards in the first
half...
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. RHODES -- ADD TWO
AMONG NATIONAL LEADERS: In last week's NCAA Division III rankings,
punter Grant Sharp was ranked fifth in the nation, and kicker Vern
VanNostran was listed seventh in national field goal statistics.
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID OCTOBER 27
*Hanover College 25, Anderson College 24
*Wabash College 45, Taylor University 20
*Earlham College 3, Rhodes College 0
*Principia College. open
*DePauw University 38, Kenyon College 12
*Centre College. open
*Millsaps College 26, Washington University 25
OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES FOR NOVEMBER 3
*Hanover College at Union College
*Taylor University hosts Grand Rapids College
*Earlham College at Bluffton College
*Principia College at Washington University 
*DePauw University at Dayton University
*Centre College hosts Kenyon College
*University of the South hosts Hampden-Sydney
1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(RECORD: WON 3, LOST 4)
LG
************************************
OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD
First Downs 98 86 Ritz 86 303 20 283 3.3 3 18
Rushing 33 46 Patterson 56 233 2 231 4.1 1 36
Passing 58 34 Cavagnini 40 119 10 109 2.7 0 12
Penalty 7 6 Crumley 46 115 12 103 2.1 0 15
Gilmore 44 118 109 9 .2 2 10
Net Yards Rushing 619 739 Wallen 19 35 29 6 .3 0 7
Attempts 256 308 Stercula 2 3 0 3 1.5 0 2
Yards Gained 863 971 Greene (3) 9 25 23 2 .2 0 14
Yards Lost 244 232 Collett 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
Average per game 88 106 Griffith 2 13 15 -2 -1 0 13
Sharp 3 9 13 -4-1.3 0 9
Net Yards Passing 1263 661
Attempted 215 172 PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Completed 110 57 Gilmore 128 51 15 535 .398 1 45
Had Intercepted 13 19 Greene 37 16 3 126 .432 0 17
Average Per Game 180 94.4 Ritz 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Wallen 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Total Net Gain 1882 1400 Griffith 1 0 1 0 .000 0 0
Total Plays 471 480 Cavagnini 1 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Average Per Game 269 200
Fumbles 18 10
RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD y‘;',
Ritz 14 77 5.5 0 24
Lost 9 6 Ray 13 246 18.9 1 45
Griffith 11 140 12.7 0 31
Penalties 38 30 Patterson 10 52 5.2 0 17
Yards 312 270 Be ii 7 74 10.5 0 26
Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Interceptions 19 13 Crumley 4 15 3.8 0 6
Yards 191 76 Wallen 1 17 17 0 17
Touchdowns 1 0 Cavagnini 1 12 12 012
Rauch, T. 1 7 7 0 7
Punts-Blocked 58-0 52-0 Bailey 1 5 5 0 5
Yards 2059 2072
Average Per Punt 35.5 39.8 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Punt Returns 29 34 Rauch, J. 21 256 12.2 0 63
Yards 193 356 Wiggins 12 111 9.3 040
Touchdowns 0 0 Hirt 1 -7 -7 0-7
Kickoff returns 19 21
Yards 363 547 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns Rauch, T. 13 283 21.8 0 28
Rauch, J. 7 232 33.1 1 86
Points 115 82 Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Touchdowns 15 8
Rush-Pass-Other 3-11-1 6-1-1 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL
EXP Kick Att-made 15-13 7-7 Sharp 52 2072 39.8 59 0
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0
EXP Pass att-made 0 1-0 FIELD GOALS
Field Goal Att-Made 5-4 11-9 Vannostran: 9 for 11, distances of:
Safety 0 0 -- 35 and 40 against Taylor
Ave Points Per Game 16.4 11.7 -- 22 and 37 at Earlham
Score by quarters
1 2 3
Opponents 13 34 31
Rose-Hulman 20 20 16
-- 37 against DePauw
-- 22 at Centre
4 Total -- 19, 36 and 19 at Sewanee
37 115
26 82




TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- In developing its football program through
the years, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology has established a
Cincinnati connection.
Three of the "Cincinnati kids" on this year's squad are seniors
Dave Redding, offensive tackle, Kyle Stanforth, defensive end, and Joe
Heister, guard.
With the football tradition that runs rampant in Ohio, a person
might wonder how the three seniors came to play football for a small
college in western Indiana.
"When I talked with Rose people prior to enrolling, I felt that
if I had a problem other than school, they'd be there for me," said
Redding, a graduate of Madeira High School. "I talked with other
schools and it was as if they didn't know my name."
Stanforth, a former all-state high school player from Aiken High
School, first heard of Rose-Hulman from his father who is an engineer.
"I learned Rose was a place I could get a top-notch education and
still play football," Stanforth said. "At other schools it was one or
the other."
Heister came to Rose-Hulman because of the desire for a
technical career. His brother is a computer scientist and his father
is an associate engineer. Rose-Hulman offered him a "quality
engineering school close to home."
Each of the three has found the trip to Terre Haute to be a
learning experience. "Because of the discipline of the sport, you
learn to push yourself," Redding said. "It makes you mentally and
physically tough."
(more)
CINCINNATI KIDS -- ADD ONE
Discipline has been important to the 6-2, 210-pound Redding. He
had to sit out his junior year to recuperate from burns received in a
sulfuric acid spill during a 1983 summer job. He came back this year
and has earned a starting spot.
An electrical engineering major, Redding is looking at graduate
study in engineering or business. He hopes to obtain a job in the
Cincinnati area to be close to his family. "I have a 10-year-old
brother and I don't want to miss watching him grow up."
Family also is important to Stanforth, a 6-2, 190-pound
mechanical engineering major. He became a father three months ago and
enjoys spending his off-duty hours with his wife, Lynne, and his
daughter, Chanelle.
"I've never seen myself grow as much as I have in this
experience," Stanforth said of his Rose-Hulman football days. "I have
increased my confidence to the level where I know I'm the right man
for the spot."
Stanforth came to the Engineers as a tight end, moved to
linebacker as a sophomore, and finally ended up as a defensive end
last year. He had 26 tackles through the first six games of this
season. That included three quarterback sacks.
Heister, a graduate of Newport Catholic High School, came to
Terre Haute from Cold Spring, Ky., a suburb of Cincinnati. He does
not play all of the time, but "I don't worry about it; I take it as
it comes."
In area of development, the 6-0, 230-pound Heister feels he has
seen his greatest improvement in quickness. "I move a lot quicker now
than when I started," the electrical engineering major said. "A guard
is required to move a lot more than people just looking at an
offensive line would think."
(more)
CINCINNATI KIDS -- ADD TWO
"I've also learned about discipline and teamwork at
Rose-Hulman," Heister said. "Everybody has to do their assignment
right. If not, a chain reaction can occur: a bad play can ruin a
series which can ruin the game."
Family also figures into Heister's plans for the future. "I'm
real close to my family and I'm hoping to get a job in the Cincinnati
area. I would like to work my way up to management with some company
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ROSE-HULNAN FACULTY GO FROM
CHALKBOARDS TO CHALK LINES
TO SERVE AS GUEST COACHES '
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Some members of the Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology faculty are being held after class this fall to
participate in a different kind of laboratory situation. Instead of
chalkboards and calculators, the lab in which they have been working
is equipped with chalk lines and footballs.
Under a "guest coach" program initiated this year by Athletic
Director and Head Coach Bob Thompson, a faculty member works with the
team a week prior to each game. The "guest coach" attends practice
sessions, sits in on coaching sessions, and stands on the sidelines
with the team during the game.
"Because academic matters take top priority here, we have to
work like one big family with faculty and administration," Thompson
said. "Guest coaching gives the faculty a chance to see how we
prepare for games and how the players respond to a different kind of
pressure than they face in the classrooms."
"I'd never been on the same field with a football team
practicing," said William Pickett, professor of history. He was the
guest coach the week prior to Rose-Hulman's come-from-behind victory
over University of the South. "I had no idea what went on in
preparation for a game."
(more)
GUEST COACHES -- ADD ONE
"It became very clear to me that the intellectual development of
the students came before winning the game," Pickett said. "Football
clearly is part of the overall development and experience of the
student at Rose-Hulman. Moral and intellectual development is the
overall context in which physical development takes place."
"I learned winning is important to the team, but it is kept in
the constraints where academics and health come first," Pickett said.
"Because of the momentum and desire to win, I see where there could be
an erosion of the desire to put academics first, but I didn't sense
that in my time with the team."
"If there is a conflict between athletics and academics, the
player goes the academic route first," Thompson explained. It is not
unusual for players to show up late for practice because of a lab,
class or job interview.
"At Rose-Hulman, football is part of the student's overall
education," the coach said. "You learn more through experience than
by reading about it, and football is just a different type of lab
situation."
"Football teaches discipline, responsiblity and team unity,"
Thompson said. "These are ingredients for success in the classroom,
and our students will need them once they enter the working world
after graduation."
"Along with the positive values learned in football, the faculty
get a chance to see how student/athletes handle frustration, defeat
and disappointment," Thompson stated. "If you lose a ball game, you
don't go and hang your head for 10 days; you don't have time. It's
the same way in the real world."
When visiting the gridiron laboratory, the guest coaches are not
expected to contribute play suggestions. Their role is to observe,
learn, and have fun.
(more)
GUEST COACHES -- ADD TWO
"Because I have many of the players in class, it is to my
advantage to understand the sports program," said Buck Brown,
professor and head of the Division of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. He was guest coach for the engineers game with
Taylor University.
"It's important for people to do more than just go to
school," said Brown, a former youth coach and player. "Life has so
much to offer that it's foolish not to take advantage of what's out
there."
Other guest coaches this year include: Ed Mottel, assistant
professor of chemistry; Lt. Col. Phil Harris, professor of military
science; William Ovens, associate professor of mechanical
engineering; Daryl Logan, associate professor of civil engineering;
Elton Graves, assistant professor of mathematics; and Brij Khorana,
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GM EXECUTIVE ELECTED TO
ROSE-HULMAN BOARD OF MANAGERS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Donald J. Almquist, general manager of Delco
Electronics of General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Ind., has been
appointed to a five-year term as a member of the Board of Managers at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The Board of Managers is the governing body for the engineering and
science college.
In addition to his election to the Board of Managers, he also serves
as the GM Key Executive at Rose-Hulman.
Almquist is a 30-year veteran of Delco Remy Division, Anderson, Ind.,
and a 1955 graduate of General Motors Institute with a bachelor of science
degree in industrial engineering. He has served in numerous positions
with Delco Remy including superintendent of several plants and assistant
director of personnel.
In 1978, he was named divisional general manufacturing manager with
responsibility for all the division's manufacturing operations in
Anderson, eight other U.S. cities, plus two foreign countries. Re was
appointed general manager of Delco Remy Division in 1982 and was named to
his current position March 1, 1984.
(more)
GM EXECUTIVE ELECTED TO BOARD -- 2
A native of Alexandria, Ind., Almquist is a member of the board of
directors of the Indiana Corporation for Science and Technology, the
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce, the board of trustees of Indiana
Vocational Technical College, the board of advisors of IU-Kokomo and the
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WEIGEL RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--John A. Weigel, of Jasper, has been awarded the
first Roger L. Maness Memorial Scholarship in chemistry at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology.
Weigel, a senior chemistry major, is the son of Barbara Weigel, 3415
Leslie Drive. He was presented the $2,000 scholarship in recognition of his
outstanding academic record, extra-curricular activities and professional
attitude.
The scholarship was established in memory of Maness, a 1983 chemistry
graduate. He was the Rose-Hulman Heminway Medal winner which is presented
to the graduate with the highest grade point average.
Weigel, who plans to attend graduate school to work toward the Ph.D.
in theoretical organic chemistry, has been named to the college's dean's list
for academic excellence, is a member of the Rose-Hulman Glee Club and has
served as a laboratory assistant in both general and organic chemistry.
-30-
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WEIGEL RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP -- John A. Weigel (center), the son of
Barbara Weigel, 3415 Leslie Drive, Jasper, has been named the
recipient of the first Roger L. Maness Memorial Scholarship at Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology. Discussing the honor with the senior
chemistry major are Dr. Dennis Lewis (left), chairman of the
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ENGINEERS TO CLOSE SEASON AT HOME AGAINST WASHINGTON
****************************************************
THE GAME: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology vs. Washington
University of St. Louis
TIME DATE & LOCATION: 1:30 p.m., November 10, 1984, Phil Brown Field
on the Rose-Hulman campus, Terre Haute, Ind.
1984 RECORDS: Rose-Hulman -- 4-4
Washington University -- 3-5
COACHES: Rose-Rulman -- Bob Thompson, 14-15 lifetime and at
Rose-Hulman in third year
Washington U. -- Fred Remmy, 5-11-1 lifetime and at
Washington in second year
SCENE SETTER: This game marks the end of the season for both teams.
The Engineers must win it for a winning season. The Engineers are
coming off a 7-3 win over Rhodes College, and the Bears captured a
46-0 victory over Principia last week. In looking at common foes this
Year, Rose-Hulman and Washington each hold victories over Rhodes and
Principia, while they both lost to DePauw and Centre.
SERIES RECORD: Washington leads this series with a record of 8-4-1.
Rose-Hulman beat the Bears last year with a 17-0 performance.
COACH THOMPSON ON THE GAME: "We should have great incentive and
motivation for this game. First of all, it is Dad's Day weekend, and
the guys will want to play well. Secondly, if we win this one, it
would give us a winning season. Also, this game has particular
Significance for our seniors. We want them to leave our program with
a winning feeling. We have improved through the second half of the
season and we are playing with increased aggressiveness."
THE BEAR FACTS: Washington started the season with 11 offensive
starters returning along with nine defensive starters. Through its
first seven games, Washington was averaging 143 yards a game rushing,
134 passing, and 281 for total offense. Its defense is allowing
oPponents an average of 319 yards a game.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. WASHINGTON -- ADD ONE
STILL IN THE CHASE: Rose-Hulman still has a crack at a share of the
College Athletic Conference championship for this year. The Engineers
have finished their CAC play with a 3-1 record. Centre College has a
3-0 record going into a Saturday game with conference opponent Rhodes
College. If Rhodes wins, Rose-Hulman is co-champion with Centre.
Although Washington U. is not a conference game, it still holds
importance for Thompson in the conference race: "If we are a





W L T PCTTEAM
CONFERENCE
W
Cthatre 3 0 0 1.000 6 2 0 .750
Rose-Hulman 3 1 0 .750 4 4 0 .500
Earlham 2 2 0 .500 4 4 0 .500
Rhodes 1 2 0 .333 4 3 0 .571
Sewanee 0 4 0 .000 0 8 0 .000
TOPS IN THE CAC: Through Oct. 27, Rose-Hulman's defense was tops in
the conference in defending against the rush by allowing only 88.4
yards a game...Joe Rauch and Earl Wiggins were one-two in punt returns
with 256 yards and 111 yards respectively...Phil Meiss was second in
pass interceptions with four...Kicker Vern VanNostran was the fifth
leading CAC scorer...
FINAL GAME FOR SENIORS: Saturday's game marks the final time 21
seniors will take to the field for the Engineers. They are: Dave
Bell, wide receiver from Schererville, Ind.; Chuck Busenburg, center
from Indianapolis; Mike Cain, defensive back and special teams player
from Indianapolis; Paul DePompei, defensive back from Bedford, Ohio;
Duncan Gilmore, quarterback from Rockville, Ind.; Jeff Greer,
offensive lineman from Sheridan, Ind.; Jack Grote, linebacker from
Westerville, Ohio; Joe Heister, offensive lineman from Cold Spring,
Ky.; Keith McConnell, noseguard from Griffith, Ind.; Tony Moshak,
center from Mishawaka, Ind.; Greg Ottinger, defensive lineman from
Sheridan, Ind.; Mike Patterson, fullback from New Albany, Ind.; Gary
Pohl, tight end from Fort Branch, Ind.; Joe Rauch, defensive back
from Guilford, Ind.; Dave Redding, offensive lineman from Cincinnati,
Ohio; Mike Ritz, fullback from Newton, Ill.; Kyle Stanforth,
defensive end from Cincinnati, Ohio; Roger VanDerSnick, defensive
lineman from Elwood, Ind.; Earl Wiggins, defensive back from
Campbell, Calif; Harry Westerkamp, coaching assistant from
Cincinnati, Ohio; and Rob Wilson, linebacker from Pontiac, Mich.
MAKING IT ALL ADD UP: This weekly report is accompanied by season
statistics for the team and for individual players. The team earns
those figures, but someone has to keep track of them. Doing the job
in that department for Rose-Hulman this year are juniors Bert Stone,
Chip Stein and Mark Crampton.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN VS. WASHINGTON -- ADD TWO
NOTES FROM RHODES GAME: The Engineers held the Lynx to 54 yards
rushing... Prior to the game, Rhodes had been averaging 165 yards on
the ground...Quarterback Duncan Gilmore scored the only touchdown of
the game to cap the opening series of the game...Top defensive play
was evident throughout the game...Paul DePompei and Greg Ottinger had
key fumble recoveries deep in Engineer territory to halt two Rhodes
scoring threats... Roger VanDerSnick was instrumental in causing one
of those fumbles...
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID NOVEMBER 3:
*Hanover College 53, Union College 0
*Taylor University 40, Grand Rapids College 24
*Earlham College 16, Bluffton College 12
*Washington University 46, Principia College 0
*Drayton University 24, DePauw University 7
*Kenyon College 10, Centre College 7
*Hampden-Sydney 45, University of the South 0
OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES FORNOVERMBER 10
*Hanover College, regular season ended Nov. 3
*Taylor University at Dayton University
*Earlham College hosts Wilmington College
*Principia College hosts N. Eastern Illinois
*DePauw University at Wabash College
*Centre College at Rhodes College 








OPP ROSE RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD
First Downs 109 99 Ritz 99 334 25 309 3.1 3 18
Rushing 35 56 Cavagnini 75 289 20 269 3.6 0 35
Passing 65 36 Patterson 64 253 2 251 3.9 1 36
Penalty 9 7 Crumley 46 115 12 103 2.1 0 15
Gilmore 52 133 118 15 .3 3 10
Net Yards Rushing 673 932 Wallen 19 35 29 6 .3 0 7
Attempts 290 373 Stercula 2 3 0 3 1.5 0 2
Yards Gained 972 1207 Greene 9 25 23 2 .2 0 14
Yards Lost 299 275 Collett 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
Average per game 84 117 Griffith 2 13 15 -2 -1 0 13
Sharp 4 9 32 -23-.6 0 9
Net Yards Passing 1358 694
Attempted 240 180 PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PCT TD LG
Completed 119 60 Gilmore 136 54 15 568 .397 1 45
Had Intercepted 15 19 Greene 37 16 3 126 .432 0 17
Average Per Game *170 86.8 Ritz 2 0 0 .000 0 0
Wallen 2 0 0 .000 0 0
Total Net Gain 2031 1626 Griffith 1 1 0 .000 0 0
Total Plays 530 553 Cavagnini 1 0 0 .000 0 0
Average Per Game 254 203
RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Fumbles 21 12 Ray 14 258 18.4 1 45
Lost 11 8 Ritz 14 77 5.5 0 24
Griffith 11 140 12.7 0 31
Penalties 45 39 Patterson 11 56 5.1 0 17
Yards 371 336 Beil 7 74 10.5 0 26
Pohl 4 16 4 0 6
Interceptions 19 15 Crumley 4 15 3.8 0 6
Yards 191 84 Wallen 1 17 17 0 17
Touchdowns 1 0 Cavagnini 2 29 14.5 0 17
Rauch, T. 1 7 7 0 7
Punts-Blocked 67-0 60-0 Bailey 1 5 5 0 5
Yards 2416 2414
Average Per Punt 36.1 40.2 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Punt Returns 35 39 Rauch, J. 25 280 11.2 0 63
Yards 238 387 Wiggins 13 118 9.1 0 40
Touchdowns 0 0 Hirt 1 -7 -7 0-7
Kickoff returns 21 23
Yards 400 577 KICKOFF RETURNS NO YDS AVG TD LG
Touchdowns 0 1 Rauch, T. 13 283 21.8 0 28
Rauch, J. 8 251 31.3 1 86
Points 118 89 Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Touchdowns 15 9 Wallen 1 11 11 0 11
Rush-Pass-Other 3-11-1 7-1-1
EXP Kick Att-made 15-13 8-8 PUNTING NO YDS AVG LG BL
EXP Rush Att-made 0 0 Sharp 60 2414 40.2 59 0
EXP Pass att-made 0 1-0
Field Goal Att-Made 6-5 12-9 FIELD GOALS
Safety 0 0 Vannostran: 9 for 12, distances of:
Ave Points Per Game 14.8 11.1 -- 35 and 40 against Taylor
-- 22 and 37 at Earlham
Score by quarters -- 37 against DePauw
1 2 3 4 Total -- 22 at Centre
OPponents 13 34 34 37 118 -- 19, 36 and 19 at Sewanee
Rose-Hulman 27 20 16 26 89
1984 ROSE-HULMAN RESULTS SCORING TD R-P-0 EXP-K EPP AT-FG5
A-Rose 0, Hanover Col. 27 VanNostran 0 0-0-0 8-8 12-9 35
H-Rose 13, Taylor Univ. 14 Ritz 3 3-0-0 - _ 18
A-Rose 6, Earlham Col. 0 Gilmore 3 3-0-0 18
H-Rose 21, Principia Col. 6 Patterson 1 1-0-0
6
H-Rose 3, DePauw Univ. 20 Ray 1 0-1-0
6
A-Rose 10, Centre Col. 21 Rauch, J. 1 0-0-1
6
A-Rose 29, U. of the South 27
H-Rose 7, Rhodes College 3
H-Nov. 10, Washington University
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
TAC QB
PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK INTERCEPTIONS NO YDS AVG TD .1%
Grote 35 66 101 - 1-14 Meiss 5 7 1.4 0 7
McConnell 31 59 90 1 10-78 Rauch, J. 3 8 2.6 0 8
Keller 16 48 64 1 1-1 Wiggins 3 19 6.3 0 
11
DePompei 21 42 63 1 1-1 Grote 2 24 12 0 13
Sahli 20 30 50 1 3-10 DePompei 1 26 26 0 
26
Wiggins 16 30 46 Keller 1 0 0 0 °
Meiss 16 28 44
Romanetz 13 29 42 2 4-21
VanDerSnick 15 25 40 - 7-42
Stanforth 12 24 36 1 4-12 PASSES BROKEN UP
Mayfield 13 20 33 Meiss-8 Romanetz-2
Rauch, J. 15 17 32 Keller-6 McConnell-2
Ottinger 9 21 30 1-14 Rauch, J.-6 Ottinger-1
Ankney, G. 6 13 19 Wiggins-5 Scott-1
Hirt 9 9 18 Grote-3 Griffith-1
Bannister 3 6 9 VanDerSnick-3 Mills-1
Ankney, D. 0 9 9 Mayfield-2 Hirt-1
Moshak 2 5 7 Sahli-2 DePompei-1
Cain 0 6 6
Tausch 2 3 5
Kantner 0 5 5
VanNostran 3 1 4
Bennett 2 2 4
Moore 0 3 3
Scott 0 2 2
Fenimore 1 1 2
Greer 2 0 2
Pfaff 1 1 2 FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Primich 1 0 1 Ottinger-3
Mills 1 0 1 Stanforth-2
Griffith 1 0 1 Keller-1
Redding 0 1 1 Bannister-1
Heister 0 1 1 Kantner-1
Harding 0 1 1 Sahli-I
Nordyke 1 0 1 DePowpei-1
Patterson 1 0 1 Team-1
Szaz 1 0 1 1-1
Ward 1 0 1
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TWO-SPORT PLAYERS
CONTRIBUTE TO GRID EFFORT
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The end of the football season does not
mean the end of wearing a Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology uniform
for many seniors on this year's team.
"When we recruit young men out of high school, we encourage them
to participate in two sports," said Head Coach Bob Thompson, who also
is the Rose-Hulman athletic director and track coach. "It demands
greater discipline, but at the same time it's fun for them or they
wouldn't be doing it."
"At Rose-Hulman, the two-sport men have an opportunity they
wouldn't have at many other colleges" Thompson said. "In other
programs, athletes have to specialize in only one sport."
Thompson estimated that about 15 members of this year's football
team will be back in the locker room next spring for track, and about
10 of them will be suiting up for baseball.
Three of the two-sport athletes currently wearing shoulder pads
and helmets are the following senior electrical engineering majors:
wide receiver Dave Beil, Schererville, Ind.; center Chuck Busenburg,
Indianapolis; and linebacker Rob Wilson, Pontiac, Mich.
Beil will continue under Thompson's coaching as a pole vaulter.
He will be going for his fourth straight College Athletic Conference
pole vaulting title. On the gridiron this year, Beil has pulled down
seven pass receptions for 74 yards.
"Track is more of a relaxed atmosphere when compared to
football," Beil said. " If I mess up in track, I'm the only one to
blame."
"In football, you have to be more intense and 100 percent ready
to play," Beil explained. "There's always a guy out there who will
knock your head off if you're not alert."
(more)
TWO-SPORT PLAYERS -- ADD ONE
"I like coming to Rose-Hulman where I can be involved in two
sports," Beil said. "I can get a good education and still compete in
athletics."
Busenburg, a former all-Marion County and all-state player in
high school, plays a backup role for the center position. He also
will continue with Thompson later in the year as a javelin thrower.
"Although track is a team sport, when you work your event,
you're only working against yourself," Busenburg said. "It's
something when you can look yourself in the mirror and say '1 did
better today than I did the day before.' You're solely responsible
for what you do."
In preparing to heave the javelin, Busenburg said there is more
emphasis on techniques involving motion, foot positioning and hand
placement. "Football involves technique, but it has simpler moves
that don't have to be as refined as those in javelin."
Wilson will be moving his talents from the football field to the
baseball diamond. In the fall he is an Engineer linebacker, and in
the spring he handles first-baseman duties.
One of the biggest differences Wilson said he sees between the
two sports is in emotion. "In football, emotional intensity plays a
big role," he stated. "Sometimes you have to get a little crazy
during a game."
Baseball, on the other hand, calls for a more relaxed approach,
according to Wilson. "Successful hitting calls for relaxed timing,"
he said.
"By being in both sports, I have learned when to be emotional
and when not to be emotional and when to use emotion to be
successful," Wilson said.
(more)
TWO-SPORT PLAYERS -- ADD TWO
Although a foot injury kept Wilson from seeing any action this
fall, he has a good football record at Rose-Hulman. In 1983, he was
second on the team in total tackles with 102, and he earned honorable
mention all-College Athletic Conference honors.
All three players said they would be able to take what they have
learned on the Rose-Hulman athletic fields and apply it to their
career areas after graduation. They are electrical engineering
majors.
So as the clock winds down on the 1984 football season, Beil,
Busenburg and Wilson can prepare to hang up their pads, but not their
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FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Drs. Carl F. Abegg and Stuart Leipziger have been
appointed to the faculty in the Department of Chemical Engineering at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Abegg has been named professor of chemical engineering and joins
the faculty after serving as manager of engineering research for the
O.M. Scott and Sons Co. He formerly taught at the University of Cincinnati.
Leipziger was appointed associate professor of chemical engineering.
He was previously chairman of the Gas Engineering Department and associate
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAM PREPARES
FOR NCAA DIV. III REGIONALS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
cross country team will run in the NCAA Division III Great Lakes
Regional Nov. 10 at Wooster, Ohio. Approximately 20 teams are
expected to compete in the regional meet.
Rose-Hulman is taking a team of seven and two alternates.
Scheduled to make the trip for the Engineers are: Bill Bandy,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, senior; Kyle Hayes, Route 16, Brazil, senior;
Gene LeBoeuf, Hobart, senior; Bryan Millard, Schaumburg, Ill.,
senior; Lee Beckham, Shaw, Miss., junior; Roger Hruskovich, Gary,
sophomore; and Dean Kunz, Jasper, sophomore. Alternates will be
Dennis Dobbs, Ludington, Mich., and Kyle Farmer, Pewee Valley, Ky.,
senior.
The top two teams at the regional will qualify for the national
meet at Ohio Wesleyan, Delaware, Ohio, Nov. 17. Also, the top three
individuals not on a national qualifying team are eligible to run in
the nationals.
Last year, Rose-Hulman finished 10th out of 21 teams running in
the regionals. The Engineers' best regional finish was sixth in 1982.
Two weeks ago, Rose-Hulman captured the College Athletic
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STUDIES AT ROSE DISCUSSED
AT STATE SCIENCE MEETING
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A new means to analyze data that could be used in
calculating the amount of energy required in high pressure industrial
operations was the subject of a presentation at a recent meeting of the
Indiana Academy of Science by a chemical engineering professor at Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology.
Dr. Warren Bowden discussed how only slight changes he made in the Tait
Equation, originally developed almost 100 years ago, can result in
information that is important to correlating pressure-density data. The
research was a continuation of a study by Dennis West, a 1984 Rose-Hulman
graduate, who is now employed at the International Minerals and Chemical
Corp., plant in Terre Haute.
"An example of how pressure-density information is used would be in
the process of pumping water into a high pressure power plant boiler,"
Bowden explained.
The research is part of Bowden's study of high pressure technology.
He says increased use of crystallization instead of distillation processes
could lower energy needs in certain industries.
In addition to discussing his research, Bowden was elected chairman of
the Academy's engineering section.
Rose-Hulman senior chemical engineering student, Scott Oblander,
Quincy, Ill., also was invited to present a paper that discussed how modern
(more)
ROSE STUDIES DISCUSSED -- 2
numerical techniques can predict how azeotropic mixtures are affected by
changes in pressure or temperature. Such mixtures commonly occur in
chemical processing. The boiling of such commonly known substances as
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ROSE-HULMAN ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTER USE
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will not join the
rush which has seen many colleges requiring freshmen to purchase personal
computers.
Instead, college officials say that they will first integrate computer
aided instruction thoroughly into the curriculum. The program is the first
stage of a long-range plan to utilize the computer as a learning tool.
"We believe the best way for students to determine whether they need
their own personal computer is to make sure that the uses of the personal
computer in every area of engineering and science are clearly understood,"
explained Rose-Hulman President Samuel F. Hulbert.
"Once computer-based instruction becomes an integral part of our
curriculum, students will buy personal computers because they are needed
to complete the course work, not because we have required such a purchase,"
he added.
Rose-Hulman has also taken the step needed to make it easier for
current and future students to buy a personal computer. The college
has established the Zenith Z-150 as the Institute standard. In addition,
students will be able to purchase the computer at a reduced price from
Zenith.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN DECISION ON PERSONAL COMPUTER -- 2
The decision to utilize the computer in virtually every type of
course comes after Rose-Hulman officials utilized two personal computer
networks installed earlier this year as pilot networks. The equipment was
used to evaluate classroom use of personal computers and to evaluate such
a network's performance.
Currently, students have access to 50 personal computers that make up
the networks and 100 terminals that are connected to the Institute's central
computers. Initially, an additional 30 Zenith units will be purchased for
student use.
Dr. Hulbert says that the goal of the program is to teach students
to apply the computer skills that will be similar to those they will
encounter in industry.
"The personal computer will be used to both increase how much a student
can accomplish in the classroom and improve the overall quality of a college
education," he said.
Rose-Hulman officials advised high school students who plan to attend
college to find out what the role of the personal computer will be at the
colleges they are considering.
-30-
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HELPING A ROBOT TO SEE
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Engineers at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
have successfully developed a vision system for a small robot that they
say could expand the machine's usefulness in industry and eventually in
our homes.
"Most robots that are similar to the model we are working with are
blind," noted Dr. Donald Morin, professor of mechanical engineering.
"Obviously that reduces the robot's ability to perform," he said.
Morin, along with graduate student Ernest Grube, of Indianapolis,
has been working on the study for the past two years. Their research has
utilized a small robotic version of the human arm.
"Our system enables the robot to see one object, and determine its
size and location within an area approximately 6 inches by 12 inches,"
says Morin, who teaches classes in robotics engineering and microcomputer
applications.
According to Grube, an important factor in the study was the
development of computer software and logic that was needed to provide the
robot with a brain.
Two computers are used to provide the robot's thinking process. Data
is analyzed by one computer which determines where the object is in
relation to the robot, its size and its orientation to the robot. The
(more)
HELPING A ROBOT TO SEE -- 2
information is then transferred to a second computer which sends a command
to the robot to find, retrieve and deposit the object in a specified
location.
"We are trying to develop a vision system that would be inexpensive
as compared to the $30,000 or $40,000 systems that are currently being
used," Morin explained. "Our goal is to develop a system that would cost
$2,000."
Despite the fact that their study has shown results, Morin and
Grube both emphasize that their research is still preliminary.
"We're in the stone age in regard to the development of this system,"
Morin noted. "We would like to develop vision capabilities that would
allow the robot to retrieve more than one object at a time," Morin noted.
He believes the vision system could be improved by putting the
instrument for sight on the robot's limbs rather than trying to imitate
the human anatomy.
"It is interesting that almost all robots being developed resemble
humans. I think it's time to take a look at putting a vision system on
what would be equivalent to a human's fingers, rather than always thinking
of a location on the robot that is similar to the location of human eyes,"
Morin suggested.
Grube, who has a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from
Rose-Hulman and hopes to work in the area of computer based automation,
says a goal is to enable a robot to pick up an object that is only
partially in the machine's area of vision.
"Vision systems for robots would increase its uses on assembly lines,
in the area of quality control and other automated situations," says
(more)
HELPING A ROBOT TO SEE -- 3
Grube, who will use the research as the topic of his master's thesis.
The robot of the future through its ability to see could even do
those unpopular household chores.
"More advanced development could lead to future systems that would
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ROSE DRAMA CLUB TO AUDITION
WOMEN FOR MUSICAL REVUE
For release on receipt
November 12, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose Drama Club of Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology will audition women at 6 p.m. Dec. 2 for parts
in an upcoming musical revue/dinner theater titled "Grand Openings."
Auditions will take place in Moench Hall Auditorium on the Rose-Hulman
campus.
The show, which will be presented Feb. 9, 1985, is a collection
of opening numbers from Broadway musicals. Included in the show are
openers from "Fiddler on the Roof," "Cabaret," "Pippin," "Oliver,"
"Annie," "Company," "Guys and Dolls," "Cats," "Lir Abner," "Sound
of Music," "A Chorus Line," and others.
Persons auditioning will be asked to sing, dance, and read some
lines. All women interested in auditioning should come prepared to sing a
song of their own choice. It could be anything from "Ave Maria" to the
"Beer Barrel Polka," according to John Rohlfing, director of the show. An
accompanist will be provided.
For more information about the auditions, contact Rose-Hulman at
877-1511 and ask for the Humanities Department, ext. 276.
-30-
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ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
PREPARES FOR "YEAR OF THE CHILD"
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- "This is the year of the child."
With that remark, Engineer Coach John Mutchner began practice
for the 1984-85 season with one of his youngest teams in years. Only
two seniors and two juniors are on the 1984-85 roster.
"We're going for our 11th straight winning season, but it won't
be easy," Mutchner said. "We lost six seniors from last year and in
that bunch were all five starters. With only two seniors and two
Juniors on this year's team, we will be basically a freshman-sophomore
hail club."
The team's youth has not gone unnoticed by College Athletic
Conference toes. Last spring, CAC coaches took a poll, and
Rose-Hulman was voted to finish next to last in the 1984-85 conference
race.
"This bunch will be a good ball club down the road," Mutchner
Predicted. "Whether that will be late this season or the middle of
next season, I don't know."
"It definitely will be an interesting year," the veteran coach
said. "We've got some talent, but we're so young and inexperienced,
it's going to take time to put it together. A lot depends on team
Chemistry and how soon they mature."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL PREVIEW -- ADD ONE
The core of the ball club will be built around sophomores Jeff
Rea, a 6-6 forward from Attica, David Plantz, a 6-5 forward from
LaPorte, Marc Ruhling, a 6-5 guard from Goshen, and Jon Homer, a 6-3
guard from Cincinnati, Ohio. They played in a majority of last year's
games when the Engineers went 14-12, and they all pulled starting
assignments at various times.
Also back from last year's team and expected to be solid
contributors this year are senior Brad Bentley, a 6-4 forward from
Terre Haute, and junior Brad Kiess, a 5-11 point guard from Decatur.
Added to that group of returning lettermen this year will be two
Potential centers in freshmen Doug Underwood, 6-7, North Manchester,
and David Urbanek, 6-6, Lorain, Ohio. Both players carry impressive
high school statistics, and they are expected to see action early in
the season.
Other team members include: senior Curt Wehrley, a 6-4 forward
from Liberty; junior Jeff Wheeler, a 6-5 center from Englewood, Ohio;
sophomore Miles Fletcher, a 6-0 guard from Chesterton; and freshman
Kelly Land, a 6-0 guard from Salem, Ill.
"It's not a matter of breaking them in easily," Mutchner
explained. "Our young people are going to be playing right away."
Looking to the CAC race, Mutchner said it looks like a tossup
with Centre College having to be the favorite with everybody back from
last year's championship team. There is no dominant CAC power with
all
but
teams appearing to be strong.
It may be the "year of the child" for Rose-Hulman basketball,
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ENGINEERS FINISH FOOTBALL SEASON
********************************
SECOND IN CONFERENCE: The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
football team ended its 1984 season with a second-place finish i
n the
College Athletic Conference. The Engineers were one game behind
first-place finisher Centre College. The only CAC game Rose-
Hulman
lost was at Centre. The final conference standings for 1984 are:
TEAM
CONFERENCE
W L T PCT
ALL GAMES
W L T PCT
Centre 4 0 0 1.000 7 2 0 .777
Rose-Hulman 3 1 0 .750 4 5 0 .444
Earlham 2 2 0 .500 4 5 0 .444
Rhodes 1 3 0 .250 4 4 0 .500
Sewanee 0 4 0 .000 0 9 0 .000
THE FINAL GAME: The Rose-Hulman season ended with a 17-7 loss to
Washington University. "It was a frustrating game for us and
 it
seemed to epitomize our season," said Head Coach Bob Thompson
. "We
were unable to create momentum, and we were unable to take ad
vantage
of the sloppy field conditions by getting on the scoreboard f
irst."
Two second-quarter touchdown passes of 25 and 35 yards broke the 
game
open for Washington. The statistics for both teams were fairly even
except in the scoring column. The Engineer offense totale
d 264 yards,
and the Bears tallied 274. "The loss was a bitter disappointment for
the whole team, and especially for our seniors who did e
verything in
their power to be victorious and bring in a winning season," 
the coach
said.
WASHINGTON HIGHLIGHTS: Brian Cavagnini had his second consecuti
ve
game of rushing for more than 100 yards with a 106-yard
performance...Phil Meiss snagged two interceptions and Paul 
Romanetz
Pulled down one...Quarterback Duncan Gilmore passed for 248 yards
completing 19 of 40 attempts...Wide receiver Dave Beil scored th
e
Engineer touchdown on a five-yard pass from Gilmore...The 
defense




ROSE-HULMAN ENDS GRID SEASON -- ADD ONE
RATING IN THE CAC -- Prior to the final game, Rose-Hulm
an ranked first
in the CAC in defending against the rush allowing only 8
4 yards a
game.. .Brian Cavagnini moved to third in conference
 rushing with an
average of 67.3 yards a game...Joe Rauch and Earl Wig
gins maintained
their one-two lead in CAC punt returns with Rauch ret
urning 25 for 280
yards and Wiggins returning 13 for 118 yards...Rauch 
also led the
league in kickoff returns with 8 for 251 yards...Ti
m Rauch rated third
in kickoff returns with 13 for 283 yards...Phil Meiss 
was rated second
in interceptions with five, and Joe Rauch and Wiggins 
each had three
for a share of the third-place ranking...Kicker Vern 
VanNostran
maintained his fifth-place rank in total points w
ith 35...
OPPONENTS AND WHAT THEY DID NOVEMBER 10
*Hanover College, regular season ended Nov. 3
*Dayton University 62, Taylor University 3
*Wilmington College 6, Earlham College 3
*N. Eastern Illinois 16, Principia College 7
*Wabash College 41, DePauw University 26
*Centre College 35, Rhodes College 0
*Samford University 38, University of the South 33







*University of the South 0-9
*Rhodes College, 4-4
*Washington University, 4-5
FINAL 1984 ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(OVERALL RECORD: WON 4, LOST 5)
(CAC RECORD: WON 3, LOST 1)
******************************************
OPP ROSE
First Downs 124 118
Rushing 39 62
Passing • 76 46
Penalty 9 10
Net Yards Rushing 740 948
Attempts 328 410
Yards Gained 1090 1324
Yards Lost 350 376
Average per game 82 105
Net Yards Passing 1565 942
Attempted 273 220
Completed 136 79
Had Intercepted 18 21
Average Per Game 173 105
Total Net Gain 2305 1890
Total Plays 601 630










Average Per Punt 35.6 40.1
Punt Returns 39 44
Yards 254 395
Touchdowns






EXP Kick Att-made 17-15 9-9
EXP Rush Att-made
EXP Pass att-made O 1-0
Field Goal Att-Made 7-6 14-9
Safety
Ave Points Per Game 15 10.7
Score by quarters
1 2 3 4 Total
Opponents 13 51 34 37 135
Rose-Hulman 27 20 16 33 96
RUSHING ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD LG
Cavagnini 95 397 22 375 3.9 0 41
Ritz 99 334 25 309 3.1 3 18
Patterson 67 260 2 258 3.9 1 36
Crumley 46 115 12 103 2.1 0 15
Wallen 19 35 29 6 .3 0 7
Stercula 2 3 0 3 1.5 0 2
Greene 9 25 23 2 .2 0 14
Collett 2 2 0 2 1 0 1
Griffith 2 13 15 -2 -1 0 13
Sharp 5 9 40 -31-.6 0 9
Gilmore 64 134 209 -75-1.1 3 10
PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS PC,: TD LG
Gilmore 176 73 17 816 .415 2 45
Greene 37 16 3 126 .432 0 17
Ritz 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Wallen 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0
Griffith 1 0 1 0 .000 0 0
Cavagnini 1 0 0 0 .000 0 0
RECEIVING NO YDS AVG TD LG
Ray 21 367 17.5 1 45
Griffith 15 188 12.5 0 31
Ritz 15 105 7.0 0 28
Patterson 11 56 5.1 0 17
Beil 9 96 10.7 126
Cavagnini 5 47 9.4 0 17
Pohl 5 30 6.0 0 14
Crumley 4 15 3.8 0 6
Rauch, T. 2 16 8.0 0 9
Wallen 1 17 17.0 0 17






. NO YDS AVG TD LG
29 287 9.9 0 63
14 119 8.5 0 40
1 -7 -7 0-7
NO pos AVG TD LG
Rauch, T. 16 334 20.8 0 28
Rauch, J. 8 251 31.3 1 86
Tausch 1 17 17 0 17
Wallen 1 11 11 0 11
PUNTING
Sharp
NO YDS AVG LG BL
65 2607 40.1 59 0
FIELD GOALS 
Vannostran: 9 for 14, distances of:
-- 35 and 40 against Taylor
-- 22 and 37 at Earlham
-- 37 against DePauw
-- 22 at Centre
-- 19, 36 and 19 at Sewanee
1984 ROSE-HULMAN RESULTS




















H-Rose 21, Principia Col. 6
Patterson 1 1-0-0 6
H-Rose 3, DePauw Univ. 20
Ray 10-1-0 6
A-Rose 10, Centre Col. 21
Rauch, J. 10-0-1 6
A-Rose 29, U. of the South 27
Beil 10-1-0
H-Rose 7, Rhodes College 3
H-Rose 7, Washington University 17
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
TAC QB
PLAYER UT AT TOTAL LOSS SACK INTERCEPTIONS NO YDS AVG
Grote 38 72 110 1-14 Meiss 7 19 2.7
McConnell 35 64 99 1 10-78 Rauch, J. 3 8 2.6
DePompei 26 47 73 1 1-1 Wiggins 3 19 6.3
Keller 22 49 71 1 1-1 Grote 2 24 12
Sahli 20 33 53 1 6-35 DePompei 1 26 26
Meiss 19 29 48 Keller 1 0 0
Wiggins 17 30 47 Romanetz 1 0 0
Romanetz 13 33 46 2 7-32
VanDerSnick 17 25 42 - 8-50
Stanforth 14 26 40 1 4-12 PASSES BROKEN UP
Rauch, J. 22 17 39 Meiss-8 Romanetz-2
Mayfield 14 21 35 Keller-6 McConnell-2
Ottinger 13 22 35 2-19 Rauch, J.-7 Ottinger-1
Ankney, G. 6 14 20 Wiggins-6 Scott-1
Hirt 9 10 19 Grote-3 Griffith-1
Ankney, D. 2 10 12 VanDerSnick-3 Mills-1
Bannister 3 8 11 Mayfield-2 Hirt-1
Moshak 2 6 8 Sahli-2 DePompei-1
Cain 1 7 8
Tausch 2 3 5
Kantner 0 5 5
VanNostran 3 1 4
Bennett 2 2 4
Moore 0 3 3
Scott 0 3 3
Pfaff 1 2 3
Fenimore 1 1 2
Greer 2 0 2 FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Primich 2 0 2 Ottinger-3
Mills 1 1 2 Stanforth-2
Griffith 1 0 1 Keller-1
Redding 0 1 1 Bannister-1
Heister 0 1 1 Kantner-1
Harding 0 1 1 Sahli-1
Nordyke 1 0 1 DePompei-1
Patterson 1 0 1 Team-1
Szaz 1 0 1 - 1-1
Ward 1 0 1
Beil 1 0 1
Ritz 0 1 1
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ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL PLAYERS
NAMED TO ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Six Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology
football players have been named to the 1984 a
ll-College Athletic
Conference football team. In addition, five 
Engineers received
honorable mention on the all-league squad.
Named to the team are:
-- Jack Grote, senior, linebacker, Westerville
, Ohio. An
academic all-American in 1983, Grote was co-capta
in this year for the
second season in a row. He led the team in total
 tackles with 110,
and he had one quarterback sack to his credit. This 
year marks his
third consecutive selection to the all-CAC squad.
-- Keith McConnell, senior, noseguard, Griffit
h, Ind. This is
the second consecutive season for McConnell on the 
all-conference
team. He was second on the team tackle chart with 
99. He also sacked
013Ponent quarterbacks a total of 10 times for a 
loss of 78 yards.
-- Phil Meiss, junior, defensive back, Gridley
, Ill. Meiss led
the Engineers in interceptions with seven and in p
ass breakups with
eight. He also finished the season rated second in the 
conference in
interceptions. In addition to hampering the opposi
tion air games, he
made 48 tackles.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN ALL-CONFERENCE SELECTIONS -- ADD ONE
-- Tony Moshak, senior, center, Mishawaka, Ind. Noted for his
quickness, Moshak is spending his third straight season as a 
member of
the all-league team. He also was an Engineer co-captian this y
ear.
-- Joe Rauch, senior, defensive back, Guilford, Ind. An
honorable mention all-conference player last year, Rauch 
joins the
all-CAC team with 39 tackles on the season. In addition to his wor
k
in the defensive backfield, Rauch was a top punt return man who w
as
ranked eighth in the NCAA Division III national statistics.
-- Roger VanDerSnick, senior, defensive lineman, Elwood, Ind.
VanDerSnick had 42 tackles this season along with eight quarterba
ck
sacks. He also broke up three passes.
Engineers receiving honorable mention to the all-CAC team are:
senior Greg Ottinger, a defensive lineman from Sheridan, Ind.; 
junior
Ed Sahli, a defensive lineman from Westlake, Ohio; sophomore Grant
Sharp, a punter from Cincinnati, Ohio; senior Earl Wiggins, a
defensive back from Campbell, Calif.; and junior Vern VanNostra
n, a
kicker from Solon, Ohio.
The selections were made by the conference coaches during a
meeting in Nashville, Tenn., earlier this week. CAC schools
participating in football this year were Rose-ilulman, Centre 
College,
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WESTERVILLE STUDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE FOOTBALL SQUAD
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Westerville resident Jack Grote, a
linebacker for the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football team,
has been named to the 1984 all-College Athletic Conference football
squad. This year marks the third consecutive season Grote has earned
all-conference honors.
An academic all-American in 1983, Grote was a co-captain of the
Rose-Hulman team this year for the second season in a row. He led the
Fighting Engineers in total tackles with 110, and he had one
quarterback sack to his credit.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grote, Westerville, Grote is
majoring in electrical engineering and computer science at
Rose-Hulman.
CAC schools participating in football this year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre College, Rhodes College, University of the South,
and Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering school located in Terre
Haute, Ind. The school has an enrollment of 1,300, and it offers
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GRIFFITH STUDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE GRID TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Griffith resident Keith 
McConnell, a senior
noseguard on the Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology football team,
has been named to the 1984 all-College Athletic
 Conference football
team. This is the second consecutive season for hi
m on the all-league
squad.
McConnell, a graduate of Griffith High Scho
ol and a three-year
starter for the Fightin' Engineers, made 
99 tackles this year, and he
tallied 10 quarterback sacks for a loss o
f 78 yards. He is an
electrical engineering major.
CAC schools participating in football this 
year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre, University of the So
uth, Rhodes College and
Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering college 
located in Terre
Haute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 
1,300, and it offers rigorous
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GRIDLEY RESIDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE GRID TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Gridley, Ill., resident Phil Meiss, a
junior defensive back on the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
football team, has been named to the 1984 all-College Athletic
Conference football squad.
A graduate of Gridley High School, Meiss led the Fightin'
Engineer defense in interceptions with seven and in pass breakups with
eight. He also finished the season rated second in the conference in
interceptions. In addition to hampering the opposition air games, he
made 48 tackles.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Meiss, Gridley, Meiss joined the
all-conference squad this year after receiving honorable mention
honors last year. He is an electrical engineering major.
Schools participating in CAC football this year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre College, University of the South, Rhodes College
and Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering college in Terre Haute,
Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it offers rigorous education
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MISHAWAKA STUDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE FOOTBALL TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Mishawaka resident Ton
y Moshak, a senior
center on the Rose-Hulman Institute 
of Technology football team, has
been named to the 1984 all-College Athletic
 Conference football squad.
This marks his third consecutive year on
 the all-league team.
Noted for his size and quickness, Mosh
ak was a co-captain of the
Fightin' Engineer team this year. A g
raduate of Mishawaka High
School, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Willi
am Moshak, Mishawaka.
Moshak is a chemical engineering and mat
hematics major.
Schools participating in CAC football 
this year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre College, Universit
y of the South, Rhodes College
and Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering col
lege in Terre Haute,
Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and
 it offers rigorous education
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ELWOOD RESIDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE FOOTBALL TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Elwood resident
 Roger VanDerSnick, a senior
defensive lineman for Rose-Hulman 
Institute of Technology, has been
named to the 1984 all-College Athl
etic Conference football squad.
Season statistics for the Frankton Hig
h School graduate included
42 tackles, eight quarterback sacks and 
three pass breakups.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Stan VanDerSn
ick, Route 1, Elwood,
VanDerSnick is majoring in mechanical 
engineering at Rose-Hulman.
Schools participating in CAC football 
this year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre College, Univers
ity of the South, Rhodes College
and Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering 
college in Terre Haute,
Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300,
 and it offers rigorous education
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GUILFORD RESIDENT EARNS BERTH
ON ALL-CONFERENCE FOOTBALL TEAM
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Former Guilford r
esident Joe Rauch, a
senior defensive back on the Rose-Hulm
an Institute of Technology
football team, has been named to the 
1984 all-College Athletic
Conference football squad.
Rauch, an all-conference honorable mention 
player last year,
joins this year's all-league unit with 3
9 tackles on the season. In
addition to his work in the defensive 
backfield, Rauch was a top punt
return man who was ranked eighth in th
e NCAA Division III national
statistics and first in the CAC.
A graduate of East Central High School, Rau
ch is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Rauch, Route 1, Guilford. H
e and his wife, Beverly,
reside in Terre Haute.
Schools participating in CAC football this 
year were
Rose-Hulman, Centre College, University of th
e South, Rhodes College
and Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering colleg
e in Terre Haute,
Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it off
ers rigorous education
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY CITES
ROSE PROGRAM AND STUDENT
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Michael L. Sundheimer, a senior physics
major at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been honored as the only
undergradute student to receive a scholarship in national competition
Sponsored by the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
Sundheimer, of Warsaw, received a $1500 award and plans to pursue a
graduate degree in integrated optics. He was honored for his academic
excellence which includes his achievements in optics-related courses at
Rose-Hulman.
The Society also awarded a $1,200 educational grant to the college's
Department of Physics. The funds will be used to purchase equipment for
use in the department's applied optics program.
Recently, the Rose-Hulman Board of Managers gave approval to begin
a graduate program in applied optics beginning with the fall term, 1985.
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SUNDHEIMER HONORED
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Michael L. Sundheimer, of Warsaw, a senior
physics major at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been honored
as the only undergraduate student to receive a scholarship in national
competition sponsored by the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers.
Sundheimer, the son of Don and Carol Sundheimer, 522 West Eagle
Street, received a $1,500 award. He was honored for his academic
excellence including achievement in optics-related courses at Rose-
Hulman.
Sundheimer, who has been selected for the college's dean's list,
Plans to pursue a graduate degree in integrated optics upon graduating
from Rose-Hulman.
He is also active in campus activities as president of Theta Xi
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* At Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mass., 8 p.m.,
Monday, Nov. 26.
* At New York University, New York, New York, 7 p.m., Nov. 29.
SCENE SETTER: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will open its 89th
season of intercollegiate basketball when the team travels to the East
Coast for two games next week. The Engineers are coming off a 14-12
record from last season. Worcester Polytechnic tallied a 14-9 record
last year, and New York University went 17-9 during the 1983-84
campaign.
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- John Mutchner, 292-240 in 22nd year at
Rose-Hulman
Worcester -- Ken Kaufman, 95-109 in tenth year
NYU -- Mike Muzio, 17-9 in second year
A LOOK AT THE ENGINEERS: The 1984-85 Engineer squad has a young look
with only two seniors and two juniors on the roster. The core of the
club will be built around: Jeff Rea, a 6-6 sophomore from Attica,
Ind.; David Plantz, a 6-5 forward from LaPorte, Ind.; Marc Ruhling, a
6-5 guard from Goshen, Ind.; Jon Homer, a 6-3 guard from Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Brad Bentley, a 6-4 forward from Terre Haute, Ind. Also
expected to contribute to the effort early in the season are freshman
centers David Urbanek, 6-6, Lorain, Ohio, and Doug Underwood, 6-7,
North Manchester, Ind. No regular starters from last year's team will
be returning this year. Of the returning players, Rea has the best
scoring average from last season with 6.5 points per game.
THE ENGINEER EAST COAST LINEUP: At the time of this release, Coach
Mutchner had not finalized his starting five, but he did report the
following players would be seeing action:
* F David Plantz, 6-5, So.
* F Jeff Rea, 6-6, So.
* F Brad Bentley, 6-4, Sr.
* C David Urbanek, 6-6, Fr.
* C Doug Underwood, 6-7, Fr.
* G Brad Kiess, 5-11, Jr.
* G Jon Homer, 6-3, So.
* G Marc Ruhling, 6-5, So.
(more)
ENGINEERS TO OPEN SEASON -- ADD ONE
MUTCHNER ON ROSE-HULMAN: "We have not had a good pre-season practice.
Marc Ruhling was out two and a half weeks because of a tonsillectomy.
One player had a death in his family. Jeff Rea had a severely
sprained ankle and was ineffective for three weeks. Many of the
players had to miss some practice because of late laboratories, and we
had a week out for final examinations. This all has combined to leave
us behind where I would like to be this time of year. I'm hoping that
having final exams behind us will give us a psychological lift as we
head east."
EDUCATIONAL TRIP: Each year,
an extended road trip to provide
players. While in New York, the
attend a Broadway show, tour the
the Rose-Hulman basketball team takes
an educational experience for the
team will visit the stock exchange,
United Nations building, visit
Chinatown, and "generally be tourists
Mutchner said.
WORCESTER AND NYU PROBABLES:
week's opponents are:
WORCESTER
G Orville Bailey, 5-10
G Greg Fiddes, 5-10
C John Loonie, 6-8
F Chris Whitney, 6-4
F Chris Loring, 6-4
Probable
for about two and half days,"
starting lineups for
NYU
G Greg Gonzalez, 6-3
G Kerry Noonan, 6-2
C John Moran, 6-8
F Henry Russo, 6-6
F Harry Tarpey, 6-4
next
THE OTHER ENGINEERS: Worcester Poly also carries the "Engineers"
nickname. The Rose-Hulman game marks the season opener for Worcester.
They are returning three starters and seven lettermen from last year's
team. Viewed as top players for the Worcester squad are senior guards
Orville Bailey and Gregg Fiddes, both 1,000-point scorers. Bailey led
WPI in scoring (20.7 ppg) and in steals (63). Fiddes averaged 17
Points a game and led the team in assists with 79.
THE VIOLET VIEW: The NYU Violets are returning four starters and nine
lettermen. One of the top returnees is guard Greg Gonzalez who was
the team's most valuable player last year when he led the club in
scoring with a 13.7 per-game average. Coach Muzio reports "this
Year's team is 20 percent stronger, but the schedule is 30 percent
stronger." This year marks NYU's second basketball season following a
12-year period when the school did not field a team.
UPCOMING ROSE-HULMAN SCHEDULE:
* Sat., Dec. 8 -- MacMurray College at Shook Fieldhouse, 7:30
p.m.
* Mon., Dec. 10 -- Principia College at Shook Fieldhouse,
7:30 p.m.
* Dec. 14 and 15 -- the Rose-Hulman Invitational with Franklin,
Taylor, Kalamazoo and Rose-Hulman; game
times 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. each day in
Shook Fieldhouse
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL ROSTER
NAmE YR. POS. HT. WT. MAJOR HOMETOWN HIGH SCHOOL /COACH 
Brad Bentley Sr. F 6-4 200 ME Terre Haute South Vigo/Pat Rady
Jeff Rea So. F 6-6 185 ME Attica Attica/Don Burton
David Plantz So. F 6-6 200 CH LaPorte LaPorte/Joe Otis
Curt Wehrley Sr. F 6-4 195 CH Liberty Union County/Terry Ross
Jeff Wheeler Jr. C 6-5 200 ME Englewood, OH Northmont/Jerry Fisher
David Urbanek Fr. C 6-6 215 EE Lorain, OH Lorain/Mitch Gillam
D°11g Underwood Fr. C 6-7 190 CH Manchester Manchester/Tom Sittler
eS Fletcher So. G 6-0 185 FE Chesterton Chesterton/Fred Mitchell
Brad Kiess Jr. G 5-11 160 ME Decatur Heritage/George WehrmeistE
Kell Land Fr. G 6-0 175 CE Salem, IL Salem/Jim Corrona
'Ion Homer So. G 6-3 190 MA Cincinnati, OH :1,-Ideira/Bub Gardner
tarc 
Ruhling So. G 6-5 190 ME Goshen Goshea/Jim Welsh
Head Coach: John Mutchner
Assistant Coach: Ernie lisle
Managers: Burt Stone, Brian Mappes
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FOOTBALL PLAYER FROM SHERIDAN EARNS
ALL-CONFERENCE HONORABLE MENTION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Sheridan resident Greg Ottinger, a junior
defensive lineman for the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football
team, has received honorable-mention status on the 1984 all-College
Athletic Conference football team.
Ottinger, a graduate of Marion-Adams High School, had 35
tackles, two quarterback sacks, one pass breakup, and three fumble
recoveries. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ottinger, Route 2,
Sheridan, and he is a mechanical engineering major.
College Athletic Conference schools participating in football
this year were Centre College, Earlham College, University of the
South, and Rhodes College.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is a private college
located in Terre Haute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it
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CAMPBELL FOOTBALL PLAYER RECEIVES
ALL-CONFERENCE HONORABLE MENTION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Campbell, Calif., resident Earl Wiggins, 
a
defensive back for the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology f
ootball
team, has received honorable-mention status on the 1984 all-College
Athletic Conference grid squad.
Fall statistics for Wiggins, a graduate of Westmont High School,
included 47 tackles, three pass interceptions, and three pass
breakups. In addition to his work in the defensive backfield, 
Wiggins
returned 14 punts for 119 yards, an average of 8.5 yards a ret
urn.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wiggins, Jr., Wiggins is an
electrical engineering major.
College Athletic Conference schools participating in foot
ball
this year were Centre College, Earlham College, University 
of the
South, and Rhodes College.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is a private college 
located
in Terre Haute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it 
offers
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SOLON FOOTBALL PLAYER RECEIVES
ALL-CONFERENCE HONORABLE MENTION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Solon, Ohio, resident Vern VanNostran, the
kicker for Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has received
honorable-mention status on the 1984 all-College Athletic Co
nference
football team.
VanNostran, a graduate of Solon High School, kicked nine field
goals of 14 attempts, and he was nine for nine in kicking extr
a
points. His efforts this fall made him Rose-Hulman's leading sco
rer
with 36 points, and he was among the top five kickers in the NCAA
Division III national statistics.
A junior majoring in electrical engineering, VanNostran is 
the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vern VanNostran, Sr., Solon.
College Athletic Conference schools participating in footbal
l
this year were Centre College, Earlham College, University of 
the
South, and Rhodes College.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is a private college 
located
in Terre Haute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it 
offers
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WESTLAI% FOOTBALL PLAYER RECEIVES
ALL-CCM:MENGE HONORABLE MENTION
For release on receipt
November 20, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Westlake, Ohio, resident Ed Sahli, a
defevnive lineman for the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology football
team, iz received honorable-mention status on the 1984 all-College
At'A.eti: Conference grid squad.
.11 statistics for Sahli, a graduate of Westlake High School,
.7.3 tackles, six quarterback sacks, two pass breakups, and one
fumble rz:overy.
a junior, is a chemical engineering major with a career
objectiE in management.
Cr2lege Athletic Conference schools participating in football
this ycar were Centre College, Earlham College, University of the
South, :d Rhodes College.
Ei_L,e-Hulman Institute of Technology is a private college located
31 Terre llaute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300, and it offers
educaticn in nine major engineering and scientific fields.
-30-
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CINCINrAn FOOTBALL PLAYER RECEIVES
ALL-COERENCE HONORABLE MENTION
MnE HAUTE, Ind. -- Cincinnati resident Grant Sharp, the punter
for Rose-Eulman Institute of Technology, has received
honoritbe-mention status on the 1984 all-College Athletic Conference
footb311 team.
Sharp, a graduate of Western Hills High School, punted the ball
65 during 1984 for a 40.1-yard average with his longest punt
measurin9. 59 yards. He was ranked among the top five NCAA Division
III punters in the nation this fall. He is a sophomore and an
electz.ical engineering major.
C(-;11ege Athletic Conference schools participating in football
this year were Centre College, Earlham College, University of the
South, cnd Rhodes College.
2os-Hulman Institute of Technology is a private college located
in Terre Haute, Ind. It has an enrollment of 1,300 and offers
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HULBERT TO ADDRESS
TERRE HAUTE SERVICE CLUBS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--"Rose-Hulman's Impact on Terre Haute" will be
the theme of a luncheon Nov. 29 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
which is expected to attract nearly 250 representatives of the city's
13 service clubs.
Rose-Hulman President Samuel F. Hulbert will discuss the
college's current efforts to serve as a resource for the development
of new technological ideas. Community leaders will hear about the
benefits of the college's entrepreneur-in-residence program, efforts
to establish an Invention Center and the development of the Indiana
Center for Telecommunications Technology which is a joint venture with
Applied Computing Devices, Inc.
The Kiwanis Club of Terre Haute will serve as the host club
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CHINESE MAGIC REVUE OF TAIWAN
TO PERFORM DEC. 9
Sunday,
Dec. 2, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Chinese Magic Revue of Taiwan will perform
a production of stunning acrobatics and magic feats of daring and
balance Dec. 9 at 4 p.m. at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The show, scheduled in the Shook Memorial Fieldhouse, is
sponsored by the Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series and the college's
Student Activities Board.
The 18-member review, consists mostly of members of Taiwan's
eminent acrobatic family, the Changs. Among the acts of balancing,
juggling, Kung Fu, magic and comedy will be the famous Tower of
Chairs. The feat is performed by placing chair upon chair until the
acrobat nearly reaches the roof of the auditorium. The chairs are
Supported by four champagne bottles which serve as the only
foundation. The acrobat then brings the feat to a climax when he
does a one-handed vertical handstand from the top of the tower.
Other acts, some of which have been performed for 2,000 years,
include the The Flaming Circle of Fire, The Human Pyramid, and
numerous examples of precision balancing, Chinese magic and trick
cyclists.
The troupe has performed throughout the United States and
Parts of Europe, Africa, South America and the Middle East.
(more)
CHINESE ACROBATS AND MAGIC REVUE -- 2
Many of the show's performers have been training since they
were four or five years old in order to become such masters of
gravity. They have spent at least four hours each day in three
specialized schools in Taiwan learning the skills necessary to
perform such remarkable feats of daring and balance.
Tickets for the performance are on sale at the Paige's Music
Stores located at Honey Creek Square and at 642 Wabash, Hillman's
Jewelers at Meadows Shopping Center and at the Hulman Memorial Union
on the Rose-Hulman campus. Ticket prices are $4 for adults and $2 for
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NEWS BUREAU
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
SUBJECT: CHINESE MAGIC REVUE OF TAIWAN
FOR RELEASE: IMMEDIATELY
KILL DATE: DECEMBER 10, 1984
CONTACT: DAVID PIKER, COLLEGE RELATIONS
STUNNING ACROBATICS AND MAGIC FEATS OF DARING AND BALANCE WILL
BE PERFORMED SUNDAY, DECEMBER 9TH AT ROSE-HULNAN INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY BY THE CHINESE MAGIC REVUE OF TAIWAN.
TICKETS FOR THE 4 P.M. SHOW IN SHOOK FIELDHOUSE ARE ON SALE AT
THE HULMAN MEMORIAL UNION ON THE ROSE-HULMAN CAMPUS, AT BOTH
PAIGE'S MUSIC STORES IN TERRE HAUTE AND AT HILLMAN'S JEWELERS
IN MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER.
THE CHINESE MAGIC REVUE OF TAIWAN IS SPONSORED BY THE ROSE-HULMAN
FINE ARTS SERIES AND THE COLLEGE'S STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD.
-30-
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A two-day continuing educatio
n course entitled,
"Laser Fundamentals and Applications" will be off
ered Dec. 6-7 by
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Topics to be discussed will include optical fe
edback, laser output,
materials processing with lasers, applicatio
ns of laser speckle and laser
scanning, and an overview of the different typ
es of lasers.
The classes will be taught by Professors Bri
j M. Khorana, professor of
physics and chairman of the Department of 
Physics, and Robert M. Bunch,
assistant professor of physics. Both teach 
a course in laser physics
and applications. The Department of Physics off
ers an undergraduate minor
in applied optics and beginning next fall a m
aster of science degree program
will be offered.
In addition to lectures, the continuing edu
cation course will
feature four hours of "hands-on" laboratory 
experience.
Enrollment for the program is limited and 
persons interested should
call Dr. Don Dekker, professor of mechanical 
engineering and director
of continuing education, Rose-Hulman Inst
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ROSE -HULMAN WRESTLING TEAM
TO OPEN 1984-85 CAMPAIGN
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
wrestling team will have a good mix of veterans and new prospects when
it opens its 1984-85 season Nov. 30 at the Little State Meet at Wabash
College.
"With some good returning veterans and several new prospects, we
should be in contention in all of our dual meets this season," said
Head Coach Dan McGrath, who is beginning his seventh year with the
Engineer wrestling program.
"We will have 12 duals and seven tournaments this year," McGrath
said. "That is a great opportunity for our wrestlers to prove
themselves against a variety of Midwest small-college wrestling
teams.”
Although McGrath is expecting many members of his squad to
finish high in tournament action, he foresees some difficulty in
capturing any tourney titles.
Among Rose-Hulman's top returnees is senior Tony Moshak, a
three-year starter at heavyweight from Mishawaka, Ind. Last year, he
Went 13-9 on the season and finished second in five tournaments. He
will wrestle in the 190-pound weight class this year.
(more)
ROSE -HULMAN WRESTLING -- ADD ONE
Also back is Wes Davis, a sophomore who competes in the
142-pound weight class. A state finalist while at Goshen High School,
he was 15-3 last year. He returns after missing 10 matches with an
injury to his back muscles.
Improvement should be seen in Darin Bluhm, a sophomore from
Auburn, Ore., who is listed at the 134-pound class this year. "He
went 11-12 last year, and he should have more success this year thanks
to increased weightlifting during the off-season," McGrath said.
One of the newcomers expected to press for a starting position
is Terre Haute freshman Tom Rudolph, a North High School graduate who
is listed at the 142-pound weight class. He was a state finalist last
Year, and he won more than 100 matches during his prep career.
McGrath said he will determine his starting team after the
Little State competition.
After the Little State, the Engineers' pre-Christmans schedule
takes them to Lebanon, Ill., Dec. 4 for a meet with McKendree College
and Knox College, and to Olivet, Mich., Dec. 8 for a contest with
Olivet College and Heidelberg College.
-30-
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN WRESTLING ROSTER
************************************
NAME WE. CLASS YR
Sr.
HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Tony Moshak*** 190-HW Mishawaka, Ind./Mishawaka
Dave Coldren** 134-142 Jr. Wabash, Ind./Southwood
Scott Sabo* 190 Jr. Springport, Ind./Blue River
Wes Davis* 142 So. Goshen, Ind./Goshen
Darin Bluhm* 134 So. Auburn, Ore./Auburn
Mark Sherbondy* 126 So. Fort Wayne, Ind./Elmhurst
John Kantner* HW So. Alexandria, Ind./Monroe
Todd Troutman 167 Jr. Elizabeth, Pa./Upper Dauphin Area
Adam Kennedy 118 So. New Rochelle, N.Y./New Rochelle
Tom Rudolph 142 Fr. Terre Haute, Ind./North
Chris Oehler 134-126 Jr. Brazil, Ind./Brazil
John Miozza 150 Fr. Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park
Darwin Garrison 177 Fr. Lebanon, Ind./Lebanon
Dave Troyer 167-177 Fr. Clearwater, Fla./Pinnellas Park
Matt Strabley 142-150 Fr. La Crescent, Minn./La Crescent
Fred Krick 134 So. Walkerton, Ind./John Glenn
Brian Backus 158 Fr. Chardon, Ohio/Chardon
HEAD COACH: Dan McGrath
* Denotes number of letters earned
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN WRESTLING SCHEDULE
**************************************
Fri. & Sat.,
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1 Little State at Wabash 
College Wabash
Tues., Dec. 4 McKendree College & Kno
x College McKendree
Sat., Dec. 8 Olivet (Michigan) Tou
rney There
Wed., Jan. 9 UNIVERSITY OF MISSO
URI (ROLLA) & HOME
INDIANA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY
Date TBA Hanover College 
There
Fri. & Sat.,
Jan. 11 & 12 MacMurray College (16 te
ams) There
Wed., Jan. 16 WABASH COLLEGE 
HOME
Fri. & Sat.,
Jan. 18 & 19 Elmhurst College Tourney 
There
Fri. & Sat.,
Jan. 25 & 26 Washington U. Tourney 
There
Wed., Jan. 30 Anderson College & Dayt
on Anderson
Fri., Feb. 1 SEWANEE & WASHI
NGTON U. HOME
Sat., Feb. 2 Wabash College (seven te
ams) There
Wed., Feb. 6 DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
 HOME
Tues., Feb. 12 ANDERSON COLL
EGE HOME
Fri. & Sat.,
Feb. 15 & 16 NCAA Regional 
Olivet, Mich.
Fri. & Sat.,
Feb. 22 & 23 NCAA, Div. III Regional 
TBA

ID(R SINSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--An exhibit of prints and 
airbrush acrylic paintings
by Jacquelyn Ruttinger are on display until 
Dec. 20 in the Hulman Union at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Ruttinger, who is chairperson of the Art D
epartment at Saint Mary-of-the-
Woods College, has won numerous awards for her
 works which have been included
in more than 40 juried art exhibitions and num
erous invitationals and group
Shows throughout the nation.
Some of her prints have been shown at the 
Smithsonian Institution's
National Museum of American Art, Washington,
 D.C. and her prints and
Paintings have been exhibited at the Art Institu
te of Chicago.
This is only the second time that she has 
displayed her works in
Terre Haute. Ruttinger was presented with a 
Merit Award during the 40th Annual
Wabash Valley Exhibition sponsored by the Sh
eldon Swope Art Gallery earlier
this year.
Her exhibit at Rose-Hulman will be the first t
ime she has presented a
one-woman show in Indiana.
In describing her acrylic paintings, Rutting
er said, "Irridescent
Pigments in the paintings and metallic powers in
 the printing inks create
visually reflective surfaces which cause the
 spatial relationships to change
when a work is viewed from a variety of angles.
"
The exhibit can be seen in the Hulman Union 
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ENGINEERS TO OPEN HOME BASKETBALL SEASON
****************************************
THIS WEEK'S GAMES: 
* MacMurray College, Saturday, December 8, 7:30 p.m., Shook
Fieldhouse (2,000), Terre Haute, Indiana
* Principia College, Monday, December 10, 7:30 p.m., Shook
Fieldhouse (2,000), Terre Haute, Indiana
SCENE SETTER: Rose-Hulman returns to Engineer country this week after
a two-game road trip on the East Coast. The Engineers will open their
home basketball season at Shook Fieldhouse against MacMurray College
December 8. The home stand continues two days later against Principia
College. Rose-Hulman started its season with two losses on the road.
The team opened the season with a 101-77 loss to Worcester Polytechnic




COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- John Mutchner, 323-263 lifetime in 24th year,
292-242 at Rose-Hulman in 22nd year
MacMurray -- Bob Gay, 95-131 in 10th year
Principia -- Bob Beeman, 2-25 in second year
SER.kES: Since 1947, Rose-Hulman holds a 12-2 series lead over
MacMurray and a 51-21 edge over Principia.
LAST YEAR: When Rose-Hulman played MacMurray in 1983, the Engineers
left the court with a 67-53 win. The Engineers met Principia twice
last year and took victories of 57-42 and 78-40.
TRE
the
ENGINEER EIGHT: Coach Mutchner will take his starting five out of
following eight players:
* F David Plantz, 6-5, So.
* F Jeff Rea, 6-6, So.
* F Brad Bentley, 6-4, Sr.
* C David Urbanek, 6-6, Fr.
* C Doug Underwood, 6-7, Fr.
* G Brad Kiess, 5-11, Jr.
* G Jon Homer, 6-3, So.
* G Marc Ruhling, 6-5, So.
(more)
ROSE -HULMAN BASKETBALL--ADD ONE
OPPONENTS' PROBABLES: 
MacMURRAY
F Brad Lutchka, 6-2, Jr.
F Ron Cochran, 6-3, Sr.
C Tom Wojcik, 6-8, Jr.
G Scott Fearrin, 6-0, So.
G Bill Sampen, 6-2, Sr.
PRINCIPIA
F Pat Victor, 6-2, Jr.
F Glenn Shepard, 6-2, So.
C Will Hagenlocher, 6-6, Jr.
G Gary Sprague, 6-0, Jr.
G Scott Herrmann, 6-2, So.
MUTCHNER ON THE ENGINEERS: "We played very poorly against Worcester
Poly. We were never really in that ball game and we were a step and a
half behind all night long. Against NYU, we played much better, but
we were beaten at the foul line. We hit seven of 14 free throws and
they hit 20 of 26, and that's where we lost the game. We still have a
lot of maturing to do, and areas needing improvement include defense,
concentration, and learning to play together. We're looking forward
to being home all week and getting back on a regular practice
schedule. Prior to the East Coast trip, we had trouble having a full
team at practices because of injuries, final examinations and a death
in one player's family. Having our next four games at home will
certainly help. If we can get a couple of wins under our belt, it
Will give our team some confidence and we can go from there."
HIGHLANDER HAPPENINGS: The MacMurray Highlanders are returning three
starters from last year's team that finished in second place in the
Prairie College Conference. MacMurray has wins this year against
Washington University and Millikin University. Losses came against
Culver Stockton, Knox College and the University of Mississippi. The
team will play Illinois College prior to seeing action in Terre Haute.
Reports from Elsah, Ill., indicate the squad is seeing marked
improvement in each game.
PEEK AT PRINCIPIA: The Indians started their season with a loss to
Illinois College. With four games on their schedule this week, the
Indians will see plenty of action prior to their Rose-Hulman visit.
Coach Beeman has two starters and 10 lettermen returning from last
Year's group that finished sixth in the College Athletic Conference.
Principia no longer belongs to the CAC.
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL STATISTICS RECORD: 0-2
*****************************************
NAME GP-GS FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG PF-D AST PTS HI AVG
Ruhling 2-2 15-25 .600 5-6 .830 7 3.5 5-0 0 35 19 17.5
Plantz 2-2 11-23 .478 4-8 .500 11 5.5 10-0 2 26 19 13.0
Homer 2-2 10-15 .666 2-4 .500 3 1.5 7-0 3 22 12 11.0
Kiess 2-2 8-16 .500 6-9 .666 2 1 5-0 9 22 12 11.0
Urbanek 2-1 7-10 .700 1-2 .500 7 3.5 8-0 0 15 13 7.5
Rea 2-1 6-10 .600 2-2 1.000 5 2.5 3-0 2 14 8 7.0
Underwood 2-0 1-3 .333 1-2 .500 2 1 1-0 0 3 2 1.5
Bentley 2-1 1-5 .200 0-0 .000 5 2.5 4-0 0 2 2 1.0
Fletcher 1-0 0-3 .000 1-2 .500 1 1 1-0 1 1 1 1.0
Land 1-0 1-1 1.000 0-0 .000 0 0 2-0 0 2 2 1.0
Wehrley 2-0 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 1 .5 1-0 0 0 0 0.0
Wheeler 1-0 0-1 .000 0-0 .000 1 1 0-0 0 0 0 0.0
RHIT 2 60-112 .589 22-35 .629 45 22.5 49-0 18 142 77 71
OPP 2 62-125 .496 47-59 .797 68 34 35-0 30 171 101 85.5
REBOUNDS: Team-RHIT 2, OPP 7; Dead Ball-RHIT 3, OPP 4
BLOCKED SHOTS: Homer-1, Urbanek-1
STEALS: Plantz-1, Rea-1, Kiess-2, Ruhling-2
MINUTES: Bentley-28, Plantz-68, Rea-39, Kiess-74, Homer-64, Urbanek-41,
Underwood-16, Ruhling-52, Fletcher-5, Land-3, Wehrley-8, Wheeler-2




DATE OPPONENT RHIT OPP ATT HI SCORER HI REBOUNDER
11-26 Worcester Poly 77 101 500 Plantz Plantz
Ruhling (19) Ruhling (5)




(Rose-Hulman, Franklin, Taylor, Kalamazoo)
12-20 Earlham*


















*Denotes College Athletic Conference game
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology honored
its football, cross country and soccer athletes this evening (Dec. 4)
at the school's annual Fall Sports Banquet.
Awards ranging from varsity letters to most valuable player
Plaques were conferred upon more than 90 athletes.
FOOTBALL
Head Football Coach Bob Thompson, whose team captured second
Place in the College Athletic Conference, handed out 52 varsity
letters and five special awards.
Senior linebacker Jack Grote, a Westerville, Ohio, electrical
engineering and computer science major, was selected as the team's
Most Valuable Player. The three-year all-College Athletic Conference
standout led the Engineer defense this year with 110 tackles. He also
served as a co-captain and received a Captain's Award.
The Unsung Hero Award went to senior defensive back Mike Cain,
an Indianapolis mechanical engineering major. This award is given
annually to the player who is a factor in the team's success but
receives little recognition. Cain worked consistently at a backup
defensive spot while serving as the leader of the Engineer specialty
teams.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN FALL SPORTS AWARDS -- ADD ONE
Senior defensive back Earl Wiggins, a Campbell, Calif.,
electrical engineering major, received the Ability, Character and
Leadership Award, also known as the Coaches' Award. He had 47
tackles, three interceptions, and six pass breakups. He also was the
team's number-two punt returner.
Tabbed for this year's Outstanding Freshman Award was Terre
Haute South graduate Doug Ankney.
Other Captain's Awards went to senior center Tony Moshak, a
Mishawaka chemical engineering major, and to senior quarterback Duncan
Gilmore, a Rockville chemical engineering major. Moshak anchored the
Offensive line and was named to the all-CAC team for the second
consecutive year. Gilmore was this year's starting quarterback.
Football lettermen for the Engineers included 20 seniors, 12
juniors, 15 sophomores and five freshmen.
CROSS COUNTRY 
Cross country coach Bill Welch presented five special awards and
20 letters to members of his squad, which captured the College
Athletic Conference championship this year.
Selected for the Most Outstanding Runner Award was sophomore
Roger Hruskovich, Gary. The chemical engineering major also took home
the high Point Trophy and the Most Promising Underclassman Award.
The Most Improved Runner Award went to senior Gene LeBoeuf, a
Hobart civil engineering major. He finished second in total team
Points. This year's Captain Award went to senior Bryan Millard, a
Schaumberg, Ill., chemical engineering major.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN FALL SPORTS AWARDS -- ADD TWO
Also at the banquet, Welch announced the following runners were
named to the all-CAC team: Hruskovich; LeBoeuf; Millard; senior Kyle
Hayes, a graduate of Terre Haute North High School who majors in
mechanical engineering; and sophomore Dean Kunz, Jasper, a mechanical
engineering major.
Cross country lettermen for Rose-Hulman included six seniors,
one junior, seven sophomores and six freshmen.
SOCCER
Head Coach Jim Rendel presented the Most Valuable Player Award
to junior halfback Rich Correll, a Mishawaka chemical engineering
major. Correll was the team's number-two scorer with four goals and
four assists.
The High Scorer Award went to sophomore forward Mike Radomsky, a
chemical engineering major from Mentor, Ohio. He kicked seven goals.
The winner of Best First-Year-Man Award was freshman halfback
Andre Brousseau, a computer science major from Danville, Ky.
Paul Everline, an electrical engineering major from Derwood, Md.,
received the Most Improved Player Award.
Three players were selected to the all-Illinois-Indiana
Collegiate Soccer Conference team: Correll; sophomore forward/goalie
Paul Price, an electrical engineering major from Westerville, Ohio;
and senior halfback Scott Tradup, a civil engineering major from White
Bear Lake, Minn.
Soccer lettermen for Rose-Hulman included three seniors, four
juniors, five sophomores, and five freshmen.
The Engineer soccer team improved its record over last season
with a 7-9 record. The squad finished fourth in the CAC and sixth in
the IICSC.
1984 FOOTBALL LETTER WINNERS
****************************
SENIORS
Dave Bell, Schererville, Ind.
Chuck Busenburg, Indianapolis
Mike Cain, Indianapolis
Paul DePompei, Bedford, Ohio
Duncan Gilmore, Rockville, Ind.
Jeff Greer, Sheridan, Ind.
Jack Grote, Westerville, Ohio
Joe Heister, Cold Spring, Ky.
Keith McConnell, Griffith, Ind.
Tony Moshak, Mishawaka, Ind.
Greg Ottinger, Sheridan, Ind.
Mike Patterson, New Albany, Ind.
Gary Pohl, Fort Branch, Ind.
Joe Rauch, Guilford, Ind.
Dave Redding, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mike Ritz, Newton, Ill.
Kyle Stanforth, Cincinnati, Ohio
Roger VanDerSnick, Elwood, Ind.
Earl Wiggins, Campbell, Calif.
Rob Wilson, Pontiac, Mich.
JUNIORS
Brian Cavagnini, Plymouth, Ind.
Larry Greene, Carmel, Ind.
Todd Griffith, Danville, Ind.
Tom Hawk, Planfield, Ind.
Phil Meiss, Gridley, Ill.
Bob Nordyke, Wolcott, Ind.
Chip Ray, Logansport, Ind.
Ed Sahli, Westlake, Ohio
Jim Tausch, Garfield Hts., Ohio
Vern VanNostran, Solon, Ohio
Dennis Wallen, Clayton, Ind.
Steve Ward, Danville, Ind.
SOPHOMORES 
Greg Ankney, Terre Haute
Herb Bailey, Warsaw, Ind.
Jeff Bannister, Highland, Ind.
Trent Bennett, Culver, Ind.
Jim Crumley, Speedway, Ind.
Bruce Fenimore, Rushville
Don Hirt, Fort Wayne, Ind.
John Kantner, Alexandria, Ind.
Gil Keller, Cincinnati, Ohio
Scott Pfaff, Cincinnati, Ohio
Frank Primich, Merrillville, Ind.
Tim Rauch, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Paul Romanetz, Elkhart, Ind.
Howard Scott, Cincinnati, Ohio
Grant Sharp, Cincinnati, Ohio
FRESHMEN 
Doug Ankney, Terre Haute
John Collett, Terre Haute
Mark Mayfield, Terre Haute
Mike Stercula, Beavercreek, Ohio
Chris Szaz, Cincinnati, Ohio
1984 ROSE-HULMAN CROSS COUNTRY LETTER WINNERS
*********************************************
SENIORS
Bill Bandy, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Kyle Farmer, Pewee Valley, Ky.
Kyle Hayes, Brazil, Ind.
Gene LeBoeuf, Hobart, Ind.
Bryan Millard, Schaumburg, Ill.
Ben Vorhees, Indianapolis
JUNIORS
Lee Beckham, Shaw, Miss.
SOPHOMORES 
Carl Czarnik, Elk Grove, Ill.
Dennis Dobbs, Ludington, Mich.
Roger Hruskovich, Gary, Ind.
Kurt Kelso, Indianapolis
Dean Kunz, Jasper, Ind.
Scott Orr, Indianapolis
Chris Goss, Bloomington, Ind.
FRESHMEN 
Don R. Foley, Paris, Ill.
Jon Reick, Crest Hill, Ill.
Kenny Roberts, Vevay, Ind.
Mike Steider, Lakeville, Minn.
Mark Tebbe, Greensburg, Ind.
Carl Troike, North Judson, Ind.
1984 ROSE-HULMAN SOCCER LETTER WINNERS
**************************************
SENIORS
Mark Janson, Cincinnati, Ohio
Thien Nong, Evansville, Ind.
Scott Tradup, White Bear Lake, Minn.
JUNIORS
Rich Correll, Mishawaka, Ind.
Adam Dixon, Palmyra, Pa.
Gordon Hathaway, New Haven, Ind.
Robert Tang, Evansville, Ind.
SOPHOMORES 
Paul Everline, Derwood, Md.
Paul Price, Westerville, Ohio
Mike Radomsky, Mentor, Ohio
Chris Schieman, Hampton, Va.
Mark Whitmore, Mt. Zion, Ill.
FRESHMEN 
Andre Brousseau, Danville, Ky.
Eric Dittenhafer, Camp Hill, Pa.
John Ortiz, Columbia, Tenn.
Steve Schwaiger, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Art Endrijaitis, Belleville, Ill.
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For Release: Upon Receipt
December 5, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Two civil engineering students at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology have been selected by the Illinois Department
of Transportation to participate in a 15-month cooperative education
program.
Robert Gislason, Terrace Park, Ohio, is currently working in the
areas of design, construction and computer utilization as a member of
the engineering staff of District 5 of the Illinois DOT in Paris.
Brian Glaze, Carmel, will begin his co-op experience as a field and
construction engineer in May, 1985.
They are the first two Rose-Hulman students selected for the
Program which provides them with the opportunity to utilize their
classroom and laboratory experience in the real world, according to
Dr. James McKinney, chairperson, Department of Civil Engineering.
"They are considered members of the professional engineering teams
and will report to the district engineer for evaluation," he noted.
While the program will be providing Gislason and Glaze with
Practical on-the-job experience, McKinney said that their experience
Will also serve as an educational tool for civil engineering students
(more)
SELECTED FOR ILL. D.O.T. PROGRAM--2
o on campus. "We want to bring this experience back to campus and that
is why they will be required to present three oral reports," he stated.
At the completion of the co-op program, both will return to Rose-












For Release: Upon Receipt
December 5, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--For Robert Gislason of Terrace Park, Ohio, a junior
at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, the next 15 months will be unlike
those of the traditional engineering student.
Instead of completing laboratory reports or studying for exams in
thermodynamics or soil mechanics, Gislason is being tested in a different
way.
Gislason has been selected as one of only two Rose-Hulman students to
participate in a cooperative education program for engineers sponsored by
the state of Illinois. He has assumed the duties of a data processing
engineer for the Illinois Department of Transportation.
Gislason, the son of John and Janice Gislason, 2 Swallow Field, is
involved with the overall business aspects of construction, according to
Dr. James McKinney, chairman, Department of Civil Engineering.
"Being able to apply what he has learned in the laboratories and
the classroom will be an invaluable real world learning experience,"
McKinney emphasized. "He will report to the district engineer and will be
considered as a professional member of the engineering staff. His respon-
sibilities will include design, construction and computer utilization,"
McKinney said.
(more)
GISLASON SELECTED FOR SPECIAL PROGRAM--2
While the program will be providing Gislason with practical on-the-job
experience, McKinney noted that the experience will also serve as an
educational tool for civil engineering students on campus.
"We want to bring this real world learning experience back to other
students and that is why he is required to present three oral reports,"
McKinney noted.
Gislason will also submit a weekly report to McKinney who will evalu-
ate his progress.
In addition to his academic workload at Rose-Hulman, Gislason has been
an officer in Sigma Nu social fraternity and participated in varsity foot-
ball and track.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering and science college with an
enrollment of 1,330. One out of every 10 students is a National Merit
Scholarship winner and the average student ranked in the top five percent
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--For Brian Glaze of Carmel, a junior at Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology, the next 15 months will be unlike
those of the traditional engineering student.
Instead of completing laboratory reports or studying for exams in
thermodynamics or soil mechanics, Glaze will be tested in a different
way.
Glaze has been selected as one of only two Rose-Hulman students
to participate in a cooperative education program for engineers
Sponsored by the state of Illinois. He will serve as a field and
construction engineer for District 5 which is headquartered in Paris,
He is the son of Larry and Nancy Glaze, 307 Lexington Blvd.
Glaze, who has worked during two summer internships with the
citY engineer's office in Terre Haute, said that he has already
learned the importance of an engineer being able to communicate.
"The city engineer was always speaking before the city council
to request funds for specific projects. The Illinois Department of
Transportation's representatives have to make the same kind of pleas
to the legislature. It has shown me that an engineer needs to be
Persuasive and that means communication," he added.
(more)
GLAZE SELECTED -- 2
According to Dr. James McKinney, chairman of the Department of
Civil Engineering, Glaze will be considered as a member of the
professional engineering staff. "He will be required to complete
projects in the area of materials testing, project scheduling and
Paving supervision. In addition, he will report to the personnel
services manager and the district engineer."
Glaze will also have to submit a weekly report to McKinney
and present at least three oral reports to his fellow civil
engineering students.
"This is such a real world learning opportunity that we want our
students on campus to learn about the experiences of both students,"
McKinney noted.
Glaze said he would someday like to establish his own consulting
firm and he believes the co-op experience will definitely help his
employment opportunities. "Even though Rose has placed nearly 100
Percent of its graduates each year, I know that this opportunity will
be an advantage for me as compared to a student who doesn't have this
experience," he noted.
He will return to Rose-Hulman in the fall of 1986 to complete
requirements for a bachelor's degree program in civil engineering.
In addition to his academic workload, Glaze has been a member
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Contact: David Piker For Release: Upon Receipt
December 5, 1984
REPP NAMED CLASS PRESIDENT
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Brent Repp, the son of John and Sherry Repp,
Route 1, Palestine, Ill., has been elected president of the freshman
Class at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Repp is pursuing a double major in electrical engineering and
mathematical economics.
A 1984 graduate of Palestine High School, he was the recipient
of a National Merit Scholarship and was selected to the National
Honor Society. One of every nine freshmen at Rose-Hulman is the
recipient of a National Merit Scholarship. The college is ranked
nationally, per capita, in the number of its students who have
received the prestigious academic honors.
In addition to his post as president of the freshman class, Repp
is also treasurer of the college's astronomy club and a member of the
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PRESS ELECTED VICE PRESIDENT
OF FRESHMAN CLASS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Steven Press, son of David and Carolyn Press,
543 Greene St., Cumberland, Md., has been elected vice president of the
freshman class at Rose—Hulman Institute of Technology.
Press, who is pursuing a major in electrical engineering, is a 1984
graduate of Bishop Walsh High School.
Rose—Hulman is a private engineering and science college with an
enrollment of 1,330. One out of every 10 students is a National Merit
Scholarship winner and the average student ranked in the top five percent
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Contact: David Piker For Release: Upon Receipt
December 6, 1984
ECKHOFF ELECTED TO FRESHMAN
CLASS OFFICE
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Bryan Eckhoff, son of Marcy Eckhoff, 909 South
Michigan, Plymouth, Ind., has been elected secretary-treasurer of the
freshman class at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Eckhoff, who is a 1984 graduate of Plymouth High School, is pursuing
a major in chemical engineering.
He is the recipient of a Rose-Hulman scholarship and was elected
to the National Honor Society.
Eckhoff is also a member of the Rose-Hulman debate team.
Rose-Hulman is a private engineering and science college with an
enrollment of 1,330 students. One out of every 10 students is a National
Merit 
Scholarship winner and the average student ranked in the top five
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HOLIDAY PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
WHAT: A holiday tradition at Rose-Hulman continues Saturday when
members of the freshman class and Circle K service club
decorate the 50-foot evergreen tree in front of Deming
Hall (see enclosed map).
WHEN: Saturday, December 8
1 p.m. -- students will begin decorating
7 p.m. (approximately) -- Rose-Hulman staff and faculty
will gather to watch Dr. Hulbert
officially light the tree. More than 1,200 lights will be
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11°SE-HULMAN FOOTBALL DEFENSE, PLAYERS
LISTED IN FINAL NATIONAL STATISTICS
For release on receipt
December 6, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology's football
teana finished in the top of the national NCAA Division III statistics for
rushing defense, punting, and punt returns.
In the final Division III statistics released this week, the Engineer
d eefen
16_against the rush is rated 17th in the country. In nine games, the
defense
gave up only 740 yards on 328 carries for an average allowance of
82.2 
yards a game.
Joining Rose-Hulman in the national rushing defense ratings are 1984
°1313°nents Centre College (19th), DePauw University (22nd), and Earlham
College (23rd).
Another part of the Rose-Hulman game in the national rankings is the
te41's punting game. Punter Grant Sharp, a sophomore electrical
engineering major from Cincinnati, finished the season rated sixth in the
nation. He kicked the ball 65 times for a 40.1-yard punting average.
Also in the final national statistics is Engineer Joe Rauch, a senior
engineering major from Guilford, Ind. He finished 19th in the
44ti0
n in punt returns. He returned 29 punts for 287 yards, averaging 9.9
Yards per return.
-30-
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ROBART RESIDENT HONORED FOR
CROSS COUNTRY IMPROVEMENT
SAMPLE
For release on receipt
December 6, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Hobart resident Gene LeBoeuf was honored this
fall 
with the Most Improved Runner Award for his efforts on the Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology cross country team.
LeBoeuf received his award at the school's Fall Sports Banquet. He
finished as the team's number-two point getter this fall, and he entered
the list of top-20 running times in the history of Rose-Hulman cross
c°untry. He also was named to the 1984 all-College Athletic Conference
cross country team.
"Gene has shown consistent improvement during his days on the team,"
said Head Coach Bill Welch. "He is a top student who brought good
leaderhip to the squad."
A senior civil engineering major, LeBoeuf is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
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ENGINEERS PREPARE TO HOST INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT
*************************************************
TOu RNEY TIME AT ROSE: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will host its
15th annual Invitational Basketball Tournament Dec. 14 and 15 at Shook
Fieldhouse. The weekend schedule follows:
-- Game One: Franklin College vs. Taylor University
6 p.m., Friday, December 14
Game Two: Kalamazoo College vs. Rose-Hulman Institute
8 p.m., Friday, December 14
-- Game Three: Losers of Games One and Two
6 p.m., Saturday, December 15
-- Game Four: Winners of Games One and Two
8 p.m., Saturday, December 15
C°ACH MUTCHNER ON THE TOURNEY: "We are proud to continue our tourneytradition this year," said Head Coach John Mutchner. "We try to schedule
good academic schools with teams where any one of the four could win. We
yl,ever have a dominant team, but we never have any weak sisters, either.
taYlor would have to be the favorite coming into the tournament. They won






OACHES* Rose-Hulman -- John Mutchner, 324-263 lifetime in 24th year,
293-242 at Rose-Hulman in 22nd year
Taylor -- Paul Patterson, 98-59 in sixth year at Taylor
Franklin -- Kerry Prather, 17-17 in second year at Franklin
Kalamazoo -- Ray Steffen, 341-294 in 30th year
!ERIES: Against Taylor, the Engineers have a record of 0-3, and they are
in the Franklin series with a record of 0-12. This weekend marks
_!le first time Rose-Hulman and Kalamazoo will meet on the basketball court.
when Rose-Hulman faced Taylor in the tournament last year, Taylor took home
a 75-54 win.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN TOURNAMENT ADVANCE -- ADD ONE
THE STARTING POOL: Coach Mutchner
following eight players:
*F David Plantz, 6-5, So.
*F Jeff Rea, 6-6, So.
*F Brad Bentley, 6-4, Sr.
*C David Urbanek, 6-6, Fr.
OPPONENT PROBABLES:
FRANKLIN
F Brian Lee, 6-4, Sr.
F Richie Morris, 6-5, So.
C Andy Miller, 6-7, Jr.
G Dan Hanlon, 5-9, Jr.
G Mike Hackett, 6-3, So.
will take his starting five out
*C Doug Underwood, 6-7, Fr.
*G Brad Kiess, 5-11, Jr.
*G Jon Homer, 6-3, So.
*G Marc Ruhling, 6-5, So.
TAYLOR
F Steve Kastelein, 6-5, Jr.
F Ralph Gee, 6-5, So.
C Steve Fortenberry, 6-6, Fr.
C Brad Rupp, 6-6, Jr.
C Greg Habegger, 6-5, So.
G Steve Hewitt, 6-1, Sr.
G Tom Grantiz, 6-1, Jr.
G Scott Polsgrove, 6-0, So.
of the
KALAMAZOO
F Bill Harrison, 6-4, Jr.
F Mike Sines, 6-5, Jr.
C Jeff Koch, 6-9, So.
G Will Lynch, 5-10, Jr.
G Steve Schelske, 6-2, Sr.
ITITCHNER ON THE ENGINEERS: "We've shown improvement each game.
efensively, we played well against MacMurray, holding them to only 38Pcercent from the field. Defense was the key to that game. Our freshman
°enters are getting exposure, and we were able to bring some playing time to
bench. Free throw shooting continues to be a big weakness for us. The
'lc-Murray game marked the second contest in a row where free throw resultsere not good."
Tv/LOR TALES: The Trojans bring an impressive 9-1 mark .to Shook Fieldhouse
11118 week. Coach Paul Patterson has the services of three starters from
bait year's 21-10 team along with a total of seven lettermen. Taylor has a
!alanced scoring attack with the team's top scorer found in guard Tom
iralltiz (15.4).
P 
PANKLIN FACTS: When the season started, the Grizzlies had only two
eill=istters back from last year's 14-14 squad. With only two seniors and two
8_171iors, Franklin is billed by its coach as a young team. The leading
rer this year is center Andy Miller (20).
LAMAZOO MOUES: With only two seniors on their team, the Hornets alsoare colo  tinting on underclassmen for their sting this year. They may not be
retued with upperclassmen, but they do bring some experience in four
ye urrling starters and eight returning lettermen. Kalamazoo went 10-14 last
h4r- The squad's top point man this year is forward Mike Sines who is
tin& for 20 points a game.
MA.Cmtp,,,
76_, L`AEOL MEMORIES: When the Engineers defeated the MacMurray Highlanders
Pert Dec. 8, they played good defense. That showed in MacMurray s 38
gr_ielat performance from the field. For the Engineers, David Plantz and
ba7 Less tied for high-point honors with 16 points each. Freshman center
14 Urbanek led Rose-Hulman in rebounds with 10.
-30-
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL STATISTICS RECORD: 1-2
*****************************************













Ruhling 3-3 17-31 .548 9-10 .900 8 2.7 8-0 1 43
plantz 3-3 17-31 .548 8-16 .500 13 4.3 12-0 3 42
Kiess 3-3 12-24 .500 14-19 .737 4 1.3 5-0 12 38
Romer 3-3 13-22 .591 2-4 .500 5 1.7 8-0 5 28
Urbanek 3-2 11-17 .647 2-6 .333 17 5.7 12-0 0 24Rea 3-1 7-12 .583 4-4 1.000 7 2.3 5-0 3 18Underwood 3-0 4-7 .571 1-2 .500 6 2 3-0 0 9
Bentley 3-1 4-11 .363 0-0 .000 13 4.35-0 0 8Land 2-0 2-2 1.000 1-3 .333 0 0 2-0 0 5
Wheeler 2-0 1-4 .250 0-0 .000 3 1 0-0 0 2













klirr 3 88-165 .533 42-65 .646 84 28.0 64-0 26Opp 







REBOUNDS: Team-RHIT 7, OPP 7; Dead Ball-RHIT 8, OPP 10
BLOCKED SHOTS: Homer-1, Urbanek-1, Bentley-1
STEALS: Ruhling-3, Plantz-2, Rea-2, Kiess-2, Homer-2
MINUTES: Kiess-104, Plantz-94, Homer-90, Ruhling-78, Urbanek-60, Rea-55,11 





























OPPONENT RHIT OPP ATT 
Worcester Poly 77 101 500
New York Univ. 65 70 1,000




































Points Scored: 77 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goals Made: 31 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goals Attempted: 66 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goal Percentage: .630 VS. New York Univerity, Nov. 29
Free Throws Made: 20 vs. Mac Murray College, Dec. 8
Free Throws Attempted: 30 vs. MacMurray College, Dec.
Free Throw Percentage: .714 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov.
Rebounds: 39 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 11 vs. New York University, Nov. 29















1 vs. WPI, Nov. 26, NYU, Nov.
MacMurray College Nov. 29
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS
19, David Plantz and Marc Ruhling
Made: 8, David Plantz and Marc Ruhling vs.
8
26
VS. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
18, David Plantz vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
.750 (6-8) David Urbanek vs. New York U., Nov. 29
.750 (6-8) David Plantz vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
8, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray college, Dec. 8
Free Throws Attempted: 10, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (4-4) Brad Kiess vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
1.000 (4-4) Marc Ruhling vs. MacMurray, Dec. 8
Rebounds: 10, David Urbanek vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 6, Brad Kiess vs. New York University, Nov. 29
Blocked Shots: 1, Homer vs. WPI, Urbanek vs. NYU, Bentley vs. MacMurray
Steals: 2, Jon Homer vs. MacMurray College
i(ROSE-HULMfill
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FOR SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR
For release on receipt
December 12, 1984
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- For the second consecutive year, Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology linebacker Jack Grote has been named to the College
i.vision Academic All-America squad by the College Sports Information
Di 
rectors of America (CoSIDA).
Grote, a native of Westerville, Ohio, was one of two Indiana players
selected to the first team. He was one of three linebackers picked from 20
national nominees at that position.
A four-year standout at Rose-Hulman, the 6-0, 200-pounder has
"celled both on the playing field and in the classroom.
Just this fall, Grote was named Rose-Hulman's Most Valuable Player.
He led the 1984 Engineer defense in total tackles with 110, and he was a
c°-captain of the team.
This year's Rose-Hulman defense was ranked 17th nationally in rushing
defense among NCAA Division III schools. The squad gave up an average of
on'Y 82.2 yards a game on the ground.
Other Grote football accomplishments include being named to the
all-College Athletic Conference team for the past three seasons, serving as
(11-"Captain
the team,s
in 1983, leading the defense in tackles during 1983, and winning
leadership award in 1982.
(more)
GROTE NAMED ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA -- ADD ONE
In the classroom, Grote works out as an electrical engineering and
computer science major. His grade point average for his collegiate career
is 3.949 on a 4.0 scale. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, a national
engineering honorary and a member of Eta Kappa Nu, an electrical
engineering honorary.
Grote's selection marks the sixth season since 1978 that Rose-Hulman
has been represented on the Academic All-America team.
-30-
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WILL KEHRT TO RECEIVE
FIRST HEZE CLARK AWARD
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -- Willard Kehrt, a basketball legend in Terre
ilaure, will be honored by Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Friday
(Dec. 14) with the school's first Heze Clark Award.
The Heze Clark Award is being instituted this year to recognize a
Person in the Terre Haute area for outstanding contributions to
ba
sketball. The award will be made annually in conjunction with the
Rose-Hulman Invitational Basketball Tournament.
"Heze Clark was the first professional coach in Rose-Hulman's
history,
and we want to perpetuate his memory through the award," said
Read 
Basketball Coach John Mutchner. "Clark laid the foundation for the
successful athletic program that has developed here over the years."
During the 1890s, the school's athletic program was run by students,
and in 1908 the Rose Athletic Association voted to hire Clark to run the
athletic program.
field.
He stayed through 1911 when he entered the newspaper
In 1923 Clark returned to head up the Rose athletic program, and
/lent to work upgrading the track and football field. He continued through
1927 and coached basketball and football.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN HONORS KEHRT -- ADD ONE
"I can think of no one more deserving to be the first Heze Clark
Award recipient than Willard Kehrt," Mutchner said. "He was an
outstanding basketball coach who made a major contribution of time and
talent to the youth of Terre Haute through participation in various youth
Programs."
Kehrt's coaching career spanned almost 30 years that saw him take
basketball teams to the state finals twice and send some of his players to
°lYmpic and professional careers. He is a member of the Indiana
Basketball Hall of Fame.
A coaching career for Kehrt started in 1935 at Madison High School
Upon his graduation from Indiana University where he played forward and
guard on the basketball team and pitched for the baseball team. He was
co-captain of the 1935 Hoosier hardwood team, and he received the school's
Outstanding Player Award and the Gimbel Award for mental attitude.
After three years at Madison, Kehrt came to Terre Haute's Garfield
High School as head basketball coach, a position he held for 26 years. He
also served as assistant football coach for 21 years and head golf and
tennis coach for 20 years.
Kehrt's lifetime basketball record was 450-214. His teams won 11
sectionals, four regionals, and two semi-states. He went to the state
finals twice, finishing in the runner-up spot in 1947.
The final-game appearance in the 1947 tournament was marked by some
irony. Garfield was on a 31-game winning streak when it lost in the final
game to Shelbyville, Kehrt's high school alma mater.
When asked about his most memorable moment in basketball, Kehrt
replied: "Probably the year I got the biggest thrill was 1963. We had to
W1 n all of our remaining games in February just to finish with a .500
record.
The team caught fire and ended up in the state finals."
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN HONORSKEHRT -- ADD TWO
Other basketball accomplishments for Kehrt-coached teams include six
Western Indiana Conference championships and four Wabash Valley
Championships.
Among the players coached by Kehrt are former Olympic
and professional standouts Clyde Lovellette and Terry Dischinger.
Kehrt retired from basketball in 1964 to become assistant principal
at Garfield. When Terre Haute consolidated four high schools in 1971,
Kehrt moved to South Vigo High School to serve as assistant principal. He
retired from education in 1979.
Kehrt's contributions to the community were not limited to the
schools. For 20 years he worked with the Spencer Field junior baseball
program.
Through the years, the 72-year-old teacher and coach has seen some
Changes in basketball. "The kids are bigger, faster and more mature than
they were several years ago," Kehrt said. "I think nutrition and diet
Play a big part in this."
"Another change I've noticed is in the specialty defenses and
°ffenses that have developed," Kehrt said. "You have to be better
Prepared in coaching these days because they do so many things that change
during the course of a ball game."
Kehrt is scheduled to receive the Heze Clark Award at a Tourney
TiP-Off Luncheon Friday. Tourney participants are Rose-Rulman, Franklin
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PROF SUGGESTS WAYS TO MAKE
COMPUTER LEARNING EASIER
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A change in the way that documents will be
written for the computer industry will make it easier for you to use
that new personal computer and software package in the future, predicts
a professor at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Dr. Patricia Carlson, who was selected by NASA to help rewrite
instruction manuals so scientists could better understand complex
computer programs, says, "In the future, user guides must be less
technical and therefore easier to understand."
According to Carlson, "The increase in software programs
available during the next five to ten years will be staggering. Easy-
to-understand user manuals will be essential if these new computer
tools are to be utilized by an increasing number of people."
During the 1983-84 academic year, she helped to simplify
user manuals used at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
"The difficulty caused by manuals that are poorly written and
too technical is not unique to persons with a personal computer at home
or in school. NASA scientists were frustrated because they could not
understand how to fully utilize computer programs to analyze weather
data received from satellites," she explained.
(more)
COMPUTER LEARNING -- 2
Carlson, who is associate professor of writing and literature,
says the effectiveness of user guides is more important for adult
learning than for children. "Our generation learned by using paper
documents. Today, children are learning through the use of keyboards
and video display terminals (VDT)."
According to Carlson, this unique characteristic of adult
learning also means that they have a difficult time understanding a
task when there is no physical evidence to indicate what has been
done."
"Manuals need to explain where information goes and how it is
filed. If those functions are a mystery to the user, then those
mysteries will only increase computer phobia," she stated.
"The user should not be overwhelmed with specifics at the
beginning of the guide. Manuals should be written using a memory
tree method whereby the user is first taught the overall functions
of the computer. After that is learned, then the author should go
into specifics," she suggested.
Carlson, who plans to consultant for NASA again next summer,
says Rose-Hulman is developing a course to teach future engineers
how to write for the computer industry. The class will be offered
next year through the college's Division of Humanities, Social and
Life Sciences.
"Our students will be among the professionals who will be
writing software and they need to know how to effectively communicate
with the user of that software," Carlson emphasized.
(more)
COMPUTER LEARNING -- 3
"Most of the current manuals are written by self-trained
journalists or computer programmers. There is going to be an
increasing need for trained professionals in this new area of writing
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ENGINEERS PREPARE TO ENTER CONFERENCE PLAY
******************************************
BASKETBALL THIS WEEK: The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology basketball
tr,eam will open College Athletic Conference competition this week at Earlham
'°11ege. The game will take place at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 20, Thursday.
ScEN
SETTER: Both teams bring .500 records to this contest. The Fightin'
,11-g1neers will go to Earlham on the heels of a 60-47 loss to Taylor
university in the Rose-Hulman Invitational Tournament. In their opening
ame of the tourney, the Engineers defeated Kalamazoo College 84-77. The




COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- John Mutchner, 326-264 (collegiate) in 24th year,
295-243 at Rose-Hulman in 22nd year
Earlham -- Avis Stewart, 34-68 in fifth year
SERIES: Earlham holds the edge in this series with 24 wins against 10
Engineer losses.
PROBABLE ENGINEER STARTERS: Coach John Mutchner has not settled on one
regular group of starters. He should select his starting five out of the
f°11°wing players:
* F David Plantz, 6-5, So.
* F Jeff Rea, 6-6, So.
* F Brad Bentley, 6-4, Sr.
* C David Urbanek, 6-6, Fr.
* C Doug Underwood, 6-7, Fr.
* G Brad Kiess, 5-11, Jr.
* G Jon Homer, 6-3, So.
FOR EARLHAM:
Terry Scott, 6-4, Sr.
Brian Spencer, 6-5, Sr.
Karl Haskins, 6-8, Sr.
Greg Williams, 6-2, Fr.
Todd Jarvis, 6-2, Fr.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN TRAVELS TO EARLHAM -- ADD ONE
A, Ji0MECOMING FOR COACH: Thursday's game marks a homecoming for Coach
Mutchner. He earned his A.B. degree from Earlham in 1956.
MUTCHNER ON THE QUAKERS: "Earlham probably has the best team it's had in
Years. Their record is deceiving. They implement a three-guard rotation
and all three guards are very good. The Earlham center (Haskins)
Potentially is the best big man around in small college basketball. When
he's on, he's tough. Earlham's overall strength is found in their
quickness and their experience. Their starting forwards both are seniors,
and they bring plenty of experience to the court."
A. DIJAILa QUICKIE: When the season started, Earlham returned four starters
and nine lettermen from a team that went 8-14 last season. Top point men
for Earlham are forward Terry Scott (14.9), guard Greg Williams (14.5),
forward Brian Spencer (10.8), and center Karl Haskins (9.6).
1.1UTCHNER ON THE ENGINEERS: "I think we played Taylor better than the score
indicated. We were within striking distance through most of the game, but
we just couldn't put three baskets together to get the lead. With a young
team, it's going to be a game-by-game process throughout the year. We have
to develop the ability to play a full 40 minutes with consistency."
ROSTER CHANGE: Coach Mutchner announced today (Dec. 17) that sophomore
guard Marc Ruhling left the team to devote more time to his studies. Prior
to last week's Rose-Hulman Invitational, Ruhling was averaging 14.5 points
a game.
TOURNEY RECAP: The Engineers played an exciting game against Kalamazoo
College to gain a berth in the Rose-Hulman Invitational championship game.
The Engineers sat on an 11-point lead at the half, but saw it dwindle in
the second period when the Hornets took a five-point lead. What brought
the Engineers back into the game were 20 free throws of 20 attempts in the
second half. Five Engineers placed in double figures with forward David
Plantz earning high-point status with 22. In the championship game,
Rose-Hulman stayed within five to six points of Taylor University most of
the evening, but the Engineers could not put together a run to challenge
the patient Trojans who captured their second straight Invitational.
2LL-TOURNEY TYPES: Two Engineers were named to the Invitational11-Tourney team this past weekend. They are forward David Plantz and
guard Brad Kiess. Taylor guard Tom Grantiz was named the tournament's most
valuable player. He scored 21 points in the win against the Engineers.
LOOKING AHEAD: After the Earlham game, the Engineer cagers get a break
1,1,11t11 Jan. 4 and 5 when they play in the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational.
00ohools entered in that tourney are Rose-Hulman, Hope, Carnegie-Mellon, and
hlo Wesleyan. On Jan. 9, the Engineers will host Greenville College in
Shook Fieldhouse.










































REB AVG PF-D AST
26 4.3 23-0 5
18 3.0 16-0 6
11 1.8 6-0 31
14 2.3 13-0 9
28 4.7 18-0 2
22 3.7 14-0 0
10 1.6 10-0 4
10 2.0 4-0 1
1 .252-0 0
4 1 0-0 0
1 .3 1-0 1




























6 169-319 .530 79-122 .648 148 24.7 111 63 417 84 69.5
6 168-360 .467 80-117 .684 186 31.0 118 68 416 101 69.3
REBOUNDS: Team-RHIT 16, OPP 19; Dead Ball-RHIT 21, OPP 23
BLOCKED SHOTS: Plantz-3, Ruhling-2, Urbanek-2, Homer-1, Bentley-1, Kiess-1
STEALS: Kiess-10, Homer-10, Plantz-7, Ruhling-7, Urbanek-3, Rea-2, Bentley-2
MINUTES: Kiess-206, Plantz-196, Homer-187, Ruhling-173, Urbanek-129,
Bentley-120, Rea-84, Underwood-49, Wehrley-15, Fletcher-11, Wheeler-11, Land-9,TURNOVERS: Plantz-21, Kiess-14, Ruhling-11, Homer-11, Bentley-11, Urbanek-8,
Rea-4, Wehrley-3, Underwood-3, Fletcher-1, Wheeler-1
ROSE-HULMAN GAME-BY-GAME RESULTS
********************************
DATE OPPONENT RHIT OPP ATT HI SCORER HI REBOUNDER
11-26 Worcester Poly 77 101 500 Plantz Plantz
Ruhling (19) Ruhling (5)
11-29 New York Univ. 65 70 1,000 Ruhling (16) Plantz (6)
12-8 MACMURRAY 76 61 1,100 Plantz Urbanek (10)
Kiess (16)
12-10 PRINCIPIA 68 47 425 Plantz (17) Four Players (5)
12-14 KALAMAZOO COL.@ 84 77 1,000 Plantz (22) Pltz, Urbnk (4)
12-15 TAYLOR UNIV. @ 47 60 1,000 Plantz (11) Plantz (4)
Homer (11) Bentley (4)
12-20 Earlham*


















*Denotes College Athletic Conference game @ Denotes Rose-Hulman Invitational
TEAM HIGHS 
Points Scored: 84 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec.14
Field Goals Made: 32 vs. Principia College, Dec. 10, and Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Field Goals Attempted: 66 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goal Percentage: .630 vs. New York University, Nov. 29
Free Throws Made: 20 vs. Mac Murray College, Dec. 8, and Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Free Throws Attempted: 30 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Free Throw Percentage: .909 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Rebounds: 39 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 18 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Blocked Shots: 4 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Steals: 16 vs. Principia College, Dec. 10
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS 
Points Scored: 22, David Plantz vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Field Goals Made: 8, David Plantz and Marc Ruhling vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Plantz vs. Kalamazoo College
Field Goals Attempted: 18, David Plantz vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goal Percentage: .800 (4-5)Brad Bentley vs. Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
.800 (4-5) Jon Homer vs. Taylor Univ., Dec. 15
Free Throws Made: 8, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8, and David
Plantz vs. Principia, Dec. 10
Free Throws Attempted: 10, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (4-4) Brad Kiess vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
1.000 (4-4) Marc Ruhling vs. MacMurray, Dec. 8
1.000 (4-4) Brad Kiess vs. Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Rebounds: 10, David Urbanek vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 10, Brad Kiess vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Blocked Shots: 2, Plantz vs. Taylor Univ., Dec. 15
Steals: 7, Brad Kiess vs. Principia
(ROSE-HULMAII
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JAPANESE BELIEVE THEY WILL
SET FUTURE BUSINESS TRENDS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Japanese businessmen believe they will be the
key to influencing international business trends in the future, says
an economist at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Dr. John Ying recently returned from a two-month stay in Japan
during which he met with executives and workers to discuss the
Japanese economy and management-labor relationships.
"Japan is almost like America was in the 1960s," he said.
"They have had tremendous successes in world markets and they have
confidence that they will be the main influence on future business
trends," Ying explained.
"Managers and workers also expressed confidence that they can
expand their market share," he noted.
Ying, who met with economists and officials from steel,
electronic, retail and chemical companies, said he found the Japanese
economy to be very strong. Business officials also expressed some
concern about inflation and the ability to maintain low unemployment
rates.
"The country has only one natural resource, people. Almost
every person I met agreed that they don't have any choice but to work
(more)
JAPANESE BUSINESSMEN -- 2
hard and together if the country is to compete internationally," Ying
says.
Employee suggestion systems are the latest management trend,
according to Ying. "As an example, last year the Tohoku Oki
Electronic Company averaged 36 suggestions per employee per month.
The company paid almost $250,000 in rewards and saved more than $3
million as the result of the system which is also used by many
American companies," he noted.
Ying said the degree of worker acceptance of company goals and
values is even stronger than it was during his last visit to Japan
eight years ago.
10 "The role of the Japanese company is not only to provide a job
but also to provide for a person's existence as well as being the
custodian of his faith and spiritual life. The Japanese do not
separate the worker as a social and spiritual being from his
productive role at work," he emphasized.
"Japanese workers define their life in terms of duty, loyalty
and success," Ying says.
Despite a sense of confidence and a strong economy, the
Japanese business community is still worried about future challenges.
"Management expressed concern about whether the traditional
employee level of loyality will continue. They cited an increase in
the number of women workers and the rapid influx of Western ideas
that threaten to break down traditional values believed to be critical
to productivity and success," Ying noted.
(more)
JAPANESE BUSINESSMEN -- 3
"They are worried about any type of crisis, such as a disruption
of oil and other raw materials. In time of crisis, decisions have to
be made quickly and that is difficult in the Japanese style of
management. It is a style that requires involvement from everyone
before a consensus opinion is reached," he said.
Ying noted that certain American products are in demand by the
Japanese consumer. "Many Japanese businessmen believe that American
companies could increase their sales of particular consumer products
in Japan," he stated.
Ying said the Japanese believe that concepts they have perfected
will continue to be characteristics of the most popular consumer
goods. "Products will be light, thin, short and small," he noted.
"In Japan the philosophy is that work is not everything it
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--While most college students will be
relaxing during the holiday break, Mike Taylor of Brookville
will be involved in a project that may decide his professional
future.
Taylor, a senior civil engineering major at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology, has been selected to continue a summer
project studying drainage from abandoned coal mines in southern
Indiana.
The opportunity to work with ATEC Associates, an
Indianapolis based firm, is more than just a part-time job,
according to Taylor, "My work this summer provided me with a
career experience in a type of civil engineering that I had never
considered."
Taylor was involved with analyzing soil and water
samples to determine the effect of acid drainage. He worked
With geotechnical and materials engineers on projects that were
different from his emphasis at Rose-Hulman which has been in the
area of architectural construction.
"The experience showed me the real world of engineering
including the long hours and the impact that the profession
(more)
TAYLOR CAREER EXPERIENCE -- 2
has on our quality of life," he noted.
Taylor, who has been honored for his academic excellence
at Rose-Hulman, says the experience has also made him more
employable. "Every college student no matter what their field
should seek out a co-op or internship experience. It will
answer those questions about whether or not you have really
picked the right field in which to pursue a career," he said.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A math professor at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology is using a printing press to help colleagues around the
nation understand how to use a microcomputer to improve education.
Dr. Brian Winkel is the publisher of Collegiate Microcomputer,
a journal distributed four times annually to subscribers that include
IBM and college libraries.
Winkel said most publications deal with computer-aided
instruction in specific disciplines whereas this journal includes
articles about microcomputer use in a variety of subjects.
"The microcomputer is fast becoming the rule rather than
the exception in college teaching," Winkel says. "Some predict
that by the year 2000, the microcomputer will replace the textbook
as the main educational tool," he indicated.
According to Winkel, being editor of Collegiate Microcomputer
has been a learning process, "I'm amazed at the variety of ways
the microcomputer is being used in almost every discipline."
Topics of articles in a recent issue included "Microcomputers
in Undergraduate Physiology Laboratories," "On Selecting A Micro-
Computer for 1800 Freshmen at Drexel," "Teaching Software Selection
(more)
COLLEGIATE MICROCOMPUTER -- 2
and Evaluation to Education Majors," and "Evaluating Computer-Assisted
Instruction for Writing".
He noted that many of the ideas have originated at smaller
colleges where it is easier for faculty to get access to equipment
and to implement programs.
Winkel said he hopes Collegiate Microcomputer can alleviate
a limitation regarding microcomputer use. "Very rarely is the idea for
uses of computer-aided instruction utilized outside the discipline
where the idea originated," he explained.
"I hope that through articles in the journal, faculty can learn
how the microcomputer being used by a political scientist can also
relate to their class in mathematics," Winkel stated.
"The publication is broad-based. There are many publications
that deal with specific academic areas that have columns about
microcomputer use in that subject. However, there are only two or
three other publications like Collegiate Microcomputer that are so
general," he emphasized.
Winkel said that response to the journal, which was first
published in 1983, has been favorable and even included a positive
review in the Library Journal. He added that Collegiate Microcomputer
has also broadened the reputation of the Department of Mathematics at
Rose-Hulman which is now being viewed as a repository for data about
microcomputer use in higher education.
"The journal includes 96 pages of articles, four times a year and
Yet we are only communicating the tip of the iceberg about developments
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ENGINEERS TO PLAY IN OHIO WESLEYAN INVITATIONAL
***********************************************
OFF TO OHIO: The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology basketball team will
take a 3-4 record to the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational Basketball Tournament
Jan. 4 and 5. The tourney schedule follows:
Game One: ROSE-HULMAN vs. Hope College
7 p.m. (EST), Friday, January 4
Game Two: Carnegie-Mellon vs. Ohio Wesleyan University
9 p.m. (EST), Friday, January 4
Game Three: Consolation game (losers of first two games)
6 p.m. (EST), Saturday, January 5
Game Four: Championship game (winners of first two games)
8 p.m. (EST), Saturday, January 5
▪ GOOD REGIONAL MIX: This tournament brings together teams from four
different states: Rose-Hulman, Terre Haute, Ind.; Hope College, Holland,




Hope College, 5-1 (to play holiday tourney Dec. 28 & 29)
Carnegie-Mellon, 2-5
COACHES: Rose-Hulman -- John Mutchner, 326-265 (collegiate) in 24th
year, 295-244 at Rose-Hulman in 22nd year
Hope College -- Glenn Van Wieren, 111-54 in 7th year
Carnegie-Mellon -- Larry Anderson, 7-21 in 2nd year
Ohio Wesleyan -- Gene Mehaf fey, 70-70 in 6th year
▪ NEW SERIES BEGINS: Records indicate Rose-Hulman has not played any of
the schools in this tournament.
PROBABLE ENGINEER STARTERS: Coach Mutchner will select his starting five
from the following seven players:
* F David Plantz, 6-5, So.
* F Jeff Rea, 6-6, So.
* F Brad Bentley, 6-4, Sr.
* C David Urbanek, 6-6, Fr.
* C Doug Underwood, 6-7, Fr.
* G Brad Kiess, 5-11, Jr.
* G Jon Homer, 6-3, So.
(more)
ROSE-HULMAN TRAVELS TO OHIO -- ADD ONE
PROBABLES FOR HOPE COLLEGE:
* F Chip Henry, 6-5, Sr.
* F John Klunder, 6-4, Sr.
* C Dan Gustad, 6-8, Sr.
* G Dave Beckman, 6-1, Sr.
* G Jeff Dils, 6-0, Sr.
OW AND C-M PROBABLES:
OHIO WESLEYAN
* B Mark Oberholtzer, 6-8, Sr.
* B Chip Jarrett, 6-5, Sr.
* W Dave Hollenbaugh, 6-0, Sr.
* W Scott Tedder, 6-2, Fr.
* P Steve Hendrix, 5-11, Jr.
(B=baseline, W=wing, P=point)
CARNEGIE-MELLON
* F John Taormina, 6-2, Sr.
* F Dwayne Waite, 6-2, Sr.
* C Richard Neff, 6-6, Jr.
* G Michael Stewart, 5-10, Fr.
* G Robert Brown, 5-11, So.
A_ HOPEFUL TEAM: The Flying Dutchmen of Hope College will have the best
record coming into the tournament. They have been averaging 83 points a
game while holding their opponents to 60.5 points a contest. With an
all-senior lineup, Hope brings a wealth of experience to the tournament.
At the beginning of the season, the Dutchmen returned three starters from
last year's squad that finished the season rated number one in Division
III. That team compiled a 22-2 overall record and a 12-0 finish in the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association to capture tirst place in
that league for the fourth straight year. Top scorers for Hope this year
are guard Dave Beckman with 17 points a game, forward Chip Henry with 13.2
Points, and center Dan Gustad with 13. Henry and Gustad also are the
team's top rebounders. Hope is scheduled to play in the Dutchman Classic
holiday tournament prior to the Ohio tournament.
TARTAN TALK: The Carnegie-Mellon Tartans are coming into the tournament
with a 2-5 record. Last year's team went 5-16 overall and 3-11 in the
President's Athletic Conference. Four starters and eight lettermen
returned from that squad. Forward John Taormina is the team's leading
scorer with an average of 15.4 points a game. He has seen improvement in
his last two games scoring 20 or more points. Other top point men for the
Tartans are center Richard Neff (8.9) and Hart Coleman (8.4). Coleman also
is the team's top rebounder with 10.7 per game.
BISHOP BANTER: Ohio Wesleyan's Battling Bishops returned four starters
from last year's team that went 16-11. Top point men for Ohio Wesleyan are
baseline forward Mark Oberholtzer with a 20.8 average and and wing player
Scott Tedder with 17.5 points a game. Also averaging in double figures are
]?save Hollenbaugh (13.5) and Chip Jarrett (16.1). The team's top rebounder
is Oberholtzer with 9.8 per game. The Bishop playmaker is point guard
Steve Hendrix who already has 51 assists to his credit.
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL STATISTICS RECORD: 3-4
*****************************************
NAME GP-GS FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG PF-D AST PTS HI AVG
Plantz 7-7 44-76 .579 22-39 .564 34 4.9 28-0 7 110 22 15.7
Kiess 7-7 30-63 .476 26-34 .765 16 2.3 10-0 32 86 16 12.3
Ruhling 6-5 33-68 .485 12-16 .750 18 3.0 16-0 6 78 19 13.0
Romer 7-7 26-42 .619 5-16 .313 15 2.1 18-0 13 57 12 8.1
Urbanek 7-4 22-39 .564 10-17 .588 35 5.0 22-0 2 54 13 7.7
Bentley 7-4 19-35 .543 4-4 1.000 28 4.0 15-0 0 42 10 6.0
Rea 7-2 8-16 .500 6-6 1.000 11 1.6 12-0 4 22 8 3.1
Underwood 6-0 7-11 .636 1-2 .500 10 1.4 4-0 2 15 6 2.1
Land 4-0 2-2 1.000 2-5 .400 2 .29 3-0 0 6 3 .9
Wheeler 3-0 1-4 .250 0-0 .000 4 1 0-0 0 2 2 0.5
Fletcher 5-0 0-5 .000 1-2 .500 1 .3 4-0 2 1 1 .25
Wehrley 5-0 0-2 .000 0-3 .000 4 .6 2-0 0 0 0 0.0
RHIT
OPP
7 192-363 .529 89-143 .622 177 25.2 136 72 473 84 67.6
7 196-415 .472 96-140 .686 210 30.0 137 89 488 101 69.7
REBOUNDS: Team-RHIT 18, OPP 21; Dead Ball-RHIT 25, OPP 28
BLOCKED SHOTS: Plantz-3, Ruhling-2, Urbanek-2, Homer-1, Bentley-1, Kiess-1
STEALS: Homer-13, Plantz-11, Kiess-10, Ruhling-7, Urbanek-4, Rea-2, Bentley-4
Igligaaj Kiess-206, Plantz-196, Homer-187, Ruhling-173, Urbanek-129,
Bentley-120, Rea-84, Underwood-49, Wehrley-15, Fletcher-11, Wheeler-11, Land-9,
TURNOVERS: Plantz-23, Kiess-20, Homer-15, Bentley-13, Urbanek-12, Ruhling-11,
Rea-5, Underwood-5, Wehrley-3, Land-2, Fletcher-1, Wheeler-1
1984-85 ROSE-HULMAN CAC STATISTICS RECORD: 0-1
***ink*********tr*******************
NAME GP-GS FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG PF-D AST PTS HI AVG
Plantz 1-1 7-14 .500 4-7 .571
Kiess 1-1 3-10 .300 5-7 .714
Bentley
Homer 
1-1 5-8 .625 0-0 .000
1-1 3-4 .750 0-2 .000
Rea 1-1 0-1 .000 0-0 .000
Urbanek
Land 
1-0 5-6 .833 0-2 .000









Underwood 1-0 0-0 .000 0-0 .000
KRIT 1 23-44 .523 10-21 .476
OPp 
1 28-55 .509 16-23 .696
8 8 5-0 2 18 18 18
5 5 4-0 1 11 11 11
6 6 1-0 0 10 10 10
1 1 5-0 4 6 6 6
1 1 2-0 0 0 0 0
7 7 4-0 0 10 10 10
0 0 1-0 0 1 1 1
0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0-0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0
29 29 25-0 9 56 56 56
24 24 19-0 21 72 72 72
R
EBOUNDS: Team-RHIT 2, OPP 2;
BLOCKED SHOTS: 0 
Dead Ball-RHIT 4, OPP 5
STEALS: Plantz-4, Homer-3, Bentley-2, Urbanek-1






















































































Conference game; @ Denotes Rose-Hulman Invitational
TEAM HIGHS 
Points Scored: 84 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec.14
Field Goals Made: 32 vs. Principia College, Dec. 10, and Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Field Goals Attempted: 66 vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goal Percentage: .630 vs. New York University, Nov. 29
Free Throws Made: 20 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8, and Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Free Throws Attempted: 30 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Free Throw Percentage: .909 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Rebounds: 39 vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 18 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Blocked Shots: 4 vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Steals: 16 vs. Principia College, Dec. 10
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS
Points Scored: 22, David Plantz vs. Kalamazoo College,
Field Goals Made: 8, David Plantz and Marc Ruhling vs.
Plantz vs. Kalamazoo College
Field Goals Attempted: 18, David Plantz vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
Field Goal Percentage: .800 (4-5)Brad Bentley vs. Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
.800 (4-5) Jon Homer vs. Taylor Univ., Dec. 15
Free Throws Made: 8, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8, and David
Plantz vs. Principia, Dec. 10
Free Throws Attempted: 10, Brad Kiess vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (4-4) Brad Kiess vs. Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
1.000 (4-4) Marc Ruhling vs. MacMurray, Dec. 8
1.000 (4-4) Brad Kiess vs. Kalamazoo, Dec. 14
Rebounds: 10, David Urbanek vs. MacMurray College, Dec. 8
Assists: 10, Brad Kiess vs. Kalamazoo College, Dec. 14
Blocked Shots: 2, Plantz vs. Taylor Univ., Dec. 15
Steals: 7, Brad Kiess vs. Principia
Dec. 14
Worcester Poly, Nov. 26
